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At last, more than a year after closing of the Forsius
Symposium, we are ready with the editing and printing of the
second por-t of the documentation of the Symposium.
Part one called Colour Report F26 contained alI papers
given as preprints at the Symposium, none of which were read
but 011 or them acted as valuable and inspiring backgrounds to
the intense discussions during the different Sessions.
In this second part, Colour Report F28, you will find the
Invited Lectures, the moderators Reports and Glimpses from
the discussions as much as we have succeded to interpret the
various sounds on the recording tapes. All written comments
sent in are also included together with me more official
speaches.
During me edition of this report we have learnt e lot, found
new engles of approaches and got inspiration for new research.
We would be Iucku if some will get the same experience when
reading this documentation of so much clarifying and
confusing discussions. At least it seems obvious that e lot or
missunderstandings in communication between different
categories of scientists and appliers are of semantic nature, the
words we use mean different things for different persons.
With this report we thank you for taking an octìve part in
the Forsius Symposium end hope you enjoyed it as much es we
did.
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PRF..FACE

An AIC Mi dt erm Meeting was held in August 1983. It was
called the Forsius symposium on Colour Order Systems and Environmental Colou r Design and was arranged by the swedish Colour
Cent.re Foundation.

The name was chosen pr imar i l y because Forsius produced what
was probably the fi rst written documentation of principles for
t he orderi ng of col our s . This was published in handwriting form
in 1611. It appears also that he tried to indicate the use Man
has of colours, a philosophy that of course was influenced by the
kind of general scientific paradigm that was present i n the late
16t.h century.
Thi s approach was in line with the aims of t he organizing
committee of the symposium i n order to build a bridge between the
scientists and practical tillers who try to clarify chemical,
physical, physiological and psychological aspects of how colour
perceptions are pr oduced , and to those researchers and applicants
who want t o know how to use col our i n all kinds of environmental
design.
In order to be able to devote as much time as possible to
discuss ions, all papers were documented in beforehand (Colour
Report no 26) and circulated to all participants. 'rhe only oral
presentations that were accepted were a number of invited lectures referring t o certain subtopics notified in adVffilce.
The
present Colour Report represents the second half of the docurnentat i on of t he Forsius Symposium. It contains for each s ubtopic:
--

the invi ted lectures
glimpses of discussi on
writt en comments
moderator 's report

Also included are
- the special lecture given by the Director ('~neral of the
swedish National Boar d of Phys i cal Planning and Building, also
Chairman of the Boar:d of: the S\tled ish Colour Cent r e Founda.t ion ,
- the welcome addres s by t he
- the ATC

P.r es id:~nt ' '3

('~ner.al

Sec retary of t he Meeting "

addr ess and pres ent ation of the J'udd l\war d

r t':>cipien l : ,

.- the Recipient's Lectur e ,
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Regarding the "glimpses of discussion" we would like to make
the following camnents:
Fach is a res~ of a two-hour both oonfusing and clarifying
talk, transcribErl fron a tape-recording of extranely poor, and at
times incanprehensible quality.
Often it represents the reviewer's interpretation of what the speakers might have said more
than a word by word account of what was actually said.
(Those
speakers who happened to have the best microphones and/or have
the clearest pronunciation therefore will be better represented
than others.) It has not been possible to check the transcription
either before or afterwards with the speakers.
As much of the
Symposium was devoted to discussions am so many interesting
aspects energed, it is felt that it would be of sane value to the
readers to take part of sane of the meanings and approaches that
the very active partipants oontributed to the Symposium.
'Iberefore, we take the risk that sane of the speakers may object to
the reviewer's interpretations.
The task of listening through
the tapes was delegated to different persons and oonsequently the
character of the reviews differ.
For sane sessions the tapes have been lost canpletely and in
those cases the only sumnaries are the rooderators' reports.
Responsible
been AnOOrs

lUte

Svedmyr,

for this Symposium arrl its documentaion have
Lars Sivik, Gunnar 'Ibrmquist, Berit Pernbeck,
Jan Sisefsky am Ake Stenius.

HArd,

The Erlitors take full responsibility for any errors that may
be found in the zeport;s ,

Finally we thank everyl:xxiy who has contributed to the Symp0sium by attending it, by giving papers am lectures, by taking
part in the discussions, and last but not least, having been good
listeners.

Stockholm in August 1984
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OPENI~ AND WELCC1'1E ADDRESS
Anders Hard

Ladies and Gentlemen! Workers in the scientific field of
Colour In all its human and technological aspects, and a broad
spectrum of AIC friends fran the whole world, I welcome you to
thisAIC Midterm Meeting called the Forsiurn symposium on Colour
Order systems and Environmental Colour Design. In the name of the
Swedish Colour Centre Foundation and its collaborators, I especially welcome you to sweden and to this little town of Kungalv,
on the Swedish west coast.
The majority of people coming to Sweden for a meeting like
this usually find themselves concentrated to the Stockholm
region, but this time we wanted you to familiarize yourselves
with quite another part of Sweden, the swedish west coast with
its capital, Goteborg, and one of its neighbouring towns,
GOteborg with its unenglish spelling is sanetimes
Kungalv.
called Little London reminding us of the good contact westwards
and our sea. connections.
When we were looking for somewhere to hold this AlC meeting,
we came into contact with Nordiska FolkhOgskolan, where we are
now and we hope you will feel at home here during this symposium.
Some of you might be wondering why it has been called the
Fcr s.ius Symposium.
rrhe reason is not only that it is four hund-

red and thirty three years (a prime number) since this Swedish/
Finnish priest and scientist was born - but more the fact that
already
in 1611 he published a presentation of a threedimensional model of what he said was the "true resemblance and
order between colours" as they were seen or, what; we today may
call, perceived.
He presented these ideas in a handwritten book
called "PHYSlCA" and they have much in ccmnon with today IS phenomenological knowledge.
An interesting fact about his idea of
"true" colour order is that it is designed in opposition to a
Colour Wheel previously used. by, as he calls them, ancient
people.
In that "old colour wheel" the colours cane in order:
White-Yellow-Red-BrCMIl-Black-Green-Blue-Grey and back to White.

Forsius not OIlly had a descriptive approach to the order of
colours but also aspects of what use man has of his capability to
see colours, how they are related to other phases of the human
mind and to man's behaviour, related, of course, to the state of
knowledge at the end of the 16th century.
One of the intentions during this symposium is to focus on
these latter aspects that Forsius contributed to the field of the
colour senses .

with so many co-workers fran different disciplines of colour
science who have cane together, we have tried to make this Sympos ium to a platform where we all have the chance and time to talk,
not to but with each other, in order to get a better understanding of what and why we think the way we do.
There is no doubt
that there are many scientists and practitioners, especially
represented within AlC and at this AlC Symposium, such as
chanists, manUfacturing engineers, physicists, physiologists and
I
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also psychologists, who have their main interest in all questions
related to how colours are PROIXJCED as material, as radiation,
and as vision in man.
And so we have the other category of colour people who,
unfortunately, are very under-represented within AlC, but who are
most probably the daninating number within society e.g. all those
who are less interested in the production problems but more in
questions how colours can be USED. They are all those scientists
and practitioners within art, design, architecture, psychology,
sociology, not forgetting the ordinary man in the street, that is
to say, all those who create and study colour design in the envirorunent and its effect on man's well-being and who want to know
more about the ~rtance and effect of colour in that context
and how to create a better environment for man to live in.
In
addition, there are all those people who are interested in how
the ordinary man uses colour information in order to understand
the environment he lives in.
The aim of this symposium is to get all these categories of
people together for free discussions over the professional borders, in order to achieve a better understanding of the different
scientific paradigms that might be relevant, and also to see what
we might gain fran each other's knowlege in our particular
fields.
This declaration may also explain the scientific organisation of this symposium. The Organizing' Committee has formulated
a number of sub-topics which are thought to be of ~rtance for
highlighting the different aspects on Colour Order systems and
their practical value, not only related to production problems
but also on their usefulness in environmental colour design.
We
hope this will give an understanding, across the borders of
different sciences, of why we have, and maybe must have, different colour order systems for different purposes and how ~rtant
it is that we realize and formulate the different needs we want
to cover when we design a colour order system.
Therefore, at this symposium, it is more the proposed topics
that should be discussed and not so much the individual papers
which are presented in the "Colour Report", mailed to all participants pr ior to this symposium. Fran the very beginning, we
assumed that all the participants attending the Forsius Symposium
were highly capable of reading so that the papers did not need to
be presented (orally) once more but could serve as background
documents and act a source of inspiration to the relevant topics.
The formulation of the topics was included in both the first
invitation and in the final program from which you have also
found that we will go fran the very philosophical one "Why colour
order systems" to more and more pragrnatic and practical application aspects.
For each of the sub-topics, we have asked a participant to
give a main lecture in order to introduce the topic andgi ve, as
we hope, his broadminded but still very personal thoughts and
views on it. We are pleased to be able to tell you that all of
those we asked have accepted the challenge and all the work it
involves to prepare these lectures. Thank you everybody. We are
anxious to know how you have understood the topics and curious to
hear your ideas.
I wish to thank those of you who have accepted
2
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to act as moderators and see to it that the discussions run
properly by, firstly, initiating the discussions after the main
lecture, secondly, to steer the discussion in a meaningful direction and, thirdly, to supervise it so that none of us occupy all
the discussion ttme for our own ideas, which of course is the
most important - and, finally, afterwards to sumrnerize what has
been said or what the moderator thought was the meaning of what
These summaries
was said and eventually to draw conclusions.
will hopefully, together with the main lectures, be published in
a final Colour Report fram this Forsium symposium.
Anyone who
wants to secure a place in history for his/her speech during
discussions must ensure that the symposium secretary gets a
written copy for insertion in the Colour ReJ?Ort.
The symposium will start here and now with the very philosophic topic Why color order systems and end on Monday with a
more pragmatic approach Colour order systems and environmental
color design. In addition to the written program, I can announce
a lecture on Friday by the Chairman of the Board of the Swedish
Colour Centre Foundation, Professor Lennart Holm, which he has
called AESTErHICAL ATrI'IUDES 'IrnARDS SCIEf\'CE.
Professor Holm is
Director General of the Swedish National Board of physical Planning and Buildings.
Finally, I want to thank all of you who have come to this
syrnposium to take an active part.
In the form we have given it,
I believe that you are the most essential components of the
symposium because it depends on you whether the symposium is a
success or a failure.
And I feel absolutely confident that it
will be a success, especially as we also have an agreement with
the weather Gods!
Deep in our hearts we hope that our formate
ideas will work and that we will have lots of fruitful and
friendly discussions and intellectual and social contacts
So
once again,
0

WE~

'ID THE FORSIUM SYMPOSIUM, THE 1983 Arc MIDTERM MEETING 00
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Ale MIDTERM MEETING 1983 IN KUNGALV

***********************************
PESIDENT'S ADDRESS

R. W. G. Hunt

Thank you very much Anders Hard and thank you very much all
of you on the Committee for arranging this symposium.
I am
certainly delighted to be back in sweden again and everybody
looks very happy and very pleased to be here. You've certainly
chosen a very lovely spot for us to meet in and so we are able to
enjoy it to the full.
I think that the COO1llittee is to be
congratulated on having got together a very representative crosssection of those interested in colour.
There are 18 countries
represented here amongst the 73 delegates and they come fram as
near as Norway and as far away as Australia, although I notice it
is Western Australia; I think there must be same special significance in that.
All right, I think that's very fine - Japan,
Canada and the united states are, of course, also represented so
that's a very fine result.
Now Sweden, of course, is a remarkable country.
If, like
me, you are interested in tennis you know inmediately why it is
remarkable, because it's only a Swede who has won Wimbledon five
years in succession. He's given up now but never mind that was a
pretty good effort wasn't it? But as far as colour is concerned,
I think that for a country of this size, the record for sweden is
really very very remarkable.
I think almost as remarkable as
perhaps Borg at Wimbledon.
First of all, we have to go back 433
years to this gentleman, Forsius, wham all of you are very
familiar with I'm sure. I have never heard of him. 433 years is
obviously very significant.
It's not only a prLme number but
also it's very appropriate for colour.
It starts with 4 and
there are 4 basic hues.
The set number is 3 and there are 3
different types of cones and the third number is 3 - there are 3
basic attributes of colour - hue, brightness and, well, the other
one!
But not only Forsius - I was looking actually first this
morning - I left it a bit late - at one of Addeny's (?) books.
He was an English colour worker and he was writing in the period
of 1890 when the railways in Gt Britain were suffering fram the
effects of one or two colour deficient engine drivers and he was
saying that it wasn't until the Holmgren wool test was brought in
as the method of testing engine drivers that this problem was
really solved.
So that was one of the first reliable tests for
defective colour vision and Holmgren, of course, was a Swedish
physicist.
And then as we go on down the years other names cane
to mind. I made a list that I checked with Anders Hard, he added
a few more.
I checked this with those wham I was having dinner
with and they said - no he wasn't a Swede, he wasn't a Swede, he
wasn't a Swede, but I kept on going.
Some of them lived here,
same of them were born here and same of them were both born and
lived here.
But anyway, Granit, of course, was one of the pioneers in electrophysiology.
He certainly worked here and his
pupil Swaetichin also was still active, an outstanding worker.
The psychologist Katz;
Johansson who was an early advocate of
the opponent theory.
I
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And then, if we look at the record in recent years of colour
meetings - international colour meetings - I think Sweden has
certainly more than had its share.
And what excellent meetings
they have been.
In 1951 there was the ClE meeting in stockholm
which I remember very vividly.
It was the first time I had ever
been abroad.
We still had food rationing in England, believe it
or not, and we came to sweden and we could eat as much as we
liked and that was quite an experience. And I remember particularly the banquet in the Golden Hall and that was an experience.
I think that those of us who were there will never forget.
I
see one of you smiling as I mention it.
Then in 1966 there was
another international colour meeting organized by Anders Hard on
the outskirts of stockholm. He found again a place, a little bit
like this, on an island, so we couldn't escape there.
I am
referring to it as the NCS meeting because it was when the NCS
system was beginning to be evolved and we had a very interesting
discussion about this.
Then in 1969, the AlC had its first
official congress in stockholm.
Again this was a very important
milestone for AlC and again the Swedes were in the forefront.
And so we came to 1983 where we have this Forsius symposium,
which is certainly a very very fine record for any country and
for a country the size of Sweden. I think it is an outstanding
record in colour affairs.
Then if we think of same of those
active in the field today - it is always dangerous to mention
same, I shall leave out others but please excuse me but there are
just five names that I very much want to mention, of five people
who are here at the conference:
Sven Hesselgren for his early
work on colour attributes, Anders Hard, of course, wham I always
regard as the main spring behind the NCS system, although others
I know were involved, and Gunnar Tonnquist who has been acti ve on
many parts of colour.
I think of him particularly in connection
with the vocabulary work and we have had a very fruitful correspondence with him in time gone by.
Ake Stenius, the King of
Whiteness and other subjects as well, who is sitting at the back
there, and Lars Sivik who has done so much on colour appearance.
Well I think you will agree with me that Sweden is very outstanding really in colour work. I would like at this point to ask you
to join with me in showing our appreciation for all that Sweden
has done and is doing for the world of colour ..

2
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JUDO ArC REWARD ID DAVIO LEWIS MACADAM

**************************************
PRESENTATION OF ROCIPIENT
R. W. G. Hunt

Well, now we come to the second part of my duties this
evening - very pleasant duties both of them and this second part,
of course, is to present the Judd AlC Award for 1983, and as I am
sure you all know it is to be given to Oavid Lewis MacAdam.
It
was in 1945 that I went for my first interview at the Kodak
Research Laboratories at Harrow and they were discussing what
they wanted me to do. They said, well, what we want you to do is
the sort of work that Or MacAdam has been doing in Rochester,
which I 'm sure you are very familiar with.
I tr ied to cover my
confusion - I had never even heard of him at that point which was
a great emission on my part. That was the first time I heard the
name of MacAdam mentioned. I should have known about him because
five years earlier in 1940, Or MacAdam was presented at a meeting
of the OSA Meeting at Rochester with the first Adolph Lamb medal.
It
I took the trouble to turn up the citation for this medal.
was awarded, I presume still is awarded, to workers in optics who
have not yet achieved the ripe old age of 30 and I read what Or
MacAdam had done by that age and I was absolutely flabbergasted I don't know how he did it, but anyway I thought it would be
interesting just to recall sane of his activities.
In the citation, it reminds us that he was born in philadelphia in 1910 and
then attended schools in Upper Oarby, pennsylvania and Lehigh
University, receiving the BSc degree fran the latter in 1932. He
then spent 4 years at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
He then became a member
where he received a PhD degree in 1936.
of the staff of the Physics Dept of the Research Laboratories at
the Eastman-Kodak Company, Rochester, New York.
By 1940 Or
MacAdam's scientific contributions had been embodied in twentyone published papers - 21 - at the age of 30. He had only been 4
years in the Kodak Laboratories. Amazing isn't it? A survey of
his contributions shows five studies of major ~rtance.
(1) Or MacAdam developed a theory of the maximum luminous factor
of colour materials and, on the basis of the appropriate canputation, prepared tables showing the maximum luminous factor as a
function of excitation purity for twenty-four dominant wavelengths.
He studied and examined the general type of spectrophotanetric curve which yields a maximum value for the luminous
factors
for materials exhibiting a given chamaticity when
illuminated with light of a specified quality, and presented a
new proof of the validi ty and uniqueness of this type of curve.
(2) In a study of 'photanetric Relationships between Complementary Colors" he presented formulas and tables for the interconvertion of colorimetric and excitation purities, and reviewed
the complementary relations between colors having maximum
luminous factors.
(3) In a review of the "photographic Aspects of the Theory of
Three-color Reproduction" he examined the significance of the
concept of photographic spectral sensitivity and emphasized the
desirability of emulsions having contrast independent of wavelengths.
He also determined the limits within which it is
possible or desirable to increase purity by an increase of contrast.
3
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(4) In a report on "Subtractive Color Mixture and Color Reproduction" he showed how the analytical form of a simple rule for
predicting the colors of mixtures of certain dyes can be incorporated into tile theory of color reproduction, and derived formulas for use in printing a subtractive reproouction, and in the
sllnultaneous introduction of partially negative spectral sensitivities ..
(5) He investigated the "Noticeability of Color Difference in
Daylight".
He developed and carried out an extensive series of
colour-match Observations and examined in detail the probable
errors to be expected and encountered in such color matching ..
Well, that was a remarkable achievement at such an early age
and then the president went on and presented Dr MacAdam with the
Adol.ph Lornb medal.
Dr MacAdam then replied in what, I think,
must be the shortest speech he ever made and he said "I must not
take the time that would be necessary to express adequately my
appreciation of the award which you have just bestowed upon me.
May I say s~ly that I feel greatly honored at being chosen to
receive the first award of this symbol of encouragement for young
men entering the field of optics. I thank you sincerely".
so, this was the young MacAdam.
He's still young at heart
but it interested me greatly to see how the foundations of his
later career were all laid in those early years.
I suppose its
perhaps usual in the experience of scientists for most of them
that the proof comes later that one can see signs of so early.
But I think that was quite outstanding.
Well,it was not until 1946 that I first met Dr. MacAdam. He
came over to England.
I was working in Professor Wright's
laboratory at South Kensington at the time.
I was working on an
instrument, I had made my own apparatus and in order to reduce
the amount of stray light I painted it copiously with matt black
paint.
I promptly invited the great doctor when he came in to
have a look down my apparatus.
He pressed his face hard against
the viewing tunnel and when he took it away he had a great black
mark on his nose.
That was my first meeting with Dr MacAdam.
Characteristically of the man he took it in very qood humour and
even said that when he got back to the united states he would
send me a bottle of black paint that didn't came off on distinguished visitors noses! I never received the paint however..
I'

In 1953 on my first visit to the united states, I met Dave
MacAdam again and his family and I am delighted to have Muriel
with us this evening.
I think this would be a good time to give
her a very warm welcane.
Well, at that time I had many useful and helpful discussions
with Dave MacAdam and also many very happy social occas ions. One
picnic I particularly remember we went on was to Watkins Glen
which sane of you may know of. Memorable though for me, in that
it seemed to me that the .MacAdam family took most of the ki tchen
equipnent on that occasion.
I have a slide of it showing all
this brightly coloured kitchen equipment out at the picnic site.

4
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By this time in 1953, his work on his famous ellipses had
been published, that was 1942, his work on local adaptation
(1949) his extent of the ellipses to elipsoids (1949), the dyemixture analysis using IBM punched cards and selected ordinates
in 1949 and I think this is particularly worthy of mention. We
are very very familiar nowadays with using computers for scientific work. Remember this is 1949 and I think must surely be one
of the first applications of computers to scientific work.
Certainly in the field of colour and then constant hue and brightness 1950 and 1951.
These topics were continued by Dave MacAdam
in his research down the years, especially of course his colour
discrimination work and he played a very important part in the
developnent of the Optical Society of America
(OSA as it's
usually called) Color Order system on which he published an
important paper in 1974 and has been active indeed on that ever
since and will be talking to us about it at this conference. But
other topics were also pursued by him including his spectroradiometry and he contributed to the establishment of the CIE D65
being the most famous of course, and was co-author with Judd and
wyszecki in the 1964 paper which described that work.
He was at
the research laboratories at Rochester in 1936 until 1975 finishing as a senior research associate which is one of the highest
ranks, almost the highest rank of a working scientist in that
organisation. He was editor of the Journal of the Optical society of America from 1964 to 1975, that's a period of 9 years and
that was no formality either. As he used to have what was called
the editor's page and in this editor's page were all sorts of
words of wisdom, one of which is the use of the words "of" and
"in" and he tells us there that we are using the word "in" too
much.
"variations in temperature" ought to be "variations of
temperature".
It can only be "in" something if it can literally
be inside, so we have "variations in a color solid" but not
"variations in temperature".
It has to be "variations of temperature". That was 1968. By 1970, the editor's page had become
the editor's last inch.
I don't know whether somebody was
squeezing him but it was a pretty good inch - it was two columns
each about 4" long and here he talks about the over use of the
word "which" and one of the authors that he was dealing with
wrote back and said "well if the word 'which~ is good enough for
the Lords Prayer, it's good enough for me". And of course it was
characteristic that he turned up an earlier version of the Lords
Prayer in which the word "that" was used instead of "which".
He wasn't done by that one either.
Well, he's now Professor at the Institute of Optics at the
University of Rochester and he still lives in the City of Rochester.
In addition to his many papers describing his original
research, he has written or edited four books on colour, 1953 the
Science of Color published by the Optical Society of America and
Dave MacAdam played a major part in the production of that work
which was written by many authors but, as I say, Dave really
pulled the whole thing together.
1970 Sources of Color Science
which he reviews the contribution down the years starting as
early as Plato and going up to the 1940s. Back in 1979 Contributions to Color Science by D. B. Judd edited by MacAdam; very
useful volume of Judd's work and in 1981 up until that year his
own book of Color Measurement which has been published in Germany
and is now widely sold right around the world. So it's no wonder
that in Applied Optics in 1971 a gentleman called W J
McConeghey, who I don't remember having met,
wrote this under
the title of geniuses:
and some of this may be a little lost on
5
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those of you who are not familier with the opening verses of
Bible in English, King James' authorized version:

the

"In the beginning there was darkness and void
And God said "Let there be light, and there was light"
And God saw the light that it was good and God divided the light
from the darkness
And God called the light and darkness Value
And on the sixth day God created Munsell
And these are the generations of Munsell
Munsell begat Adam and Adam begat MacAdam
And MacAdam begat Simon and Goodwin"
So Dave, if I may call you that, your research contributions
to colour standardization through national and international
organisations, your contributions to colour education particularly in the fields of the history and technical applications of
the subject have earned you the admiration and gratitude of
colleagues and associates throughout the international colour
community. The Executive Committee of the Association Internationale de la Couleur is therefore pleased to honor Dr David
Lewis MacAdam with the 1983 Deane B Judd-AIC Award.
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RECIPIENT'S LECTURE
David L. MacAdam
"Thank you, Dr. Hunt, for your gracious
words.
Thanks also for your steadfast
friendship during the 36 years since Dr.
Wright introduced us at Imperial College,
prior to the memorable 1947 Cambridge Conference on visual Problems of Colour. My
gratitude to the AlC for the honor it has
conferred is particularly heartfelt because
the medal commemorates my dear friend,
Deane Brewster Judd, and bears his likeness.
Thank you."
JUDO, HARDY: caLOR MEASUREMENT AND SYSTEMS

Our gathering, to cammemorate Forsius and his thoughts about
colors, reminds us of the long history of efforts to organize
colors. Many artists and designers have found orderly arrangements of colors suggestive and helpful. Colors in systematic
arrangements are fascinating to everyone who examines them attentively • One of the most useful and interesting features of color
systems is their exhibition of equal contrasts; that is, equal
differences between successive pairs in various series of colors.
The evolution of color systems has been marked by increased
success in making the steps perceived within each series more
nearly equal, and in equating the magnitude of the steps in
different series. Such series are called color scales.
To make the steps more nearly equal requires meticulous
judgment about equality or inequality of pairs of perceived color
differences. Such judgments are difficult, not very reproducible
by even a single observer, and usually not very closely confirmed
by two or more observers. Great effort is necessary to make such
judgments and to obtain agreen~nts or compromises on average or
otherwise composite evaluations of magnitudes or ratios of judgments of color differences.
After all that effort, the question
arises: What were the colors that the judges examined? Unless
the answer to that question is precise, and usable, so that the
colors can be reproduced for re-examination, the results are
sooner or later lost.
Three ways have been used to record the colors included in
color systems.
The first was by color names. The second was by
color samples. The third is by color measurement.
Color names are notoriously unreliable and evanescent.
Their meanings shift fram time to time, and from place to place with style, technology, and economics, as well as with language,
cul,ture, and even politics.
Thus, Newton said that there is a distinct color, which he
called "indigo", in the spectrum violet and blue.
This puzzles
people who think that blue should be neither reddish nor greenish.
No color in the spectrum between that blue and violet
merits a separate name.
I think that the explanation is that by
"blue" Newton meant the somewhat greenish blue that is nowadays
often called cyan.
It is the color of a paint that, when mixed
1
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with yellow paint, produces a clear, bright green. In Newton's
time, and earlier, that was what most writers meant by blue.
Even today, that is what many painters and printers mean by blue.
I think that by "indigo" Newton referred to the blue that is
neither greenish nor reddish.
Thousands of other unrecorded and
chaotic shifts of meanings and introductions and disappearances
of color names render names quite unsuitable for recording colors
in color systems.
Color samples, old as well as modern, change with time,
especially if they are not protected fram light and extremes of
temper ature, humidi ty and atmospher ic pollutants. Sets of color
samples prepared more than 100 years ago differ in unknown ways
(often grossly) f rom their original appearances.
Even modern
colorants are unstable, to degrees that are unknown for the long
future and for unpredictable conditions of storage.
Color
samples may also be lost: Herring grays: 1900: Cornell U. partial
set 50 numbered from lightest to darkest.
Wilhelm Ostwald and Albert Munsell recognized the ephemeral
characteristics of color names and color samples.
They had
confidence in the permanent reproducibility of physical measurements made in clearly defined ways.
They were first to attempt
to define in physical terms the colors they selected for their
systems, and to measure them for permanent record.
But neither Ostwald nor Munsell had instruments adequate for
the purpose.
Ostwald said that his full colors completely
reflect all wavelengths between complementary pairs and completely absorb all others, or the reverse in both respects. Materials
with such properties never existed and never will.
Erwin
SchrOdinger modelled his concept of optimal colors on ostwald "s
full colors. Siegfried Reseh used SchrOdinger's concept to determine the limits of the object-color solid.
He showed those
limits on a color triangle that Herbert Ives published in 1915.
Spectrophotameters adequate for measurements of color were
not available at the turn of the last century when Ostwald and
Munsell were active.
After a Kenig~artens spectrophotometers
was installed at the National Bureau of Standards in Washington,
the Munsell Company sponsored a guest worker there - Deane B.
His purpose
Judd - to measure the colors of the Munsell system.
was to make a permanent record of the Munsell colors and to study
the uniformity of the Munsell color scales by examination of
irregularities of spacing in the colorimetric representation.
This was a very long and laborious task, because Judd' s spectrophotaneter required a manually adjusted, visual, photometric
match at each waveleng th.
Colorimetric reduction of his results, by use of the colormatching data published by the Optical Society of America in
1922, required three multiplications, each of three factors, for
each measur ement .
Dr. J udd devised methods to expedite those
tasks.
His met hods wer e pr ot ot ypes of data and procedures now
recommended by the Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage
(CIE) •
When the color-matching data determined by Wright and Guild
were being considered by the CIE in 1931, Dr. Judd pointed out
that, because color matches were complete matches - for brightness well as chromaticity - the luminous efficiency function must
2
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be a linear canbination of the calor-matching functions.
'Ib
econanize on aritlunetic and to facilitate interpretation of the
results, Judd suggested that the luminous efficiency function be
used as one of the color-matching functions.
That feature was
included in the 1931 eIE recarmendations, which are still in
effect.
'Ib facili tate spectrophotanetry, as soon as usable photoelectric cells became available between 1926 and 1932, Professor
Hardy designed and supervised the construction of several automatic recording spectrophotaneters.
They drew continuous curves
of reflectance (or transmittance) fran 400 to 700 run, in as
little as three minutes per sample - canpared to several hours of
visual photanetry with previous instnnnents.
Professor Hardy
also adapted a well-knCMIl, efficient methcrl - am used it in a
mechanical, digital, 3-channel integrator that was attached to
his last spectrophotaneter.
That integrator, in 1937, was many
years ahead of canputers that now (by use of a different methcrl
of integration) yield complete colorimetric results at the same
time that they record the spectrophotanetric data.
Today, those
results can be obtained in a very few seconds for each sample.

At Dr. Hudd" s suggestion, one of the first uses of Hardy's
spectrophotometer was measurement of the Munsell colors.
The
data were reduced by manual application of the selected-ordinate
method.
rro facilitate the task of reading reflectances from the
curves produced by the spectrophotameter, I
prepared glass
plates, each of which had vertiCal lines that corresponded to the
wavelengths of the selected ordinates for one of the CIE colormatching functions weighted by illuminant "C".
students placed each plate in turn over each curve and
manUally entered the indicated reflectances into mechanical
adding machines, to determine the trist~ulus values.
When plotted, the chromaticity coordinates revealed many
more-or-less serious irregularities of spacing of the colors.
Those irregularities were confirmed by later measurements with a
commercial version of Hardy's spectrophotometer by Kelly, Gibson
and Nickerson at the u.s. National Bureau of standards.
The
irregularities were studied by the subcommittee on Spacing the
Munsell eolors, of the Committee on Color~etry of the Optical
Society of America.
The conclusions of that subcanmittee, published in 1943, have been used to improve the uni formi ty of the
scales in the Munsell system.
While eValuating wavelengths for selected ordinates, for use
in the Moosell project, for preparation of the MIT Handbook on
Colorimetry, and for design of Hardy's automatic integrator, I
rediscovered the principle of optimal colors. Calculation of the
chamaticities of colors that had prescribed values of white-light
reflectance was facilitated by tables that I prepared for calculation of wavelengths of selected ordinates.
I presented an oral report on the upper limits of whitelight reflectance of object colors at a 1932 meeting of the
Optical society of America.
A few minutes before I read that
paper, Professor Hardy introduced me to Dr. Judd, who then gave
me references to the prior publications of Ostwald, on full
colors, of SchrOdinger, on opt.imal, colors, and of Rosch, on the
color solid defined by optimal colors.
Because my results were
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based on the CIE data, whereas Rosch, who published his results
in 1928, could not have used the data that were adopted three
years later in 1931 by the ClE, Judd encouraged me to present my
paper and to publish my results.
All subsequent publications of
such results have been shown on the CIE basis, as I then presented than.
After that, I always sent drafts of proposed papers to Dr.
Judd and revised them as he suggested.
He and Professor Hardy
served as the sub-committee for final review of the report of the
1932-1953 Committee on Colorimetry of the Optical Society of
America.
They approved, almost without changes, the sections I
wrote about the Ostwald Munsell, and Ridgway color system, and
also those of selected ordinates, opt~al colors, and transformation of chromaticity diagrams.
From 1947 until his death in 1972, Dr. Judd was chairman of
the Committee on Uniform Color Scales of the Optial society of
America, which labored long and hard to devise the most canplete
and uniformly graded color system.
The aim was to have the
maximum possible number of color scales, in each of which all
steps would consists of equal color differences, and in which the
steps would be the same in all scales. Although Or. Judd admired
the Munse.LL system and usually thought in terms of it, he recognized
that neither it nor any other color system organized on a
polar-coordinate plan could satisfy the committee's requirements.
Carl FOSS, a member of the committee, showed that the
requirements could be satisfied only by colors located at lattice
points on a face-centered cubic crystal i.n a euclidean color
space in which all equally different pairs of colors are separated by equal distances.
Dr. Judd adopted that plan.
The
committee obtained extensive series of pair-comparison judgments
by many observers who had normal color vision.
Difficult
decisions were necessitated by discovery that the results indicated that color space is noneuclidean.
The committee finally
agreed upon the best-possible euclidean compranise.
Or. Judd
specified in that space the origin of coordinates (gray of 30%
reflectance), the direction of the yellow axis, and a formula for
"crispening".
Crispening is the effect of a background, which
enhances the perceptibilities of differences between colors that
are not very different fram the background.
I will show, in a poster session, 30 charts that exhibit
most of the colors and scales of the resulting system of uniform
color scales of the Optical Society of America.
Shortly before
Dr • Judd died, I used a computer-controlled method to prepare
photographic approximations to the colors and scales for his
examination. Or. Judd spent several hours examining those scales
and charts, which were similar to those in my poster paper.
He
said that he foresaw endless uses for those scales.
Because
their specifications in terms of CIE coordinates have been published, colors based on the corrmittee's work can be reproduced
exactly at any future time The scales can be extended to higher
purities when suitable colorants become available~
The steps
between neighbor ing colors can be subdivided as desired, in any
range of colors, by use of formulas published in terms of CIE
coordinates.
e
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During the past five years, I have obtained repeated judgments by 35 young observers, who reported their estimates of the
ratios of more then 1000 pairs of colors that are adjacent in
varous OSA color scales.
Same of the observers repeated their
own results surprisingly closely, in observations made days or
even weeks apart, with no knowledge of their previous reports.
However, the results of different observers are so different that
for the average observer there are no indications of ratios
significantly different fram those that I computed fram spectrophotometric-colorimetric measurements of colors.
I therefore
conclude that no departures fram uniform spacing of the OSA
colors have been revealed by ~ observers.
Note that 1000 or so
pair comparisons is an exceedingly small sample of the 4,793,910
possible pairs of adjacent colors.
I cannot undertake to study
many more pairs.
I hope other investigators will extend the
study and will report their results, for comparable numbers of
observers who have normal color vision and who have no knowledge
of their previous reports.
These features of permanence, equality of spacing, extensibility and subdivibility, which were foreseen and desired by
Ostwald Munsell, and Judd results fram the development and use of
color-measurement apparatus and procedures.
Such apparatus and
procedure should be used to record the colors of every new color
system,

5
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Session a

WHY COLOOR ORDER SYSTEMS

**********************'*,*
INVITED L:E.CIURE
Sven Hesselgren

Leonardo da Vinci - the great ingenious forerunner of art
and science - said that there are six primary colours. They are,
he said, not only yellow, red, blue and green - sanething that to
him apparently was self evident - but also white and black.
He
argued against those philosophers who said that white and black
are not colours at all. How can they be non-colours? The reason
why he became interested in finding some sort of structure in the
realm of colour experience might have been pure cur iosi ty , even
if he perhaps hoped that this could throw same light on the
structure of man's mental "inside". He presented his ideas about
the primary colours about 1500 in his Notebooks.
(See McCurdy,
E., Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, N.Y., 1955).
As far as I know, nothing further happened until 1611 when
the swedish Scholar, Forsius, published his attenpt to describe
the structure of the World of Colour by means of a three-dimensional diagram, as illustrated at the top of the letter about the
Forsius Symposium which you have received. As you can see he had
same difficulty in making the perspective drawing of the sphere.
However, you can also see that he pointed out the six primary
colours of Leonardo.
Thus he could be regarded as the first
person who drew a diagrammatic representation of the structure of
the World of Colour.
In 1680 another Swedish Scholar appeared, Brenner, this time
not with a diagrammatic representation but with a colour atlas.
It contained 31 colour samples, grouped together in six groups:
white, red, blue, green, yellow, and black. It is not known if
Brenner knew about Leonardo da Vinci's Notes.
It might be that
these three observant persons had independently found a hidden
secret.
This time we can find an answer as to "why" : these
samples were intended to be a means of ma.king miniature--paint
ings.
w

-

It then took about one hundred years unt i I Lambert published
his colour solid in 1772.
As Forsius already had fOlmd, it is
not possible to make a two-dimensional diagram of the structure
of the World of Colour, a three-dimensional one is needed, Fram
now on in such a diagram, the grey colours between white and
black have always been the axis in the diagram, with the chrornatic colours around,
But often the inventors had difficulty in
finding a reasonable order of chromatic colours.
The inventors
apparently did not know about Leonardo da Vinci's idea concerning
the four chromatic primary colours, as you can see from Runge's
colour solid of 1810 as well as from Lambert's.
The same holds
good even for Wundt, the famous German pioneer of perception
psychology experimentation.
He made two attempts to demonstrate
the structure of the World of Colour.
The first one, In 1874,
was a sphere like the Forsius diagram, but in the second, i.n
1893, he went back to Lambert's cone ..
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Why Colour Order systems? One answer was given by Chevreul,
He wanted to find a
a French chemist and textile manufacturer.
system according to which he could arrange his textile samples.
It can be seen in the illustration, drawn by myself following his
written description in 1889.
A different answer was given by the German perception psychologists, first of all Wundt. His answer was: perhaps it can
elucidate the complete perception process.
Ebbinghaus, another
leading early perception psychologist, in 1902 in his colour
solid showed that he had understood what Leonardo da Vinci said:
but he combined this with an idea, later also put forward by the
American Munsell, that chromatic colours can differ in lightness.
We can pass rapidly over ROod's colour solid of 1910, over
to Munsell's colour sphere of 1905, and his colour atlas of 1915.
Munsell based his colour systemization on the concept that
colours could most easily be represented on a sphere where one
pole is white, the other black and the axis occupied by greys of
different lightness while the equator is a hue circle made up of
colours with the highest "chrcma",
In attempting to construct
this system with painted colour samples. he found however that he
obtained, not a sphere but an irregular body. Munsell's original
idea was probably only to arrange the colours in accordance with
the judgment of their attributes, but in carrying out this idea
he adopted the expedient, as Ostwald did somewhat later, of
determining colours with the same hues by means of colour discs
and of basing the grey scale on the Weber-Fechner law.
After
Munsell's death, and on the basis of the work subsequently
carried out first by the Moosell Colour Company, and then by
Munsell Colour Foundation, a special committee was established to
work on the correction based on judgement of Munsell's colour
norms. This work continued for a number of years and the results
were published in 1943.
To summarize; Munsell's colour atlas in its present fo~ is
an attempt to present the colours which, according to subjective
judgments generally valid, are the same "distance" apart fran
each others, i.e. that differ fram each other in the same amount
in regard to the three colour attributes of hue, lightness and
saturation (this nomenclature was agreed upon at the I.C.I.
session in 1948); or as Munsell puts it, hue, value, and chrama.
But it does not reflect the structure of the World of Colours!
At the same tLme as Munsell arranged his colours in the USA,
Ostwald made his attempt in Germany. He was a Nobel Pr i ze Winner
in Chemistry in 1909.
He published his colour solid in 1917 in
the form of a double cone. Whi te was placed in the upper apex,
black in the lower apex.
Along a ccmmon base is a hue circle on
which the different hues were represented by what Ostwald called
"pure" colours.
The nearer the colours are to the white apex,
the more whitish they are (mit Weiss verhnllt), the nearer to the
black apex they are, the more blackish (mit Schwarz verhllllt).
Inside the colour solid are situated more or less greyish colours
(mit Grau verhMlt).
Nowhere, however, are the colours placed
according to their directly observable qualities, since Ostwald
based his scheme on the assumption that for every colour, a
stimulus could be given that was simple to describe, and it is
these stimuli that are arranged in his system. He also started
with the assumption that colours with the same hues can be obtained by rotating white and chranatic sectors of a "Maxwell
2
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disc".
He further assumed that colours with the same saturation
and hue are obtained when a given colour is shaded.
Finally, he
assumed that a series of grey surfaces whose reflection factors
formed a geometric series, is experienced as a scale with equal
intervals (this is known as the Weber-Fechner law, which it has
been shown does not accurately describe the actual conditions),
and that what are known as campletementary colours represent the
largest contrasts in hue that were observed.
Closer investigation shows that all these assumptions are
incorrect, and Ostwald's colour solid does not provide a colour
system of the directly observable attributes of colours.
In its
day, Ostwald ' s system was regarded as epoch-making, but it is
only of historical interest now.
Why Colour Order Systems? For Munsell as well as for
Ostwald the reason why they made their attempts to make a colour
order system was that they wanted to create a "language" by means
of which one could communicate with one another about colours
without using colour samples.
They both numbered each colour
according to their systems.
To Oswald there was another idea
behind his system as well.
He thought that he would be able to
base a "harmony system" on his colour order.
He postulated that
two colours would be in harmony with each other if they had one
of the three by him defined attr ibutes in ccnmon, He even star ted a "Colour Harmony International Association".
His idea was
that researchers all over the world should communicate with him
(and with other members) about particularly "beautiful colour
harmonies" as they might find when they applied his harmony
system.
Why Colour Order Systems?
I have an answer of my own to
that question.
In 1930 I was a young architectural student. I
detected that I couldn't handle colours. My intuition was too
weak and knowledge I had none.
So Ostwald's books Die Farbenlehre and Die Harmonie der Farben fell in my hands.
Ah, I
thought, here is the Answer. After I passed my examination as an
architect I tried to apply Ostwald's ideas about colour harmony
in making a colour scheme for a hospital. The result was terrifyingly frightening. I have never seen such an ugly t.hing! If the
patients were not ill when they arrived, they certainly would
became sick after their admission!
So I went
I understood that Ostwald was on the wrong path.
to Uppsala where I met a young physicist, Tryggve Johansson.
I
said "Ostwald says".
He answered: "Oh no, Hering says". What
exactly did Hering s~y? In 1878 he wrote the following:
"When it is a question of obtaining suitable and strictly
defined concepts for the attributes of our sense perceptions the
first requirement is that these concepts are derived exclusively
fram the perceptions themselves, that any confusion of the perceptions with their physical or physiological causes is strictly
avoided, and that no principle for classification is based on
data fram the field of these causes.
It is remarkable that this
requirement, which is in reality self-evident, is still constantly disregarded, and consequently we often find that painters have
a more correct understanding of sense perceptions than scientists, physicists and physiologists, and that even in everyday
language there is, in many respects, greater clari ty on the
3
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subject under consideration than in the literature of physiological optics".
My visit to Johansson changed his life definitively. He
gave up his academic career and devoted his life to Colour Research. He made several attempts to reflect Hering's ingenius
analysis of colour sensations by means of colour solids.
They
were published in 1937 and 1939.
Hering - who was one of the
leading pioneers in perception psychology - had convincingly
shown that Leonardo da Vinci's ideas about the six primary colours were right. However, Hering never made psychological experiments, he analysed his own colour sensations by means of introspection - something that later on has been called phenamenological analysis.
Johansson tried to tackle these problems with
experimentation, but he made a mistake when he wanted to combine
HeringRs ideas with Munse1l's.
I myself tried to materialize Johansson's colour solid by a
colour atlas which was published in 1953.
As you can see fram
the slides at this lecture, it reflected first of all the six
primary colours, yellow, red, blue, green, white and black, but
it also reflected Munsell's ideas of lightness and something that
Johansson and myself called "saturation" (mattnad in Swedish).
This was a big mistake. I will explain in what follows.
But first I want to tell you that it was not only in Germany
and Sweden that people were eager to penetrate the structure of
the World of Colour. In the USA sane researchers tried to demonstrate this structure by means of three-dimensional diagrams. In
1949, Arthur Pope, an art theoretician, published his colour
solid that he invented as early as 1924.
pope, as well as
Johansson, had made the mistake, as you can see, to look upon
hue, saturation (Pope called this "purity"), and lightness as the
three main attributes of a colour sensation. However, there were
two psychologists. Dinmick and Boring, who made a more adequate
phenomenological analysis and published a colour solid in 1929.
I do not know if they knew about Hering's work, but their solid
evidently reflected Hering's findings as you can see.
I might
mention here that the Scholars of Radiant Energy in the USA were
not capable of understanding that the World of Colour is a mental
entity and they had no understanding whatever of the method of
phenomenological analysis. They might hopefully have had better
understanding now since Leo Hurvich & DorotheaJameson in 1964
published an English translation of Hering's Zur Lehre vam Lichtsinne, published originally in Wien in 1878.
Now back to Hering's idea as they were experimentally tested
in Sweden. In 1964, 23 November at 14.00 h, the Royal swedish
Academy of Engineering Science under the chairmanship of Sven
Brohult established the Swedish Colour Centre Foundation.
The
initiative for this came from Gunnar Tonnquist, a scholar in the
field of physical stimuli of Colour Sensations, who had cooperated with Johansson for many years.
Anders Hard was engaged as
the leaders of the Colour Centre.
He cooperated with Lars sivik
about psychological experimentation and with Tonnquist about the
relationship between physical radiation and colour sensations.
In 1978 the swedish Colour Centre Foundation was ccmpleted by
the Scandinavian Colour Institute.
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The first aim of the swedish Colour Centre Foundation was to
create another and better edition of Hesselgren's Colour Atlas,
but fairly soon it was found that sanething was wrong in the
theory supporting the atlas.
It appeared first of all that
saturation is not a basic colour attribute. It is instead a relation between two of the basic colour attributes, namely whiteness
and chramaticness.
If this relationship is constant when the
attribute blackness varies fram 0 to 100%, the colours thus
obtained are experienced as "equal in saturations.
The same
holds good for what is called hue.
Hue is not a basic colour
attribute.
It is instead a relation between two basic colour
attributes, for instance yellowness and redness.
After some
years of psychological experimention it was in fact found that
yellowness, redness. blueness, greenness, whiteness and blackness
are the six basic attributes of a colour sensation.
Hering's
phenamenological analysis appeared to be quite correct.
There is a problem of another kind in regard to the entity
"lightness".
Hard and Sivik have found that there is a perception of a distinct borderline between two colour fields.
The
less distinct this borderline is between a chromatic sample and a
given grey sample, the more similar they are in "lightness". You
can see this clearly if you study the NCS atlas that is available
at this symposium.
Why Colour Order systems?
I think the clearest answer is
given by Hard and Sivik.
If we are able to reveal the structure
of the World of Colour, we are also able to create a "language"
(for instance with letters and figures or by means of other
symbols) referring to this structure.
This gives us the possibility not only to give accurate information to a painter when he
is going to paint a wall, but also to describe the "connotations"
to colour in different parts of the World of Colour.
Sivik has
started to establish this study.
But I want to return to the question of equality in the two
relations mentioned, "equality in hue" and "equality in saturation".
It has been found that we are astonishingly sensitive of
this double relationship. I will give an example of this from my
own experience .
Once upon a time I painted the walls in my bedroom in different grey COlours, as shown in the illustration.
It became
absolutely impossible to see any difference in colour between the
white and the light grey in the corner A. The difference perceived was definitely referred to a perceived shift in illumination.
The same held good also for the corner B, but in the
corners C and 0, one saw a difference in colour between the
walls.
The difference was apparently too great here to be perceived as a difference in illumination.
Recently I painted my new bedroom in reddish blue colours as
indicated in the illustration.
(The colour "names" refer to
NCS.) As can be seen, the colours were equal in hue and equal in
chramaticness, they shifted, however, in blackness. Referring to
my experience in the grey roam I expected that I should not see
any difference in lightness between the wall colours at the
corners A, B and C, but that there should be a great shift at the
corner D. since the series of chromatic-equal colours were so
close to the grey axis I expected also that this series should be
so close to the saturation-series indicated in the nuance tri5
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angle that I should not be able to detect any difference in
saturation between them.
But listen to what happened:
In the
corner A, the colour to the left had "sanething in it" that was
perceived as "stronger" than in the corner to the right.
The
same held good also for the corners B and C. What was "stronger"
was the saturation, i.e. the chromaticness in relation to the
whiteness.
I also detected a slight shift in hue. (The painter
had not been able to copy the atlas sarrple correctly).
But it is not only the case that we are astonishingly sensiti ve to these relationships. We also have a tendency to appreciate them aesthetically as "beautiful".
rrhis is what Hard and
Sivik have found during strictly carried out scientific experiments on intersubjective formal aesthetic evaluations of colour
combinations.
They have found that a majority of people, laymen
as well as colour experts, show a preference for series of
colours equal in hue and equal in saturation within this hue.
I
hope that they will tell you themselves about this.
It is therefore a pity that the NCS atlas gives so few
opportunities to find such series, as it is presented now. I
wish that this might be overcome in same manner, perhaps in a
special edition.
But it is of course possible to achieve these
series by means of interpolation between the colours in the
present atlas.
To be able to do this, it is necessary to understand fully the theory behind the NCS atlas.
It is not sufficient to have a tool, it is necessary to know how to handle it.
Why Colour Order Systems? Let us once again go back to this
question and look for an answer.
Ouring the last half century
the architects all over the Western World have shown that they
were not able to handle colour in architecture.
This might be
demonstrated by showing a slide of a modern grey building in
stockholm.
It is easy to find it if you pay a visit to our
capital. You just ask the taxi driver to take you to the ugliest
building in the city, he knows immediately where to go.
But today the situation will shift. Colour in architecture,
outdoor as well as indoor, has become an object of interest. We
have became eager to preserve old buildings and to restore their
original colours.
I show at the exhibition here in Kungalv two
posters, one from stockholm, one from Gothenburg, demonstrating
how this problem is handled. The stockholm Town Architect in May
this year received an award from EUROPA NOSTRA - The International Federation of Associations for the protection of
EurOpe's Cultural and National Heritage - for colouring of stockholm's "malmar".
When you leave KungaJ.v you will pass through Gothenburg and,
in doing so, you will have the opportunity to take a look at the
buildings around Gustaf Adol.f ' s Square, where you can see an
example of how old and modern buildings can "cooperate" in
colour.
The old Town Hall was enlarged in this century; the
extension was designed by the famous architect, Gunnar Asplund.
These two buildings are connected by their colouring almost to a
unit. Their rather brilliant pale yellow strengthens their dominance over the other buildings around the square whose colours
are a more humble greyish pale part of the same hue octant.
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We human beings have unconsciously developed a terminology
that describes the different characters of the six sub-triangles
within the total nuance triangle (see the illustration).
This
could be sufficient to describe the character of the colours and
the colour combinations at the buildings around Gustaf Adolf's
Sqaure, but if we want to descr ibe more exactly a colour with
reference to the structure of the world of colour, we will of
course have to use exact colour names, for instance, those established by the NCS.
However, we have also to take care of the colouring of new
buildings.
I give an example fram the interior of a brand new
office building in Rissne, a suburb of stockholm.
We can - and
ought to - use our intuition in such a case, but without kno~
ledge about the influence upon us fram colour sensations we
cannot handle these problems in a conscious way. And in order to
detect these consequences in form of emotional loadings and
aesthetical evaluations we need knowledge of the structure of the
World of Colour.
Why Colour Order Systems?
I will finish this review by relating, what to me
appeared to be, the most important result of the study of
World of Colour.

has
the

In 1947 I asked ~self if Hering's description of the method
of phenamenological analysis could be applied not only to colour
sensations but to the total perception of manrmade environment specifically Architecture and Townscape. After years of studies
of the results of experimental perception of psychology - I might
among the most important literature mention Edwin Boring's Sensation and Perception in the History of Experimental psychology,
1942 - I presented ~ thesis Arkitekturens Uttrycksmedel in 1954.
During the following decades I have deepened my understanding of
the total perception process, including semiotics, emotional
loadings, and evaluations - aesthetical as well as social and
practical - and have recently finished a manuscript to another
book: On Architecture, An Architectural Theory based on Modern
psychological Research"
I hope to have this published in a year
or so.
I will give a very brief review indeed of the main ideas
referring to ~ "perception map".
When a given stimulus impinges on a sense organ, for
instance when a certain kind of radiant energy touches our eye,
we experience three types of sensation modali ties, i.e., colour,
light, and visual form.
As I have explained, those sensations
cannot be descr ibed by means of physical enti ties, they have to
be described in their own terms.
Thus, I have shown above that
the modality of colour sensation is structured in a specific way.
The same is true for the modality of light sensation as well as
for the visual form sensation.
The same is also true of auditory, tactile, haptic form, and kinesthetic sensations as well as
for smell and taste.
All of these sensation modalities are
structured each one in its own mannaer.
To Architectural Theory
the most ~rtant modality is the visual form sensation.
The
structure of this cannot be derived fram a geometric description
of the stimulus. Phenamenological analysis, supported by psychological experiments. is the only method that can reveal this
structure and it is thus for every sensation modality.
7
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In everyday life, however. we always want to add meaning to
a ccmplex of sensations.
we see for instance sanething that is
red, rourrl, seen in a certain light, can be touched by the
fingertips, grasped by one hand, can be eaten when we feel taste
and smell.
And we exclaim: "A tanato!".
Or to take another
example: Look at these round figures:

It is almost impossible not to see a human face
figure to the right.

at

the

We can say that we have put two different meanings - Tanato
or Face - to a round form.
Meanings as well as the basic sensations are more or less
emotionally loaded.
Once again we can look at sane round forms
to demonstrate this:

Do you see that in the fourth figure the eyes are happy and
glad, but in the fifth figure the identically same eyes are sad?
The emotional expressions of the mouth is spread all over the
face.

But the round form can have other meanings as well.
In
Archi tecture it may be a window. A window loaded with sadness if
we are looking out through it fran a jail, but loaded with happiness if we through that window can see a landscape into which we
are invi ted.
So let us look on our round window as a symbol of
an entrance into a landscape of better knowledge, leading to a
better world!

8
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Fig. 3: 6. Lambert's colour solid
(1772). (From Ogden N. Rood,
Colou r, London 1910.)

Fig. 3: 7. Rungc's colour solid
(1810). (From Edwin G. Boring,
Sensation and Perception in the
History of Experimental Psychology,
New York 1942.)

w ....t l (

BLUE
BLACK

Fig. 3: 8. Wundt's colour sphere
(1874). (From Boring, ibid.)

White

Fig. 3: 9. Wundt's colour cone
(1893). (From Boring, ibid.)

Hue circle

RtO

Black

BLACK

Fig. 3: 10. Chevreul's colour hemisphere (1889). (From a description
in A. Rosenstiehl, Traite de la
couleur au point de vue physique
etc. Paris 1913.)
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Fig. 3: 11. Ebbinghaus' colour solid
( 1902). (From Boring, ibid.)

Hesselgren The Language of Architecture,
Studentlitteratur, Lund, 1969.
____ 1
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Fig. 3 : 12. Rood's colou r solid
( 1!1I0 ) . ( From Rood , ihid. )

Fig. 3 : 14. Munsell's colour solid , as
it appea rs in his atl as ( 1915 ). (From
L. Moholy-Nagy, Vision in motion,
Chi cago 1947.)
.

Fran

Fig. 3 : 13. Munscll's colour sph er e
( 1905 ) . (From Maitl a nd Gr aves,
The art of color a nd design , New
York a nd Lond on 1941. Scc also
A. H. Munsell , A color notat ion ,
Baltimore 1946 ) . )

Fig . 3: 15. O stwald's colour solid
( 19 17) . (From Moh oly-Nagy, ibid.
Sec also Wilh elm Ostwald , D ie
Farbcnlehre, Leip zig 192 2-30 ). )

s. Hesselgren The Language of Architecture,
Studentlitteratur, Lund, 1969.
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Fig . 3: 16. D irnrnick -Boring's colou r
solid ( 1929 an d 1951 ) . ( F rom Ed win
G . Boring, A color solid in four
dim ensions, An nce psych ologique
1951. See also F. L. Dimmick, A
reint erpreta tion of th e color pyr arnid,
Psychological review 1929 .)

B"

Fig . 3 : 17. Po pe's colour solid ( 1929 ) . ( F rom
Arth ur Pope, T he lan guage of dr awing and
painting, Harvard Uni versit y Press 1949.) T he
most inte resti ng detail in thi s rep resent at ion is
how the author diagra mm ati call y poin ts ou t the
attribut es in a given h ue, shown to th e right.

Fig. 3: 18. johansson's colour solid (1937) .
(From Tryggve johansson , F arg, Sto ckholm
1937 . See also T . Johansson, Ch aracteristic
properties of colour arrd colour combina tions,
Revu e d 'optique 194 9.)

Fig. 3 : 19. The natural system of colours. In
this colou r solid, published by Johansson 1939
(see T. Johansson, Kartor over fargvarlden,
Farg och ferni ssa 1953), the diagrammatic
representation of th e colour a ttributes in a
given hue is exa ctly th e same as in Pop e's
representation from 1929 -the two phenornenologists have che cked each other's work
without knowing this; It forms the basis for
He ssclgren's colour atlas.

Fran

s. Hesselgren The Language of Architecture,
Studentlitteratur, Lund, 1969.
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Fig. 3 : 20. The hues in H csselgren's
colour a tlas . Y, R, B, and G depict th e
p rim a ry or un ique hue s.

Fig. 3 : 21. Eq ualit y of hue
in th e natural system of
colours.
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Fig. 3: 22. The scheme of th e colour s in
the yellow a nd the blue hu e. The lines
co nnec t colours of th e sa me lightness.
( Fro m H esselgreu 's colour a tlas.)

Fig. 3: 24. The sch eme of the colours in
th e ycllow and the blu e hu e. The lines
co nnec t colours with the same saturation
( Pope's term is "pu rity "). ( From
H cssclgrcn's colour atl as.)

Fran

s.

Fig . 3 : 23. Equality of
lightness in the natural
system of colou rs.

Fig. 3 : 25. Equality of
saturation in the natu ral
system of colours.

Hesselgren The Language of Architecture,
Studentlitteratur, Lund, 1969.
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Hesselgren:
By means of phenanenological analysis, it has been made quite
clear that there are six primary sensations in the world of
colour sensations, and they are yellow, red, blue, green, white
and black, and this is experimentally proved.
Fred Billmeyer:
I have taken the point of view that different manifestations of
colour order systems are all sampling the same colour space and
sane of these colour order systems use three primaries only;
others four, five, six, seven, eight and so on ••• Does it really
make any difference how many primaries are used?
Is there anything truly fundamental that says that the only correct way to
sample the space of all perceived colours is a way which uses
four hue primaries and black and white?
Hesselgren:
Fran my point of view as an architect and environmental designer
there is just this structure of the colour world. I may add that
in USA, there has been very little understanding of this, In
spite of the fact that psychologists have, rather convincingly,
shown that you must take the phenanenological approach to the
colour sensations.
It is absolutely necessary to understand that you cannot describe
anything concerning any kind of sensation by means of physics,
and you cannot describe anything in physics by means of terms in
perception.
You do so - yes, you call the radiation fran radiation sources light.
It is not light.
Light is the sensation
that appears in your mental inside.
It is awakened by means of
the radiant energy, but that is something quite different from
the sensational perception.
The same stands for colour, of
course.
Billmeyer:
Most of us here would agree canpletley with you, that what we are
talking about here is strictly in the realm of perception, but I
am not sure that this really is pertinent to the question I was
asking, which is: Given the world of perceptual colours, what is
it which says that the only correct way to describe these colours
is a way which uses four chromatic primaries plus black and
white?
Tonnquist:
I think that Prof. Billmeyer is quite right when he says that we
have one and the same world of perceptual colours which can be
structured in many different ways.
But what Prof. Hesselgren
says is that fran his point of view, for the purpose of using
colours, he has found that one system works much better than any
other system. We who work with the Natural Colour System do not
say that this is the only system.
For printers, photographers,
I
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etc. , it would be nonsense to force them to use an opponent hue
system in their practical technical work. We have various applications of colours that require various structures of the colour
world.
There are many applications which have not found earlier
systems suitable, but which have found their solution in NCS. It
is easy to learn and easy to use. It is easy to explain to other
people what your intentions are with a colour scheme, when you
can express it in terms of a purely perceptual system as NCS.
Sivik:
Shall we try to stick to the theme of this session and that is:
Why colour order systems? I would like to ask same of the people
here, who have created colour order systems. Why have they made
them in the way they did? ~ie have the eIE system., the UCS, the
NCS, the Hungarian one and a couple more.
Will the inventors
please explain why they created these systems?
Hard:
When we formulated this topic, we had in mind at least one reason
why colour order systems are born: simply out of human curiosity.
In the same way as if you give a child a number of stones, he
will soon start to arrange them in a certain order just for fun.
To my mind, Forsius was a typical example of somebody who was
curious about how these phenomena were related to each other, and
for no other reason.
On the other hand, we can say that for the
type of colour order system represented by the eIE system, there
is a very technical reason why it was born.
Just to specify
certain stimuli and to discriminate between them. If we do not
put the question to ourselves, 'why do we do this kind of work
with our respective colour order systems', there will continue to
be confusion at our meetings, because all of us will talk about
THE colour system - believing that this is exactly what all the
others do too, without realizing that we are talking about different things, and different reasons why these systems have been
born.
In answer to the question why NCS was born, I would like to say
that the reason was mentioned by Prof. Hesselgren, namely because
of Tryggve Johansson.
During his student time in Uppsala, he
Is it possible to find a basis
took interest in this question:
for what, in 1946, he called "a colour harmony theory of the same
value as we find within the tonal music" And in that case, he
said, we cannot rely on physical properties of colour stimuli but
have to turn to the perceptual properties of the colours and in
his research, he more or less stumbled over the works of Hering.
He searched for "colour harmony" not only just for the sake of
art, but also to design the environment in which we live •••
Ralph Stanziola:
May I put the question 'if you were the only man on earth,
you need a colour order system I ?
Hard:
No! - Yes! - I f I had the colour order system in my mind!

2
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Stanziola:
so, is not the reason for colour order systems to
about colours with other people?

corrmunicate

Hard:
That is one reason.
But I also want to be capable of corrmunicating about these things with myself.
Frederick Simon:
I have came up with a new system, and the obvious question is:
"Why another system?" - My problem is to teach colour fram the
viewpoint of colour mixing.
I wanted a representation, which
Given a set of colourants, how
would demonstrate the procedure:
to reach a certain other colour?
I have found that artists and
other creative people, are not capable of doing that at the
outset.
In consequence I have created what is called the YCMsystem.
I am here to get criticism on that system.
(The ¥CM
system is a colorant mixing system where the "ideal" primary
colourants are defined by a tripartition of the visible spectrum.
See colour report F 26 p. 39:1.)
Lorenzo Plaza:
I think that the question of Why Colour Order Systems is very
simple. people need them. They pay a lot of money for them.
Billmeyer.
As was pointed out earlier: The NCS system is free! The atlas is
not. I think the NCS system and possibly also the DIN system were
developed to produce systems, where colours were equally spaced
fram a global point of view; in a hue circle, the quadrant between yellow and red is sul:x1ivided in equal steps or some such
thing.
The Munsell system was developed in order to provide a
collection in which the differences between adjacent colours were
perceptually equal, and that's an entirely different thing.
Parra:
A unique solution to the problem of making a colour order system
which will meet all needs seems impossible to me. It seems to me
that there are two kinds of answers. In practice it is necessary
to refer to a system of classification, in order to unify language am nonnalisation. In the subjective world it is necessary
to make a sort of language with objective words to study a lot of
perceptive effects.
Philosophically, it seems, this will be
another system of colours •••
The physiological and psychological properties are the basis of
the creation of order systems - as Mr Vanel said, there are more
than three dimensions for a world of colour.

3
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Richard D. Ingalls
There are
Color order systews can be coropared to maps.
different kinds so of maps to help solve different problems. One
needs a topographical map if there is a need to find ones way
through the mountains and valleys of an area.
This can be compared to the Munsell color order system.
The NCS color order
system could be likened to a highway map that may simplify
travel. Other systems can be seen as different kinds of maps.
If you do not want to be lost, you need a map when you are
going through an unfamiliar area:- You may need a special map or
color order system to find your way to a color answer or destination.
We need different calor order systems in order to know
where we are and recognize where we need to be.

1
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Jan Sisefsky

I think it was a pity that Mt Billmeyer's first question,
although better fitting in the next session, was not further
discussed.
It seems to elucidate much of the confusion which
arises when different colour order systems are confronted.
It has been shown, however, beyond all doubt that nearly all
people (even "colour blinds") when looking at samples cover ing
the whole hue circle, pick four, and just four unique fundamental
or elementary hues: a red, which is neither yellowish, nor
bluish; a blue which is neither reddish nor greenish and in a
corresponding way, a unique green and a unique yellow. A unique
purple, for exanple, is never picked because purple is always
perceived and described as a bluish red: thus with two chromatic
properties.
Further: even if mIxIng an orange and a purple colorant can give
a red colour, this colour is never perceived as purplish orange.
The popularity of colour order systems which advocate three
primary hues, depends, I think, on the belief that a colour
system can, at the same time, be a perceptual one and a colorant
rnxing system.
This is a mistake, which could have been considered a natural one during Goethe's time, but today we know
that the primaries of a colorant mixing system cannot display
elementary colors in the NCS sense, if they are supposed to give
the largest colour gamut possible.
Neither the "red", "green"
and bluish violet of an additive mixing system (as in colour TV)
nor the "yellow" cyan and magenta of a subtractive one (like Mr
Simon's ~) correspond to the elementary yellow, red, blue and
agree with NCS.
(additive "red" and "green" are both yellowish
and subtractive "yellow" is slightly greenish).
Contrary to
common belief, the elementary colours can thus actually be mixed
by colorants with non-unique hues.
The reason for this distinction between colorant mIXIng and
colour perception, seems to be found in the very construction of
the eye, which has shown to be IOOre complicated than was assumed
by both Young - Hemholz and Hering respectively.
The colours of
the color mixing primaries correspond in some way or other to the
spectral sensitivities of the cones in the retina, whereas the
unique hues are in some way "created" in a "deeper" layer of the
retina, probably the horizontal cells, possibly in connection
with the process where the colour perception is "adjusted" to
compensate for differences in the illumination (ref: Walraven,
perhaps also Land).
Even Mr Simon's YMC system would, as I think, have deserved a
further discussion. In Colour Report F 26 P 39:4, Mr Simon plots
the colours achieved b¥ his mixing system into a Munsell huechroma circle and also in two variants of the CIE system. In the
same manner, these colours could have been fitted into an NCS
hue-chromaticity circle, thus proposing the first happy marriage
between a truly perceptional colour order system and a pure
colorant mixing one.

1
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Francois Parra

In a forty minute paper, Prof. sven Hesselgren gave an
interesting and difficult view of the problem.
Interesting
because it is the answer to a research in the world of colour.
Difficult because the World of Colour is closely connected to the
human life and to his expressions in the objective space.
The paper gives a large "TOur d'Horizon" on both levels at
the same time; scientific and historical The answer to the
question Why Colour Order System seems to have been given first
by Leonardo da Vinci "an order system throws sane light in Man's
mental structure "inside"".
Since
scientific
suggested
the rolswer

this ancient point of view, many personalities of the
world (within physiology psychology and physics) have
answers.
Some of them have created color spaces and
to the question above came naturally to their minds.

First Forsius and then Brenner gave a first answer why:
make miniature paintings."
Then Chevreul
textiles (1889).
Then Wundt:
perception.

"To

in France made one in order to arrange his

Color

order systems can elucidate

facts

of

Then Munsell and Ostwald in order to have a language without
samples.
Then Tonnquist, Hesselgren and Hard and Sivik who think that
fllf we are able to reveal the structure of the world of colour,
we are also able to create a language."
It seems that there is nobody who can give an easy answer to
the question,
and this is a good starting point for an
interesting discussion.
Can we
colours?

verbally express the canbinations of

"interior fl

Somebody pointed out that a system like Munsell does not
represent the nuwber of perceived colours and this started a
discussion about the number of parameters needed to give an image
of the colour world.
Not only the idea concerning parameters: for instance four
chromatic colours and two achromatic ones,
comes to
the
commentaries, but also the logic deduction of that idea. That is
to say, the existence of different systems is necessary.
Color order systems are necessary in industry and they help
to solve problems in commercial competition.

1
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The complexity of the Coloured World and the lack of answers
in same aspects of perception determine a lot of confusions in
the question ''Why a color order system?". The fact that Man has
created some systems is, in my opinion, a kind of answer that
corresponds to the necessity of keeping an equilibrium in the
complexity of this world and more simply to answer to many
current problems of human life:
necessity of creation
canmerce
industry
culture, harmony, and so on
As long as the deep answer to the question: "What is the reality of
the colour world" is not known, it will be difficult to give an
answer to the question "Why colour order systems".
Man is a living being before a philosophical one.

2
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INVITED LECTURE
W. D. Wright
THE BASIC CX>NCEPrS AND ATrRIBUTES OF COLOUR ORDER SYSTEMS
(Note: In this survey of the papers on the
above topic being presented at this Forsius
Symposium. I have referred to the individual
papers by the authors' names and by their numbers as given in the Colour Report circulated
in advance of the Symposium.)
Introduction
Colour order systems are our pr~ary means of defining
colour appearance since, as I understand them, they consist of a
collection of colour samples arranged systematically in terms of
the subjective variables of colour appearance. Colour appearance
is ~portant because it is the end-point of most, if not all, the
uses we make of colour, and since I have over the years been
particularly associated with trichromatic colorimetry and the CIE
system, I would want to emphasize that to me the overriding value
of colour order systems is that they deal with colour as we see
it and not as we measure it. If the chips in a colour atlas have
been calibrated in terms of their CIE co-ordinates, then they
can, of course, be used indirectly for colour comparison and
colour measurement, but this is not, I believe, the primary
motive behind the production of a colour atlas.
Nei ther , I believe, does the knowledge we have about the
spectral response of the retina play any significant part in the
construction of a colour atlas, although our theories of colour
perception may influence our choice of the co-ordinates we use
for the atlas.
Certainly, Forsius himsel.f would have known
nothing abut the colour receptors in the retina nor about the
coding of the signals generated in the receptors and transmitted
from the retina to the visual cortex.
Yet having arranged the
samples in an atlas purely on the basis of their subjective
appearance, the structure of the colour solid that emerges does
provide data which can be used to test different theoretical
models of the colour vision process, as Hunt and Pointer (13)
have shown.
My main responsibility in preparing this paper has been to
read as carefully as I can all the papers presented at this
Symposium which deal with the basic concepts and attributes of
colour order systems.
I think I have made sane reference in the
text to all the papers which have been given a (b) or (c) identification (and to one or two others as well) but inevitably there
are four or five key papers which have claimed more of my attention than the rest. I can only apologise to the authors of these
papers to which I have only been able to make a passing reference.
The variables used to define or describe a colour order
system must be derived fram the subjective or perceptual attributes of colour appearance, and we must take note of the very
clear distinction made by McCamy (16) between colour order system
1
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conceived in terms of abstract colour appearance co-ordinates and
the material or concrete representation of such systems by means
of actual colour charts and colour atlases. This distinction has
also be emphasized by our swedish colleagues in their description
of the Natural Colour System. (Hard and Sivik 35, Svedmyr 36,
Tonnquist 38).
The Abstract Variables of Colour Appearance
As McCamy has explained, the first stage in establishing a
colour order system is to identify the variables of colour
appearance on which the system is to be based.
These variables
are abstract in the sense that they can be conceived independently of actual material colour samples and, on the assumption
that colour appearance can be described in terms of three attributes, they can serve as the three dimensions of psychological
colour space.
What, then, are these three attributes? As we know only too
well, there is no agreed answer to this question and it seems
unlikely that we shall reach agreement at this Symposium on a
single set of variables, much as Tonnquist (28) would like to see
such agreement and in spite of the attempt by Green-Armytage(9)
to produce a marriage between the two main contenders for international recognition.
Tonnquist has listed the variables and
concepts of several different colour order systems and they fall
into two main groups with, of course, same variations in each
group.
The choice of terms to identify the variables in each group
presents some difficulty, but the following should serve to
distinguish the two groups:
Group A attributes: Lightness, hue and saturation.
Group B attributes: Whiteness, blackness and chramaticness.
Examples of Group A-type colour order systems are the
Munsell system with its variables of Value, Hue and Chrama, and
the German DIN System, with Darkness Degree replacing Lightness.
The outstanding example of a Group B system is, of course, the
Swedish Natural Colour System, in which chramaticness is expressed in terms of the proportions of the subjective perceptions
of redness, yellowness, greenness and blueness.
The Oswald
system can also be considered as a Group B-type system, with its
variables of white content, black content, and colour content,
even though in the Ostwald atlas these are material variables
rather than abstract colour appearance variables.
We can now ask ourselves a number of questions.
First, are
the A and B variables equally valid alternatives, or is one right
and the other wrong? Or is one or other to be preferred, depending on the use to which the colour order system is to be put?
Lightness (or darkness) is the most suspect of the Group A variables, as Green-Armytage (8) has pointed out. We certainly refer
to colours as being light or as being dark, which would seem to
support lightness and darkness as legitimate variables.
Yet
there can be confusion between the use of the adjective "lighter"
or "whiter" to distinguish one pale colour fram another, and in
other cases in the use of "darker" or "greyer",
Green-Armytage
is in no doubt that the use of "lightness" should be abandoned.
2
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For what it is worth, my own view is that the Group A variables
suffer fram the exclusion of whiteness and blackness, since I
regard them as subjective attributes or components of a colour
perception which are clearly identifiable.
Then I think we have to ask ourselves how abstract really
are the A and B variable, in which I would want to include the
colour names white, black, red, yellow, green and blue, since
these are the names which form an essential part of the NCS group
of abstract variables. MCCamy claims that the Munsell system was
conceived by A.H. Munsell in abstract form before a series of
charts showing visual scales of hue, value and chromas was published in 1915 as "The Atlas of the Munsell Color System".
We
are now so familiar with the Munsell charts that it is almost
impossible to envisage the problem of creating the system in
abstract form before the atlas had been published.
McCamy hi~
self implies that it is not easy for non-specialists to recognize
the Moosell variables withollt first having access to the charts
themselves when he writes: "Chrornas is a slightly more abstruse
concept, but is readily recognized once it is understood.
It
takes very little training to be able to compare two different
colors and describe the qualitative difference in terms of
differences in hue, value and chroma".
This perhaps suggests
that the distinction between colour in the abstract and the
perceived colour of a material sample is not quite as clear-cut
as we are led to believe.
The same, I think, applies also to the NCS variables.
In
his description of the Natural Colour system, Svedmyr (36)
writes: "This means that a person trained in NCS can, without
comparing any colour samples, notate which colour he observes on
The estimation is made by
an object in an arbitrary situation.
judging the degree of resemblance to the six elementary colours,
pure white (W), pure black (8), pure yellow (Y), pure red (R),
pure blue (B), and pure green (G), wh ich are built into the human
mind."
But how are they built into the human mind? McCamy
again: When a child is first taught the meaning of such words as
"red" and "green", the only way the terms can be defined is by
showing examples.
The definitions of the psychological attributes ultimately depend on such definitions." What would imply
that our so-called abstract perceptions have initially been
acquired from viewing material samples and that the terms we use
to describe them owe a great deal to the way we were taught about
colour.
I would not, though, want to deny our ability to identify
the elementary or unique hues red, yellow, green and blue, each
of the four being free of contamination of the other three.
The
more difficult attribute of the NCS elementary hues to define
must be their saturation.
The observer who is asked to assess a
colour in terms of the NCS variables presumably has to have some
concept of the colour appearance of the elementary hues in their
state of maximum saturation, that is, with zero contamination
with whiteness. How does he acquire this concept unless he first
carries out same adaptation experiments to demonstrate how a
spectral green, for example, can appear more saturated when seen
by an eye that has been pre-adapted to red light?
There is one last point I would want to make on the Validity
of a colour order system based on the identification of the
abstract subjective variables of colour appearance. How far does
3
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this depend on the long-term stability of our colour perception
process and also on the reliability of our colour mP~ory? So far
as I can recall, the colours of familiar objects still look much
the same to me now as they did 60 or more years ago.
If this is
also the experience of other elderly people, this is a remarkable
tribute to the stability of the visual process and no cause for
concern for our NCS colleagues.
The structure of Material Colour-order Systems
A material colour order system consists of the organisation
of arrangement of actual colour samples in 3-diwensional colour
space according to the particular subjective variables of colour
appearance on which the system is based. Dne system differs from
another primarily in the arrangement of the samples in colour
space and not in the samples themselves.
No system can in pr inciple claim to include more exotic colours than others!
Fortunately, the different systems that have been developed
do have certain common features.
Thus most systems locate the
neutral grey samples on the central vertical axis of the colour
solid, ranging from near-black at the bottom to near-white at the
top.
Then the vertical planes radiating out from this central
axis each contain samples that are nominally of the same hue,
with the sequence in which the hue planes are arranged around the
axis almost universally following the same sequence of hues as
they appear in the visible spectrum. The non-spectral hues - the
purples - complete the hue circle by linking the spectral red
with the spectral violet.
It is in the spacing of the neutral samples along the vertical axis, the spacing of the different hue planes around the
hue circle, and the location of the samples in each hue place,
that distinguish one colour order system from another.
In same
systems, notably in the Munsell Atlas (l-'lcCamy, 16) and in the
D.S.A. Uniform Color Scales (MacAdam, 15), much importance is
attached to the spacing of the samples at equal perceptual intervals.
See also McLaren (17). In the Munsell solid the vertical
axis has been divided into 10 equal steps of Value (the lightness
variable), five principal hues are identified and are equally
spaced round the hue circle, together with five intermediate hues
and ten secondary intermediate hues, while in a given hue plane
samples of increasing chromas (the saturation variable) are
located at increasing distances from the central axis, again
being spaced at equal perceptual intervals of chromas.
So far so good, but examination of a chromas series, for
example of Hue R and Value 4, suggests that the more saturated
samples, say R 4/12 or R 4/14, are brighter or lighter or more
luminous than the desaturated samples, say R 4/1 or R 4/2.
In
other words, samples of equal value may not look equally light.
This is not a problem pecUliar to the Munsell system as it has
It is an example of
been plaguing photometry for a long time.
the fact that the subjective attribute of lightness is not an
exact correlate of luminance factor: that if you compare a
neutral grey with a saturated colour of the same luminance factor
as the grey, the saturated colour will look the brighter or
lighter.
We have therefore to conclude that the Munsell attribute of Value is not a true subjective variable.
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The difficulty I have had in finding the correct term to
describe the brighter appearance of the saturated red sample whether to say that it is lighter or brighter or more luminous or
whatever, illustrates the ambiguity in what we mean by lightness.
I think the more meaningful way to describe the R 4 chromas
series is in terms of the increasing pro:POrtion of redness to
blackness as we pass from the R 4/1 to the R 4/14 samples.
But
blackness, unfortunately, is not one of the Munsell variables.
Another difficulty associated with colour order systems in
which the samples are intended to be spaced at equal subjective
intervals, is that the equality of the intervals is a function of
their size.
This was demonstrated many years ago by Nickerson
and Newhall (J. Opt. Soc. xm., v, 43, pp. 419-422, 1943) in a
paper on itA Psychological Color Solid".
They illustrated two
models of the colour solid, one based on intervals equated at a
supraliminal level of colour difference and the other for intervals equated at the liminal level.
In the latter, the vertical
dimension had to be increased by a factor of 4 to take account of
the relatively greater sensitivity to lightness difference at the
limen. This is a particular illustration of the fact that colour
differences are not additive.
A number of papers in the symposium (Green-Armytage 9,
Hanisch 11, McLaren 17) illustrate colour solids on three-dimensional co-ordinate systeros in which horizontal planes of constant
lightness are located at different levels through the colour
solid. Assuming that we accept lightness as a legitimate subjective variable, an orthogonal co-ordinate system of this type does
contribute to the ease of understanding the system, a matter of
no little im:POrtance as MCCamy (16) emphasizes.
The main alternative arrangement uses a tripngular format
for the hue planes, the samples being arranged in rows which
converge on to the colour of maximum purity.
In the Natural
Colour System this point of convergence is the subjectively
perceived pure hue, whereas in the Ostwald system the apex of the
triangle is the material sample of maximum obtainable purity.
I
do not myself think that the NCS triangular format is particuarly
difficult to comprehend, since it is easy to visualise any given
colour sample within the triangle as the subjective mixture of
the pure white, pure black and pure hue located at the three
corners of the tr iangle.
On the other hand, the tr iangular
system of co-ordinates is unfamiliar and almost certainly more
difficult to use in practice than rectangular co-ordinates.
What does impress me when I examine the actual NCS hue
charts is the smooth gradation of the samples across the charts
and the apparent equality of interval between one chip and the
next. Whether this is fortuitous or a natural consequence of the
method of assessing the relative whiteness,
blackness and
chromaticness of the NCS samples, I do not know, but it must be
counted as a bonus for the system.
I would suggest that this is
worth the attention of our colour-vision theoreticians.
The same bonus does not, however, hold for the NCS hue
circle. The steps are far from equal round the hue circle and as
an example, the hue step between samples R60B and R70B is much
bigger than that between samples B60G and B7OG.
We have, of
course, to recognize the equality of spacing is not one of the
attributes claimed for the NCS charts, yet if it could be
5
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achieved at least approximately without too much change in the
structure of the NCS colour solid, it would surely be worth
having.
The main change that would be called for, as I see it,
would be to bring the green and blue elementary hue planes closer
together. I can appreciate that the location of the red, yellow,
green and blue elementary hues at 90 degrees apart round the hue
circle, provides a nice symmetrical structure to the colour
SOlid, but if this arrangement is based on the fact that red and
green, and yellow and blue, are the opponent pairs of colours of
the Hering theory, then I think this is a misuse of the theory.
The only perceptual justification for the four unique hues being
spaces 90 degrees apart round the hue circle would be if it could
be shown that the perceptual difference between red and yellow
was equal to the difference between yellow and green, and between
green and blue, and between blue and red.
But perhaps there is
something more subtle about the NCS solid that I do not fully
understand.
Colour Naming as a Form of Colour Order system
I think it is not too far-fetched to consider colour-naming
as a valid form of colour order system. Here we can refer to the
paper by styne (27) as our discussion document, since he has
reminded us of the extensive study of colour naming carr ied out
by Kelly and Judd.
In his paper styne summarizes the Kelly-Judd
study so that there is no occasion for me to do the same here,
but I would corrmend the main publication, NBS Special Publication
440, to which styne gives the full reference, as a massive assembly of information and a very clear account of the division of
the colour solid into increasingly fine levels of precision with
colour terms of increasing discrimination to correspond to the
finer divisions of the colour solid.
Kelly and Judd defined the
blocks of colour into which the colour solid was divided, by
their Munsell co-ordinates of Hue, Value and Chrornas, but the
colour names attached to each block,with their qualifying adjectives and adverbs, are independent of the Munsell or any other
colour space.
In principle, the Kelly-Judd blocks could, no
doubt, be transformed from their Munsell co-ordinates to those of
any other colour space and McLaren (17) has urged that they
should be transformed to CIELAB co-ordinates.
He recognizes the
great value of the Kelly-Judd study but believes that the data
expressed in CIELAB terms would greatly facilitate their use in
industry.
The paper by Sivik and Hard (32) is also very relevant to
this topic, especially their experiments to determine the spread
in colour space (which they would have liked to illustrate as
"bubbles" in a three-dimensional colour space) for which a given
colour name, for example brown, might be used. They also stress
that certain gro~s of people living under unusual conditions may
be concerned with quite small differences in colour, so that
their scale of colour-naming could be greatly expanded.
They
mention the names of sand colours used by Arabs living in the
desert and the names of snow and ice colours used by Eskimoes.
This also applies to certain industries, for example horticulturalists with their description of the colours of soils and, I
believe, in the paper industry where a near-white paper may be
described as blue or yellow.
Another very relevant paper is that of Green-Armytage (8) in
6
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which he reports some fascinating results on the ordering of a
set of colour chips in respect of a given attribute, as carried
out by a number of subj ects • We should not be surpr ised by the
first two of his conclusions, namely that different people can
mean different things by the same term and that same people can
mean the same thing by different terms. As he says, the terms of
everyday language, with the possible exception of whiteness and
blackness, are understood in too many different ways. Even black
was sometimes given some unexpected qualitites, coming near to
the top in scales of "purity", "intensity", "saturation", and
"brightness".
Results such as these must clearly throw same doubt on the
validity of using colour naming as the basis of a colour order
system.
To take a couple of names at random from the Kelly-Judd
diagrams - "grayish greenish yellow" and "moderate greenish
yellow" - I wonder what agreement there would be among us at this
meeting if we tried to identify samples in an atlas by these
descriptions.
Hy guess is that the Sivik-Hard "bubbles" in
three-dimensional colour space would be quite large!
The adjectives used in the Kelly-Judd report are, however,
quite instructive in revealing the range of subjective variables
which could be used as co-ordinates in a colour order system.
"Vivid", "brilliant", "strong", "deep", certainly suggest that
vi vidness, br illiance, strength and depth are meaningful al ternati ves to the more orthodox var iables being used and could have
some advantages. White and black content are mainly indicated by
the gray content of colours with terms such as "light bluish
gray" and "dark bluish gray" and then only for colour chips of
low chroma. styne's Fig. 3 illustrated the qualifying adjectives
used in each hue chart and it is significant that "light" and
"dark" are not applied to the samples of high saturation, confirming Green-Armytage's doubts about lightness as a meaningful
subjective variable.
To take the Munsell sample R 4/14 to which
we referred earlier as an example, this is described in the
Kelly-Judd study as "vivid red".
Similarly, a high chroma
yellow, Y 8/12, is described as "vivid yellow".
Evidently no
need was felt, in deciding on this classification system, to use
any additional qualification to indicate that the yellow chip has
We should be
a much higher light reflectance than the red.
grateful to Styne for reminding us of the Kelly-Judd work which
clearly calls for detailed examination and discussion.
Other Attributes of Colour Order Systems
A number of new approaches to colour order systems are
suggested in papers to the Symposium, most notable in papers by
Hard and Sivik (14) and by Sivik and Hard (23).
In the former
they describe distinctness of border as a concept for establishing a uniform colour space. They recognize that this is not what
we would normally understand by a colour appearance attribute,
but is more directly related to contrast which, as they rightly
say, is of tremendous ~rtance for our visual perception of the
environment.
I would link this with the remark made by AlbertVanel (I) in the introduction to his paper in which he reminded
us that oolours are never seen on their own but always in relation to other colours in the scene. What is particularly
interesting is that Hard and Sivik found that observers were able
to identify the distinctness of border with high accuracy on a
7
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scale from zero where no border was visible to a maximum of
for the most distinct border the observer could imagine.

10

In the other Sivik-Hard paper, four different structure were
studied using 10 colours of the same hue, each structure being
based on a different subjective concept.
The most novel concept
was that described by the authors of semantic space, in which
differential judgement of the ten colours was made in terms of
three principal components, namely Evaluation (beautiful-ugly);
Excitement (exciting-soothing);
and Forcefulness (energeticlazy).
I would not dare to assess the significance of the
results, but I would commend it as an adventurous challenge to
new thinking!
In another paper Nemscisc (19) discusses "aesthetically even
colour space" as a further attribute that we should consider.
There is no doubt that certain canplexes of colours are rrore
aesthetically pleasing than others and Nemcsics raises the question whether there is any relationship that can be established
which would show why one canposition is pleasing am another is
unpleasant.
The paper by Adam (33) is devoted to the sane theme
and I would suspect that sane of the cleavage planes through the
OSA/UCS space nndel described by MacAdam (15) would quality as
aesthetically very pleasing canposi t.Lons, Undoubtedly, aesthetic
considerations in colour design and in the general use of colour
are central to rrany of the uses made of colour order systems and
colour atlases, and a number of Symposium papers bear witness to
this: Srnedal (24), Spillrran (25), T. Hard (37), O'Connor,
Whitfield and Wiltshire (38).
I would also want to link the
contribution by Ingalls (34) to aesthetic aspects of colour,
especially his reference to very small differences of colour
which, in the limit, merge into a continuous gradation of colour.
Our aesthetic appreciation of surface texture, for example,
depends, I believe, on the gradation of colour over the surface,
a gradation which may be of lightness, hue, saturation or sane
combined effect of all three.
The colour difference series
described by Ingalls could help in our study of surface texture.
Since trichromatic colorimetry is concerned with colour
match ing and not with colour appearance, it does not rank as
having the attributes of a colour order system in the terms in
which I defined such systems in the opening sentence of this
paper".
However, the eIE specification of stimuli can serve to
identify samples an which colour appearance judgements are being
carried out, and in the saturation experiments described b¥ K.
Uchikawa, H. Uchikawa and Kaiser (29), the loci of constant
saturation have been plotted in the eIE x, y,and u", v", chromaticity charts.
When used in this way, the chomaticity chart can
be used to record colour appearance information.
In the same way, the ~ system described by Simon (39) is
not strictly a colour appearance system and is allied rather to
the principles of subtractive colour photography and to the
Tintometer subtractive colorimeter.
As Simon says, his system
could be the basis of a general approach to another and unique
form of colorimetry.
Fram the point of view of this Symposium,
we would want to know whether it could also be used to descr ibe
colour appearance.
If so, the fact that the YCM system is based
on colorant mixtures should mean that the system could be linked
quite closely with the production of the samples in a colour
atlas designed to meet specific appearance criteria.
8
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Discussion
My aim in presenting this paper is to promote discussion on
the more controversial ideas that we find in those symposium
papers which are concerned in particular with the basic concepts
and attributes of colour order systems.
There should be no
shortage of questions to be answered and arguments to be settled,
and as a contribution to the discussion I have prepared a supplement to this paper listing the questions which I would like to
ask.
Other contributors will have their own set of questions so
we should be in for a lively time!

SUPPLEMENT

**********
Suggested topics for discussion
The first stage in establishing a colour order system is to
identify the variables of colour appearance on which the system
is to be based.
The var iables that have been used in different
colour order systems may be roughly divided into two broad
groups:
Group A: Lightness, hue and saturation.
Group B: Whiteness, blackness and chromaticness.
Ignoring the minor variations within
following questions arise:

the

two groups,

Are the A and B variables equally valid alternatives,
one group right and the other wrong?

the
or is

Or is one group or the other to be preferred, depending on
the use to which the colour order system is to be put?
Is agreement on a single set of variables either possible or
desirable?
Is lightness such an ambiguous attribute that its use should
be abandoned, as Green-Arrnytage suggests?
Is chromaticness as used in the Natural Color system an
identifiable of colour appearance? Is it the same as colourfulness?
Note that at one time the eIE defined chromaticness as the
jective correlate of chromaticity but I understand this has
changed in the revised vocabUlary.

subbeen

In his paper McCamy stresses that the variables of colour appearance are abstract in the sense that they can be conceived
independently of actual material samples.
In the same way
Svedmyr in his paper claims that the identification of the six
NCS elementary colours are built into the human mind. This leads
to the following questions:
9
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IIow abstract really are these perceptual variables?
How did we first learn our colours so that they became built
into our minds?
flow

stable is our long-term colour perception process?

How good is our colour memory?
styne has reminded us of the very valuable report by Kelly and
Judd on "Color: Universal Language and Dictionary of names" •
This leads to the following questions:

Can we
system?

think

of

colour naming as a

valid

colour

order

Bearing in mind the results reported, for example, by
Greene-Armytage (8) and Sivik and Hard(33), could colour
naming ever be precise enough to provide a practically
useful colour order system?
Should the divisions of colour space of the Kelly-Judd
report be transformed from Munsell co-ordinates to CIELAB
co-ordinates, as recommended by McLaren?
How instructive are the adjectives used in the Kelly-Judd
report to describe the different blocks of colour space, in
suggesting
alternative and useful variables of colour
appearance?
Examination of the Munsell Atlas can lead to the following
tions:

ques-

There is now general agreement that lightness does not
correlate closely with luminance factor, in the sense that a
saturated colour sample appears to reflect more light than a
grey of the same Luminance factor.
Does this mean that
Moosell Value is not a true subjective variable?
Would a Chromas series such as Hue R, Value 4, be better
described as varying in proportion of redness to blackness,
or redness to greyness, than to describe the series as being
of constant Value, which presumably should imply constant
lightness, and increasing Chromas?
Does the fact that the relative size of Hue, Value and
Chromas steps depend on whether the steps are liminal or
supraliminal, adversely affect the merits of the Moosell or
any other system claiming equality of interval between the
samples in an atlas?
Examination
questions:

of

the NCS

charts can

lead

to

the

following

Can an observer really be able to visualize what a pure
elementary surface colour (that is, a pure red, yellow,
green or blue free from any white contamination) actually
looks like?
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Is the triangular format of the hue planes a significant
disadvantage compared to the orthogonal format, to which
considerable importance is attached, of the Munsell system?
Is the apparent uniformity of spacing of the NCS chips in
the hue planes fortuitous or has it some more fundamental
basis?
Although uniformity of spacing is not one of the criteria of the
Natural Colour System, the spacing of the Hue planes round the
vertical axis could be made more uniform if, for example. the
pure Green and pure Blue planes were brought closer together.
Is the location of the four elementary colours, red, yellow,
green and blue, in the four quadrants at 90 degrees apart,
sacrosant to the system or could they be displaced to give
more equal spacing of the hues?

number of miscellaneous points raised in various papers lead to
the following questions:

A

we regard the aesthetic appearance of the charts
colour atlas an important attribute to a colour
system?

Do

in a
order

Hard and Sivik have introduced "Distinctness of Border" as a
new concept for a uniform colour space, a concept related to
contrast perception and therefore of great important to our
perception of the environment. Should we encourage Hard and
Sivik to develop a new colour space based on this concept?
Bear ing in mind the exper irnents descr ibed by K. and H.
Uchikawa and Kaiser, under what conditions are we justified
in using the CIE chromaticity chart (either the x, y, or the
u', v' charts) to describe colour appearance?
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BASIC CONCEPTS AND BASIC A'ITRIBUTES

Sessions b and c

***********************************

GLIt·1PSES FR(l.1
DISCUSSION

Witt:
with reference to the CIE definitions of the terms: saturation,
chromaticness, chroma, what is the difference in concept and what
is the relation between them?
McLaren:
The simplest way of understanding this is the appearance of a
If a shadow falls on a Munsell "chroma" colour,
shadow serie.
the perception is that the shadowed part is darker, has a lower
perceived chroma but the saturation becomes constant.
Hunt:
In the new CIE terminology, chroma is defined as colourfulness or
chromaticness judged in proportion to the brightness of a similarly illustrated white.
Munsell defines chroma as the difference from the grey scale.
But a fundamental definition of an
attribute ought to say what it is and not define it as a difference from something else.
I am a bit concerned about the use of
chromaticness in the NCS system.
Contrary to the CIE vocabulary
it is used there as a measure of absolute chroma. This is to say
that the chromaticness of a given sample varies with illumination
but in the NCS system the chip carries its e-value with itself so
that if the illumination of the page carrying that chip varies,
the e-value is the same.
Hesselgren:
To try to define a sensation like saturation in terms of some
properties of the stimulus of the sensation is not a correct way.
In the NCS saturation, it has been defined as the proportion
between the two perceptual attributes chromaticness and whiteness, in their turn defined as the degree of resemblance to the
imagination of a pure chromatic and a pure white.
Tonnquist:
we translated the Swedish terms we used in the NCS system
into other languages, we tr ied to be logical.
In a ser ies from
the achromatic white to the chromatic pure red, the chromatic
attribute was called redness. And as a general term, independent
of hue, we found it logical to use the term chromaticness as
chromatic was the counterpart to achromatic.
And we were also
afraid of colourfulness as that indicated that white, grey and
black were not colours. But if it can give rise to misunderstanding we are certainly prepared to change the translation to a
better word but with the definition of the sensational attribute
we are aiming at.
Another thing is that the notations on the
chips are not true for the NCS system unless certain viewing
condi tions are fulf illed • As to the question by Prof. Wr ight
about the different attributes, I/we are very anxious to set a
project ~ in order to find a synthesis between existing colour
order systems including the advantages of each for different
applications.
An example of this ambition is the nomographs on

h~en

I
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the NCS atlas pages gIvIng the locus of constant lightness/value
or which word we should give to the phenomenon by Hard/Sivik
defined as colours showing minimally distinct border to one and
the same grey colour with a practically approximate constant
luminous reflectance factor.
However, although we don't see
lightness as an elementary characterising attribute of a colour
perception, we don't see any reason why a colour order system
could not contain several variables apart from the three parameters designing the space model, even if they are not independent.
And the same could be said with regard to the spacing of the
hues.
In the NCS, as we see it today, we have used Her ing , s
model with the elementary hues in right angles. But if there are
practical needs, the four characteristic hue scales can be more
or less condensed.
Hesselgren did that in his atlas, and was
criticized for it.
Billrneyer:
As a group we are all guilty of making loose statements.
We are
not precise enough and if we want to make precise definitions of
a number of terms which have been used far too loosely, we must
specify the conditions more closely.
For example, the equality
of the steps in the Munsell grey scale has been discussed, but
this equality will hold only under very specific conditions,
illuminating light source must be daylight (C), the illuminants
must be on a certain level, the background to the samples must be
Moosell N.5, and if the conditions are not fulfilled exactly, the
properties of the scaling will not hold.
Brill:
Last night we discussed "why should we have a colour order
system" and now I would ask "what is a colour order system and
what are the ingredients"? We must have that as a framework to
handle the kind of precision talked about. We have to catalogize
a number of reflectances - the appearances of which are specified.
So firstly, every system must have a catalogue over these
curves so we can change illuminants and still give meaningful
statements.
Secondly, we must know which order and spacing is
determined for the illuminant.
Thirdly, we need an operational
framework for determining the spacing, as just noticeable differences - min~ally distinct border - distinctness of border colour naming - degree of resemblance to same imaginery references - or whatever.
First, b¥ having specified these ingredients can one find a connection between the colours one wants to
use and the system that represents them.
Hawkyard:
As the word chroma is the Greek word for colour, it is contradictory to talk about achromatic colours.
So to call white, grey
and black colours must be wrong - they are noncolours.
To me,
colours are objects that show selective absorption of white light
of one wavelength as opposed to another wavelength.
Billrneyer:
Equal reflectance is only one way of producing something that
will appear white, grey or black.
And if one wants to keep
constancy in different illuminations, it needs much more complicated reflectance curves.
2
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Green-Armytage:
If white, grey and black are "not colours" what are they? Are
they visual nothings? And if one refers to the reflectances of a
surface, everybody knows that an object that appears grey - not
being reddish or blueish or yellowish or anything elseish - in
one visual context may appear chromatic in another illumination
or surrounding it will acquire chromaticness.
So in that case,
it would be a colour in one context and a noncolour in another.
We have to remember that language changes and so the meaning of
the words.
So should we come up with new words for defining the
visual attributes, maybe Latin words as it is a dead language
that will not change any more.
Hesselgren:
Leonardo da vinci already claimed that white and black were
colours. What Billmeyer pointed out has to be stressed still
more: there is not one relevant correlation for all situations
between properties of a colour stimulus of an object and the
percei ved colour of it.
McLaren:
I think that we
devoid of hue
"colour") - and
They will never
lary.

all accept that white, black and grey are colours
- (voice: doesn't" hue" or iginally mean only
to coin new words would be completely unworkable.
be part of the practical colour workers' vocabu-

Simon:
Changing the subject, I want to know how colorant mixing comes
into the Frieling system in which it is claimed that in its
geometrical form it will have all its mixing points opposite to
one another. I cannot understand this.
witt:
Frieling has declared that it is based on rotating discs - a kind
of additive mixing. Analyzed, however, it shows nonlinearity,
the five basic colours are not in a plane in the three stimulus
space and the mixing lines do not meet in a point, a problem
Frieling was not aware of.
Hawkyard:
In Wr ight ' s compar ison of the NCS and the Munsell systems, he
thought that white was missing in the Munsell and that it did not
incorporate variant amounts of black but he did not say that one
should have variant amounts of white.
In textile dyeing and
printing, I use coloured dyes and I use black but obviously I
don't use white as it is the background.
So I wonder if we
should not have a system which uses transparent colours on a
white background but which incorporates a variable black.
Wright:
When referring to blackness in the NCS, I was implicitly incorporating whiteness, as both describe some deviation from the
appearance of a "pure chromatic" which is not the case in the
Munsell.
3
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Green-Armytage:
Kuppers describes a mixture system which involves black mixtures
on a white background for process printing.
Hesselgren:
The NCS system refers only to such object colours that are perceived as being of the mode of appearance that David Katz in his
book "The World of Colours" called surface colours, L,e , colours
that appear to belong to the outer surface of an object.
Contr ary to those, volume colours, colours that appear to belong to
the inner of a transparent object, do not include the perception
of white. In the future we hope that it will be possible to give
a structure not only to the surface colours but also include all
aspects of the phenomenon of colour appearance.
Hard:
This discussion is a good example of the need for defining different basic concepts for colour order systems.
For example,
everyone is talking about "basic attr ibutes" from fundamentally
various conceptual backgrounds, the phenornenologist, the dyer,
the paint manufacturer, the physicist, the instrumentalist, the
designer, etc.
And, of course, the corrmunication will be frustrating. Already in the realm of interest Sivik and I deal with,
the appearance of perception of colour environment - we believe
it is most probable that we are dealing with two conceptually
different phenomena sternnin~; fr om the same stimulus situation.
One is the perception of the characteristics of each colour and
how they are related, and the other is the perception of the
difference as such (the interval or contrast).
Maybe we should
talk about; primary - or as we prefer to say, elementary - attributes for the characteristic relations and primary variables for
discriminative specification.
Hering already indicated this in
his polemics with HelInholt ' s use of the term 'lightness'.
It is
a fact that one says that one grey is lighter than other - a
quantitative statement.
From a quality point of view, one grey
can be described as resembling white and black to an intrinsic
degree - we can judge its whiteness and blackness which have
their natural reference and zero points as they are polar attributes.
So in a colour descr iptive system, it might be so that
the characterization of elementary colour attributes are: whiteness, blackness, yellowness, etc., and in a system for specifying
differences it might be more relevant to talk about the variables: hue, lightness and saturation.
These variables can be
derived from the elementary attributes.
Robertson:
In the series of samples shown on the table with increasing
redness, I neither see a decrease in whiteness nor in blackness
but in greyness.
Has anybody considered greyness as an identifiable and useful attribute in a colour order system?
HArd:
As an immediate comment I have the hypothesis that greyness as a
visual phenomenon is the simultaneous perception of resemblance
to white and black.
And there are several such secondary attributes like brownness, pinkness, orangeness, etc., which we have
not yet investigated.
4
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Seim:
I have a comment on the NCS system relating to the fact
that the attributes have been normalized to add up to 100.
Do
you consider this as a limitation. If you have a vision of something transient, you only have chromaticness and no blackness or
whiteness and why this normalization.
Hard:
What we have tried to do is to identify and quantify the attributes of the totality which we call a colour and so we have given
the totality the number of 100. Can a totality be more than 100%
of itself? And should this be called a normalization?
Wyszecki:
The statement that there should be different concepts does not
seem to be very useful to describe what the difference is.
To
say that an attribute does not ~ly a difference is not true.
The very word yellowness means a difference to a yellow and means
The same is true for other attributes including
a difference.
chromaticness - there are all degrees from certain anchor points
so you are assessing differences.
And I cannot envisage any
measurement where there are no differences involved - that is the
very word of measurement or assessment.
So I register here my
complaints for the conceptual issue.
Simon:
What surprises me is that the noble name of Ralph Evans has not
been mentioned here. In his "last words" THE PERCEPI'ION OF COIDR
he realizes that there are not only three, but at least seven
different attributes that have to be considered - greyness is one
of them, fluorescence which was another \\lOrd he coined himself to
descr ibe a phenomenon, etc. And it is qui te clear what he tr ied
to define in terms of perception and he has influenced a number
of people who have concerned themselves about the appearance of
colour.
So I think we are very corrupti ve if we try to reduce
the phenomenon of colour attribute down to three simple ones. We
must think in larger terms and accept these other phenomena that
we deal with improperly or have words with special definitions
that could be useful.
Tonnquist:
Reverting to one of wright's questions: Can an observer visualize
or imagine what a pure chromatic elementary surface colour would
look like? Based on the empirics from our investigations, the
answer is YES. Completely naive observers who had never seen the
colour of a spectral colour stimulus had no problem understanding
the meaning of "pure chromatic colour" as it was so obvious that
one could also trace very small resemblances to white and black now called amounts of whiteness and blackness in colours of the
surface mode. From what we have understood from the experiments,
the observers really had in mind what a pure chromatic colour
would look like.
McLaren:
Any system which is based on physical colourants is bound to be
limited because it ignores the existance of the fluorescent
5
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colourants.
When Hard says that you cannot have anything more
colourful than a 100% of the colour, it means a 100% of the
selected colourant, and that is wrong.
It should mean 100% of
the colour is the spectral colour which virtually nobody has ever
seen and then he would be right. Do the physical examples of the
NCS atlas include the maximum colourants of the maximum chroma,
If the spectral colour is
and are they given the value of lOO?
given the value of 100, we have to realize that no physical
colourant reaches to the spectrum locus.
Hard:
Several times we have tried to make it clear that our research
was based on the judgements of what the observers really saw in
relation to their imaginations of the pure elementary colour
sensations and that the order and scaling of the NCS colours had
nothing to do with the colourants used.
This is the reason why
in the atlas in some hues we have not reached as near to the
theoretical boundary as in others.
McLaren:
I can imagine a green that is more chromatic
green.

than a

spectral

Hard:
But the appearance of a spectral green is not perceived
surface colour.

as

a

McLaren:
It can be arranged by letting a monochromatic beam shine on a
white surface and then we see what Evans called a fluorescent
colour.
Hard:
Exactly, and he describes fluroescent colours as having negative
greyness and to my mind such a colour perception has passed the
border from the surface mode to the illmdnant mode of appearance.
DOring:
What happens with the fluorescent colours?
outside the NCS colour triangle?

Are they inside or

Sivik:
As has been pointed out, the NCS is, for the moment, limited to
denote colours as perceptions and in the surface mode of appearance. It is the apparent colour as a kind of abstraction that is
notated and not the stimulus. And in our phenornenological experiences a fluorescent stimulus is not perceived as a colour of
the surface mode.

6
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DDring:
One can perceive a fluorescent colour.
In the yellow region in
the NCS you are very near the maximum chromatic colour C.
But
yellow fluorescent colours have a luminous reflectance factor of
130.
Hard:
A luminous reflectance factor is not a perceptual attribute.
It
has never been said that the NCS colour order system includes all
imaginable attributes of colour perception but only of so-called
surface colours, which in this context does not mean colorants.
Normally fluorescent stimulus results in what Evans called fluerent colour perceptions and that phenomenon is not described in
NCS, neither is the phenomenon of volume colours - and do we know
which are the basic attributes of those?
Sivik:
A comment on the difference between differences and attributes
from the phenomenological point of view.
Of course the concept
of attributes will also mean characterization of different
colours by their different resemblance to the imaginary elementary colours - contrary to the situation when you compare juxtapose
colours or even a judgement of the interval between the colours
as such.
And spaces or space models will be different for these
two cases.
Wyszecki:
But it is not a conceptual difference.
It is just different
measurements with different anchor points and these anchor points
might be more convenient for certain applications - in one case
using so-called "built in" anchor points and in other cases they
may be generated by artificial means for some other convenience.
So it is not a question of conception but of methodology.
Brill:
Regarding the difference between additive and partitive mixture.
A spinning wheel is a partitive mixture and produces a stimulus
that lies between the components in the thristimulus space.
An
additive mixture completes the parallellogram which is generated
by the components.
And one gets more light than what you get in
any of the components in the mixture.
A second comment with respect to the statement is that the maximum saturation should be maximized by the spectral colours and
the notion as to what we can imagine as being more saturated.
The supersaturated colours attainable by accessive chromatic
adaptation of the colour mechanism means that we have a hierachy
that constitutes the limits of maximum saturation.
stenius:
From our experiments with j\~gements of whiteness, I can report
that first we tried to use a physical specimen as anchors for the
psychometric measurements.
When we heard about the successful
attempts by Hard to use only the words as anchor points for
j udgernents of blackness, blueness, etc; , we did the same for the
special judgements of whiteness for near white colours.
This
7
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simple instruction, which should be the reference for whiteness,
gave much better consistency both for a single observer and
between observers in the psychometric measurements which we interpreted as the method in this case which gave lnore correct
results.
Nemscics:
There are problems when comparing different colour order systems
with, for example, eIE or any other, based on colour stimulus if
they are based on colour sensations.
In the Coloroid we wanted
to make make this cormection withcIE and colour sensations, and
it can be used directly for colour projecting.
It is based on
aesthetically uniformed steps and their coordinates are related
to the eIE.
In comparison with the Munsell, we have found a
relation which in some cases is a square root and in others a
cubic root function.
stanziola:
As a direct question regarding NCS.
When producing the samples
to the NCS Colour Atlas, which mechanism did you use to achieve
the red that was imaginable and how did you decide that this
decision was correct in relation to what was producible in colorants.
Hard:
We did not make any decisions except from the results of our
experiments.
Our observers were instructed to judge, for each
single sample presented to them, the resemblance to their own
imagination of, for example, a pure red, a pure whi te and a pure
black.
If that sample happened to be the best red we could
produce, we got the NCS notations for the appearance of that
st~ulus and by a sort of extrapolation we afterwards also decided on what stimulus in eIE terms a pure red should be in the
viewing situation in question.
The statistical accuracy in this
kind of psychometr ic measurement was found to be rather good and
can be expressed by the confidence interval on 95% level which
was less than 5% as an average.
Plaza:
I cannot understand that it should be possible to judge a colour
in relation to something you call an ~agination and to get the
results you have got. I don't believe that anybody can tmagine a
colour he has not seen - so it is what he has seen that is the
reference.
And as an exarrple, in my exper ience, there are many
stimulus that people call white and will give the same number to
all of them, so that if you present a stimulus to an observer
without any reference you cannot get the results you get.
"Unidentified":
There seems to me to be same fundamental questions to consider.
If it is theoretically possible to order all the colours in a
perceptually uniformed space in all directions according to a
psychological point of view, we should obtain one system only.
And if it is possible, which is then the best experimental
psychophysical procedure to use?
On the other hand, it is theoretically impossible to reach such a goal.
What are the reasons
for this impossibility?
8
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***********************************
WRlrrTEN CCMMENT

Anders I-:Iard

Referring to Prof. Wright's questions regarding the difference between two groups of percept.ive variables that he called A)
and B), I would like to make the following rema.rks:
In the NCS context we see HUE as a derived variable f'rcm the
chromatic attributes of colour qualities named: yellowness, redness, blueness and greenness def ined as a certain proportion
between two of them.
CHROMATIQ\f.ESS (approx. = Munsell Chrana)
derived and def ined as the sum of two of them.
SAWRATICN
(mat.tnad in NCS; approx. DIN sattigung) is derived and defined as
constant proportion between chranaticness and whiteness and could
be said to represent the perception of a shadow
series.
BLAc:KNESS seems to have a lot in conmon with DIN Dunkelstuffe and
also the inversion of what I phencmenol.oqfcal Ly understand is
behind the English/American term 'brightness' (for colour obj ects
in a constant illumination).
For achromatic colours, brightness and lightness
(and
WHITENESS which on the achromatic level, and only there, is the
inversion of BLACKNESS) could be different words for the same
phenomenon.
However, in the NCS content LIGHTNESS for simultaneously seen stimulus is treated as a contrast variable and not
as a characterising attribute.
The whiteness-blackness scale serves as a reference scale
for lightness detennination.
For chramatic colours, constant
lightness is defined as having a Minimally Distinct Border
(Eoynton-Kaiser) to one and the same sample of the reference
scale.
I am aware of the fact that other systems do not usually use
phenomenological analyses as a basis for their definitions,
contrary to the NCS definitions.
This will obviously result in
differences in the physical representation of the variables.
In
spite of that, my canparisons are an attempt to get "under the
skin" of the "system inventors" to try to find out what perceptual phenanenon they might have had in mind for their definitions - very often they seem to have been physical ones.
Finally, I wish to focus on a question that has concerned me
for a long time.
Is it so that the NCS attributes (Group B)
represent quantified colour quality attributes that man uses to
describe and identify a single colour in an arbitrary colour
content, and that Group A variables are more relevant to man in
describing the difference between two simultaneously observed
colours..
We also have to add as a fourth variable (when the two
colours have one border in comnon) the visual phenanon called
Distinctness of Border.
Could it be that these two approaches
could have something to do with the two halves of the brain so
that discrimination is dealt with in the rational half (left) and
characterization in the errotional half (right).
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Sven Hesselgren

ABOUT THE STRUCIUPE OF THE

~\'OPLD

OF COIDUR SENSl\TION

We communicate in many ways.
One way is by using spoken or
written language - words.
It is, for instance, used in the
physical science.
In colorimetry we say that we can measure the
stimlllus of colour sensations by measuring the wavelengths of the
radiant energy that impinges on our eyes.
But what "are" these
"waves" that we measure? ~ve will come to a point where it
appears to be impossible to use ordinary words.
We have to
explain what we have found by using mathematical symbols.
This
is even more evident when we follow Albert Einstein into the
macrocosmos or Niels Bohr into the microcosmos. I think it would
not be necessary to demonstrate this to a researcher in the
Physical Universe, a researcher such as a coloriwetrist.
How can this be so?
Our words frof11 the very beginning are
symbols of our mental experiences, and they are not applicable to
the entities within the realM of the physical Universe.
To take
an example:
"Light" is originally the name of a particular
sensation. We see that it is light (or dark). This sensation is
"awakened" when a particular type of radiant energy touches our
eye.
The radiant energy can be described as quantas of physical
energy, the co-called "photons".
But we don't see photons, we
see light. So it is in fact rather misleading to call the physical entity radiant energy "light".
The same holds good also for colour sensations and their
stimuli, which are the same as those for the sensation of light.
However, in the realm of sensation and perception it is
finally not sufficient to use words to describe these mental
entities.
We soon arrive at a point when we do understand that
experiences must be experienced.
If we restrict ourselves to
descriptions we will never be able to understand what, for
instance, a "colour" Is ,
And in spite of this statement I will
now describe a phenomenon that you can experience if you follow
my description ..
Greenish yellow
Decreasing greenness -- increasing yellowness
1 _ -.......- -

Onl.y yellowish

Decreasing redness ::: increasing yellowness
Reddish yellow
You arrange a close series of strong chromatic colours as
indicated in Fig. 1. You will find that there is a yellow colour
that is neither greenish nor reddish. You can do the same across
red, blue and green as well.
You will find that there is a red
that is neither yellowish nor blueish. a blue that is neither
reddish nor greenish, a green that is neither blueish nor yellow1
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ish.
What you have done so far is to apply the method of phenomenological analysis.
But this method can lead you to further
experiences.
V

B
Fig. 2
Arrange a close series of highly chromatic colours in a hue
circle like that in Fig. 2.
You ought to have them so close to
each other that they differ less than a hue threshold.
You will
need at least 100 colour samples. Take now a pair of two colours
that are more than a threshold apart, as indicated in Fig. 2.
Look at this pair and "look at your 0Im sensation" • You will
find that the two colours "belong" to each other in a certain
way.
They are both yellowish and greenish.
Now select another
colour pair clock¥lise further on along the circle.
The new pair
gi ves you the same impression of "belonging" • Then select
further pairs until one individual in the pair passes Y (yellow).
Now something suddenly happens.
The two colours still "belong"
to each other since they are still yellowish, but at the same
time they "do not belong" to each other since one is greenish,
one reddish. Continue to select colour pairs clockwise along the
circle. When the second individual passes Y something concerning
"belongingness" happens once again.
Now the two colours again
"belong" to each other, but in another way than they did when
they were greenish. Now they are (yellowish and) reddish. What
you have experienced can be described in saying that Y act as as
a point of changing character. But remember: This was a description of an experience.
If you want to "know" what I have talked about, you have to
repeat the experiment.
If you do so, you will experience the
experience.
If you want to know if other persons have the same
experience, you have to use them as observers.
probably their
Y:s will not fall upon exactly the same point as yours.
You may
then use statistical methods to find out what "ordinary people's"
mean is.
You can repeat all this across R, B and G.
And you will
find that Y, R, B and G are the four changing points of character
as far as hue is concerned. - If we take into account two opponent nuance triangles, like
G and R, we can make the same experiment by passing Wh (white) •
Also here we can find a similar shift in character, but when we
pass over R from what I have here called "bright" to "deep" red,
the shift is less and of quite different character.
What I have said so far rrdght allow me to say that the
Natural Colour system (NCS) reflects the structure of the World
of Colour Sensatiohn.
This statement is supported by a phenomenon that I will show
in the following.
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Fig 4
Can you see that the eyes in the face to the left are hawy,
the same eyes to the right are sad?
The two figures are
emotlonally loaded in two oppoai te ways.
It might be observed
that it is the meaning of a face that is loaded in this way.

whil~t

D

Fig. 5

But also a "pure" fotm (a meaningless form) is - or can beemotionally loaded as I have tried to show in Fig. 5.
It is,
however, difficult to describe these emotional loadings.
The
nearest we can oame might perhaps be using the concepts of "yin"
and "yang".

'!here is a specific pair of emotional leadings related to
colours, which carmot be experienced without experiencing colour
sensatioos.
They are therefore called sensorial E'!OOtions. '!hey
are cpposite to each other am rrost
often
verbally expressed as warm
oontra cold.
This has nothing ~do with temperature, it is an a utonorous
y
emotion, specific to oolour
sensation.
Everyone who is
dealing
with
colours
artists, designers, archiwa.
tects - koows fran her/his
own experience that Y is

''wanDII ,

•

R also llwann" , but B
and G "cold". When we use a
oolour within the quadrant
Y-R, the emotional leadings
of Y am R
"ccoperate",
alIoost to "hotness",
But
when we take a colour between R and B, this is both

"wann" am "cold". If you look upon
a slightly reddish blue colour, as
irrlicated in Fig. 6, we see that "to be a oold blue it is astonishingly wann".
Arrl if we look. at a slightly blueish red oolour
"to be a wann red coloor it is astonishingly cold",

Fiq.6
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Not all the nuances of the four primary hues are equally
loaded.
The loading varies with the nuances, as indicaterl in
Fig. 7, showing the result of an experimental investigation
carried out by Lars Sivik.
we also see that white and b1ack are
to some extent enotionally loaded, as relatively "cold".

Fig.7

All I have said so far points to the same conclusion: NCSas Anders Hard has developed it - reflects the true structure of
the World of Colour Sensations.
Now back again to the point where I started.
For thousands
of years roan thought that (s)he could obtain true kn~7ledge only
by philosophical speculations.
These specUlations were based on
the belief that our perceptions reflected the "true" physical
universe. But after "some" time s(he) understood that (s)he also
had to look for facts.
There are two men ~ lose intuitive
thoughts may be looked upon as the shifting point. The first man
was Galilei.
He published his book Sidereus Nuncius in 1610.
There he says "Let us go to demonstrations, observations and
experiments".
The other one was Newton who published his
philosphia Naturalis principia Mathematica in 1687.
After that
physicists began to make exper irnents.
Modern physical science"
was born.
And - as I have explained - after several hundred
years they found, to their own astonishment, that sensations and
perceptions are not at all reflections or "photos" of the external Physical Universe.
11

Something similar has happened to the study of man's mental
" inside" •
In about 1850, man began to be interested in facts
also here. Modern "psychological science" was born. (1 am using
the word "science" in a somewhat different manner than the
English-speaking world.)
The study of psychology is a large realm, larger perhaps
than the realm of physics and to Man more important.
One subrealm of psychology is the study of Perceptions. Men like Wundt,
Mach, Ebbinghaus, B~hler and many others started to look for
facts by exper irnentation.
In regard to Colour Sensations, two
names should be emphasized: David Katz and Ewald Her ing •
Katz
developed "phenomenological analysis" in all sensation modali ties; as far as colour was concerned he was most interested in
Colour Appearance.
Hering, on the other hand, deepened his
phenomenological analysis into the sub-realm Surface Colours and
gave the introduction into what now is known as the Natural
Colour system (NCS).
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Facts concerning sensations and perceptions can - must - be
obtained by experiments, carried out in order to test previous
experiences. As I have said in presentations in this periodical,
this corobination can and must be applied also to the Sensation of
the Visual Form Norld as well as to all other modalities.
Now our civilization has come to a crucial point.
Technology based on physical Science can perhaps lead us to make a
better wor Ld f ron the physiological point of view (i t rniqht also
lead us to destroy ourselves). But to survive physiologically is
not sufficient.
When we have achieved this goal, we want to
fulfil our psychological needs, like r~rceiving other human
beings, other animals than man, other life than animals (vegetation), the inert natur, and - at the very end - our artifacts,
objects created by ourselves to meet our own needs as hum&i
beings.
It is essential that we handle the environmental artifacts
in a more conscious way than we have done so far.
Therefore, it
is necessary that we - laymen as well as architects - take our
conscious knowledge from the realm of perception psychology
Research.
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***********************************
MODERA'roR ' S REPORT

Peter Kaiser

The session devoted to Basic Concepts and Attributes of
Colour order systems was introduced by a lucid, interesting and
informati ve lecture by Dr. ~'J. D. Wright (reproduced herein).wright noted that colour order systems are our means of defining
color appearance.
He specifically noted that "the overriding
value of colour order systems is that they deal with colour as we
see it and not as we measure it".
In his presentation he neatly tied in all of the papers that
were printed in the proceedings that related to the topics of
basic concepts and attributes. These included written papers WI,
W8. WII, Wl4 - W17, W19, W23 - W25, W27 - W29, W33, W34, W36,
W38, W39 as well as posters P9, P32, P35, P37.
The written
papers and the poster are reproduced in the syposium's proceedings. Therefore, they will not be elaborated on here.
During the discussion period, which was stimulated by Dr.
Wright's lecture, the topics included basic nomenclature, e.g.
lightness, hue, saturation, whiteness, blackness and chromaticness, comparison between the Munsell system and that of the NCS.
Extensive consideration was given to whether the term lightness
should be eliminated.
Various opinions were expressed about the
number of color names that are required to adequately describe
color space.
In summary, the enthusiasm of the participants for the
general topic of the symposium, colour order systems, was evident
by the general lively and friendly debates that characterized the
discussion portion of this session on Basic Concepts and Attributes of Colour Order systems.

I
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Session d

COLOR SPACES AND t-'DDELS

***********************
INVITED LECIURE
A.R. Robertson
Abstr-act

The principles on which colour-order systems are
based are reviewed briefly.
The rrajor examples
of colour-order systems based on colour appearance are listed and their scales are compared and
contrasted.
Major aspects and controversies are
discussed with particular emphasis on issues
raised
in
the contributed papers at
this
S yrnpos i

UP1.

1. Introduction
The organizers of this Symposium have asked me to introduce
the sub-topic "colour spaces and models" which they characterize
as including mathematical, graphical, semantic, and spacing principles.
other aspects, such as philosophies, paradigms, dimensions, variables, quantities, and units have been included in
other sub-topics.
The t~rder-lines are not very distinct so my
contribution may overlap sop~ of the other introductory talks to
some extent.
I will review very briefly the principles by which colourorder systems are organized but will then restrict myself to a
discussion only of those systems based on colour appearance.
Judging from the contributed I~pers, systems based on colorant or
colour mixture seems to be of less interest.
I will try to
compare and contrast the scales of the major systems using graphs
and, in some cases, mathematical formulae.
Finally, I will
review those aspects of the sub-topic that have been emphasized
in the contributed papers assigned to this session.
2. Types of Colour-Order Systems
Three types of colour-order systems have been distinguished./ll
These are: (1) Systems based on the additive mixture of colour
stimUli.
In these, colours produced by systenatic variations of
the settings of a Maxwell disk or tristiIPulus colorimeter are
duplicated by material samples. (2) Syste~s based on the regular
adjustment of a limited number of dyes or pigments.
The main
purpose of these systems is to illustrate the gamut and other
properties of a particular set of colorants.
(3) Systems based
on the perception of colours by an observer with normal colour
vision.
The scales of these systems are chosen to represent
various attributes of perceived colours. However, there are many
differences between the attributes of the various systems.
The
spacing of colours along the scales also varies fro~ one systeM
to another, even when the scales represent the same attribute.
In some cases the scales and spacing are based on aesthetic
considerations.
This is i~rtant in environmental design and
art which are subjects included in another sub-topic of this
symposium.
For this reason, and because of lack of expertise, I
will not discuss them hereM
1
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3. Types of Scale
3.1 Psychometric Scales/I,2/
psychometric scales provide a way of assigning numbers to
physcal stimuli according to the psychological attributes that
the simuli evoke.
Of the many types of psychometric scale, four
are particularly relevant to colour-order systems:
(1) Nominal scales merely determine whether or not things
are equal.
Numbers are assigned to the stimuli in such a way
that any two stimuli with the same numbers will be equal in the
particular attribute being scaled.
The catalogues of many paint
manufacturers contain examples of nominal scales.
(2) Ordinal scales have all the properties of nominal scales
and in addition assign numbers in such a way that the order of
the numbers corresponds to the order of the magnitudes of the
attribute being scaled. If one stimulus has a higher scale valllP
t.l.an another, then it will be perceived as having more of the
attribute.
All colour-order systems are conposed of ordinal
scales.
(3 ) Interval scales have all the properties of ordinal
scales and in addition have the property that differences (intervals) between numbers characterize the sizes of the corresponding
perceived differences of the attribute.
~st colour-order
systems consist of interval scales.
(4) Ratio scales are interval scales with the additional
property that they have a natural origin; that is, the zero point
of the scale corresponds to a stimulus for which the attribute
being considered has zero magnitude.
This additional property
means that the numbers on the scale are proportional to the
perceived rnagnitt~es of the attribute being scaled. Many colourorder systems have scales with this property.
3.2 Colour Scales
The perceived colour of an object, viewed in fixed conditions of observation, can always be described in terms of three
independent component attributes.
Thus colour-order systems
always have three, and only three, independent scales.
The
choice of the three attributes to be scaled varies significantly
from one system to another, but three classes of attribute are
particularly common:
(1) Lightness is the attribute according to which a sample
appears to reflect a greater or smaller fraction of the incident
light.
(2)
Hue is the attribute according to which a sample appears to be similar to one, or to proportions of two, of the
perceived colours, red. orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple.
(3)
The third attribute refers to the degree to which the
perceived colour differs from achromatic.
Many terms have been
proposed for this class of attr ibute.
For example, in the contributed papers at this symposium, the terms chroma, chromatic
2
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amount, chromatic content, chromaticness, colourfulness, saturation, vividness, and perhaps others have been used.
In some
cases the exact definition of the attribute, and not just the
term used to describe it, is different.
For the time being, I
will
foll~v Green-Armytage/3/
and refer to this class of
attribute as chromatic amount.
4 Colour-Appearance Systems
4.l-Munsell Color Systern/l,4/
The three scales of this systero are called value, hue and
chrorna. Value describes the attribute of lightness. Equal steps
on the scale are intended to represent equal perceived differences of lightness when the samples are viewed against a middlegrey background.
Hue has its usual definition as given above.
For any given value and chroma, equal steps on the hue scale are
intended to represent equal perceived differences.
However a
given difference of hue at one value and chroma does not in
general produce the same magnitude of colour difference as the
same difference of hue at any other value and chroma.
Chroma is
the Hunsell version of chromatic amount. It describes the degree
to which a chromatic sample differs from an achromatic sample of
the same value.
Moosell value and chroma are ratio scales whereas Hunsell
hue is an interval scale.
However the spacing of the three
scales is not the same.
4.2 DIN Colour System/5/
The three scales of the Deutsches Institut fur Normung
system are darkness degree (Dunkelstuffe), hue (Farbton), and
saturation (Sattigung).
Darkness d~ree is a scale of lightness
relative to the lightness of the optImal colour having the same
CIE chromaticity as the sample being considered. At each chromaticity, the spacing is intended to be in uniform psychological
steps, so darkness degree is an interval scale of lightness.
However, when different chromaticities are compared, there is no
simple correlation between darkness degree and perceived lightness.
DIN hue has the usual meaning except that a compromise is
made in favour of simplicity by defining lines of constant hue to
be straight in the CIE chromaticity diagram and invariant with
lightness.
The spacing is designed to be perceptually uniform.
Thus, as in the l-1unsell system, hue is an interval scale. Saturation is the DIN chromatic ~ount attribute.
It measures the
distance from an achromatic sample of the same luminance factor
(not the same darkness degree) in psychologically uniform steps.
In another compromise, lines of constant saturation in the Clr::
chromaticity diagram are defined to be the same for all darkness
degrees. For a given luminance factor, equal steps of saturation
are equally perceptable, but the perceived size of the steps is
smaller at smaller luminance factors and larger at larger ones.
Thus at each luminance factor, DTIN saturation provides a ratio
scale of perceived colour difference, but it is a different scale
at each level.

3
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4.3 Natural Colour System (OCS)/6/
In this systero, colours are scaled according to their degree
of resemblance to the six "elementary" colours white, black,
yellow, red, blue and green.
Any given sample can have resemblances to, at the most, two of the four chromatic elementary
colours (yellow, red, blue and green), and the sum of the attributes is defined to be 100 so that there are, as there must be,
only three independent scales.
Chromaticness (kulorthet) is
defined as the sum of the four chromatic attributes and belongs
in the "chromatic amount" class of attributes. Hue (kulorton) is
defined by one of the elementary chromatic attributes (a different one in each quadrant) expressed as a percentage of chromaticness.
Thus colours of equal NK:S hue have an equal relative
resemblance to two of the elementary hues. This property appears
to be identical to that possessed by colours of equal Munsell
hue. There is no simple correlate of lightness in the NCS.
The scales of whiteness, blackness, yellowness, redness,
blueness, greenness, chromaticness, and each of the four hue
scales (in the four quadrants) are all ratio scales of resemblance.
tVhether they are also ratio scales of perceived colour
difference is an open question.
4.4 OSA ues

Syst~Jnll,7/

Unlike the other three systeros, the Optical Society of
America uniform Chromaticity Scale system is not based on the
separate scaling of three attributes.
Instead, samples are
arranged in a regular rhombohedral lattice so that distances
between a sample and each of its twelve nearest neighbours correspond to equal perceived colour differences at any point in the
lattice.
Thus straight lines drawn in any of six directions in
the lattice produce interval scales of colour difference.
The
position of a sample in the lattice is defined by its position
along three orthogonal axes labelled lightness, yellowness, and
greenness.
However, except for lightness, these axes correspond
only approximately to the corresponding perceived attributes.
Hue and chromatic amount have no meaning in the OSA system.
5. Comparison of Scales
5.1 Lightness of Achromatic Colours
One of the simplest comparisons of colour-order systems is
in their scaling of achromatic colours (white, grey, and black).
This comparison is made in Fig. 1 where the following four scales
are plotted as functions of luminance factor, Y:
1. Munsell value, V, given by Y = 1.221V - 0.2311V2 + 0.239S1V3 0.0210090 + O.0008404V5, / ref 4/.
2. In the DIN system, 1O-D where D is darkness degree, given by D
6.1723 log (40.7Y + 1), / ref 5/.

=

3. OSA lightness, L, given by
L

= tS• 9 [y1/ 3

-

~

+ 0.042 (Y - 30)1/3J - 14.4}/J2,

4

/ref 7/; and
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4.

NCS whiteness, W, given by l56Y/(56 + Y), (ref. 8).

Scaling factors have been applied to the f'.loosell, OSA, and
NCS scales so that they cover the range 0 to la as Y varies from
o to 100 ..

U1
U1
~

Z

o

20

60

40

30

tOO
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Figure 1.

Comparison of lightness scales for achromatic colours
Munsell value (for Y x 1.0257)
la - DIN darkness degree
OSA lightness (rescaled to 0-10)
NCS whiteness -:- 10

The NCS scale represents the proportion of whiteness in the
perceived colour, so it is not surprising that the scale is
different from the other three.
However, at first sight it
appears that the other three scales should be identical..
The
Moosell and DIN scales are both intended to be interval scales of
perceived lightness. The OSA scale is an interval scale of total
colour difference, but light..ness is the only attr ibute by which
achromatic colours differ.
(At this point it is worth noting
that the ord inate, Y, does not have quite the same meaning for
the OSA scale as for the others.
The OSA system is specified in
o
terms of the eIE 1964 10 obser~r whereas the other systems are
specified in terms of the 1931 ~ observer.
However, especially
for achromatic colours, the effect of this is probably very
small) •
One of the most likely causes of the differences between the
three lightness scales is in the type of surround used in the
scaling experiment.
It is well-known, for example, that a difference between two light colours will be seen more clearly
against a light background, and a difference between two dark
COlours will be seen more clearly against a dark background.
This effect of background on lightness scaling is illustrated in
Fig. 2 which shows how Munsell value should be adjusted for
different surrounds. An adjustment of this type was in fact made
in the OSA lightness scale.
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Background-adjusted Munsell value Va plotted against

nomi.nal Munsel1 value Vs for backgrounds of nominal
Munsell value 1,2,
,9.
Prepared by .Jud d and
and Wyszecki 9 from a table by Semmelroth. 1 0

5.2 Lightness of Chromatic Colours
As one moves CMay from the achromatic axis, the lightness scales
of he various systems became even more different. Munsell value
is defined to be a function of luminance factor alone whereas, in
fact, the perceived lightness of samples of equal luminance
factor increases with increasing distance from the achromatic
axis. 1111• This feature of the Munsell system may be regarded
as a compromise for oolorimetric convenience, of the same nature
as the compromises in the DIN system.
In the OSA system, the
relationship between lightness and luminance factor is modified
by a function of the chromaticity coordinates to take account of
this variation. DIN darkness degree also depends on chromaticity
because it is a function of the ratio between the luminance
factor of the sample and the luminance factor of the optimal
colour of the same chromaticity.
This has the effect that, for
constant luminance factor, darkness decreases as saturation increases.
However, the changes do not correlate well with perceived lightness/12/. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Relationship of relative luminance factor (Y!Yachromatic)
with DIN saturation for DIN hue planes T=l and T=lS.
( Fr om Wi t t 1 3 ) •
--- • --- • --- Colours of constant Munsell value
-------------- Colours of constant DIN darkness degree
--- --- ------ Colours of constant OSA lightness

S.3 Hue
The DIN definition of hue involves a compromise for colorimetric convenience and the OSA system does not define hue.
However, the Munsell and NCS definitions are so similar that one
would expect planes of constant hue in one system to be the same
as places of constant hue in the other.
The scaling of hue by the two systems should also be similar
with one ~portant exception.
The NCS system forces the four
elementary hues (yellow, red, blue, and green) to be placed at
right-angles to each other with the same number of steps in each
quadrant.
Because of this, the perceptual size of the steps is
not the same in each quadrant.
In the Munsell system, on the
other hand, the five principal hues are chosen so that the spacing of hues is perceptually uniform throughout the hue circle.
Comparison of Munsell and NCS hues shows that the largest numbers
of Munsell steps is in the red to blue quadrant of the NCS and
the smallest number in the yellow to red quadrant./l41 Within
each NCS quadrant, however, one might expect the spacing to be
the same as Munsell spacing.
Despite these expectations of similarity there are, in fact,
small but systematic differences./IS/.
It would be interesting
to know whether these differences are due to exper~ental uncertainties, to viewing conditions (the NCS judgments were made with
a white surround, the Munsell with a grey), or to real differences between judgements of resemblance (NCS) and judgements of
difference (Munsell).
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Some idea of the differences between Munsell, DIN, and NCS
hue can be found by comparing Figs. 4, 5, and 6. Some caution
must be exercised in making this comparison however because the
lightness levels are different for the three figures.
The Munsell data (Pig. 4) are for value = 7, the DIN data (Fig. 5) apply
to any lightness, and the NCS data (Fig. 6) are for blackness = 0
(thus the lightness is different at each point in the diagram).
5.4 Chromatic Amount
This is the most difficult attribute to compare because
there are, in fact, several attributes in this class, each with a
different definition.
Many different words are used for these
attributes, and often the same word is used in more than one way.
In ~ldition there is controversy over which of the attributes is
most easily recognized by a naive observer.
Munsell chromas measures the perceived difference of a s~
pIe from an achromatic sample of the same Munsell value.
At a
given lightness level, DIN saturation has the same definition.
Thus, one would expect contours of Munsell chromas and DIN saturation to have very similar shapes.
That this is not the case is
easily seen by comparing Fig. 4 and 5.
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Figure 4.

erE 1931 (x,y)-chromaticity diagram showing loci of constant
~'1unsell hue and constant Munsell c hr orna at value: / of the

Munsell renotation system.

(From Wyszecki and Stlles ).
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elE 1931 (x,y)-chromaticity diagram showing loci of constant
NeS hue and constant NCS chromaticness for zero NCS blackness. (From Tonnquist 1 6 ) .
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Two geometrical models of calor-perception space.

Judrl and

( From

Wyszecki 9 ) .

When colours of different lightnesses are considered, the
definitions become different.
Equal steps of Munsell chroma are
perceptually equal to all lightnesses whereas equal steps of DIN
~aturation
are less perceptible at lower lightnesses (assuming
fixed illl~ination and surround conditions).
In a perceptually uniform colour space, colours of equal
Moosell chromas lie on the surface of a cylinder whereas colours
of equal DIN saturation lie on the surface of a cone.
This is
illustrated in Fig. 7.

NCS chromaticness is the degree of resemblances to a maximum, or completely, chromatic colour. The rt~lationship between
this definition and the definition of Munsell chrorras is by no
means obvious, but Judd and Nickerson/14/ have suggested that if
the maximum chromatic colour at each hue can be identified in
terms of r4unsell value and chroma, then a simple relationship
might exist as illustrated in Fig. 8.
They propose that in a
diagram in which Munsell chrome and value are plotted as rectangular coordinates, NCS blackness, whiteness and chromaticness
contours might all be straight lines with contours of constant
NCS chromaticness being vertical and therefore equivalent to
constant Munsell chromas. There wolud be a separate such diagram
for each hue because the Munsell value and chramas of the maximum
chromatic colour is different for each hue.
They found reasonable agreement between the two systems on this basis, but found
even better agreement after development of a non-linear formula.
They conclude that a si~lie relationship does exist between the
Munsell and NCS systems.
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Possible geometric relationship between NCS blackness (s),
whiteness (w) and chromaticness (vertical lines), and
Hunsell value (V) and chroma (C).
Chr represents the
maximum chromatic colour at this hue and is shown, for
illustration, at Munsell V/C = 5/20.
(From Judd and
Nickerson 1 4 ) .

The most common generic word used for the chromatic amount
attribute is saturation.
However, Wright/17/ has pointed out
that saturation is used in two different ways which he has identified as American (the attribute of a visual sensation determining the degree of its difference from the achromatic colour
perception most resembling it) and British (the attribute of a
visual sensation which permits a judgement to be made of the
proportion of pure chromatic colour in the total sensation). The
"American" usage fits both Munsell chroma and DIN saturation and
therefore needs further subdivision to distinguish between the
two. The "British" usage correlates well with NCS chromaticness.
Hunt/18/ has proposed the use of three terms: colourfulness
(the attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area
appears to exhibit more or less chromatic colour); saturation
(the attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area
appears to exhibit more or less chromatic colour, judged in
proportion to its brightness); and Ehrceived chroma (attribute of
a visual sensation according to w ich a nonluminous related
colour appears to exhibit more or less chromatic colour, judged
in proportion to the average brightness of its surroundings).
These definitions have been accepted by the Colorimetry Committee
of the eIE.
Hunt's colourfulness depends on the level of illumination
and thus is an attribute not usually considered in colour order
systems.
His definitions of saturation and perceived chrorna
correlate with DIN saturation and Munsell chramas respectively
provided that "more or less chromatic colour" can be interpreted
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as "the degree of difference from achromatic" • However the
definitons leave open the question of whether the defined attributes refer to "degree of difference from achromatic" or to
"proportion of chromatic colour".
Clearly the questions of how many "chromatic amount" attributes can be distinguished, which are most readily recognized,
which are most useful in colour-order systems, and which words
should be used for each, remain open and controversial.

6. Aspects and Controversies
In this Section I will discuss same of the
controversies raised in papers at this symposium.

aspects

and

6. Description of Systems
papers by
Albert-vanel(l},
Hanisch(ll},
MacAdam(15),
Nemcsics(19}, Styne(27}, Adams(33}, and Hard and Sivik(35} describe various colour-order systems, both old and new. Those
authors who introduce new or not well-known systems will have to
justify that these systews offer same distinct advantage over the
existing systems.
6.2 Effect of Surround
'Ihe effect of the surround, and of neighOOuring colours in
an array of samples, is an important topic that is rarely mentioned, except in passing, in the oontributed papers. An exception is Albert-Vanel (paper 1) but his discussion is in tenus of
aesthetics rather than the effect on the scaling of colour differences or resemblances.
'!his is a subject that warrants more
attention.
6.3 Colour Constancy
The ~rtance of colour constancy in the samples of a
colour-order system is discussed in three papers: Billmeyer,
Berns and Sacher(2)j Brill and Hemmindinger(4); and Thornton(40).
Each discusses the type of spectral reflectance-factor function
that is needed for colour constancy, but their conclusions are
startlingly different.
Billmeyer et al. find that the best
curves are multimodal with secondary peaks having the greatest
effect on colour constancy.
They give two examples, one with
peaks at 465, 580 and 650 nm, the other with peaks at 500, 550,
and 600 nm. Brill and Hemnendinger, on the other hand, find that
any spectral selectivity greater than is needed to produce each
desired colour should .be avoided.
Finally, Thornton finds that
the curves must peak strongly at 450, 540, and 610 nm. Clearly,
there are same significant differences of opinion here.

8
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6.4 Comparison of Systems
papers by Billmeyer and Bencuya(3), Derefeldt and Sahlin(6),
Green-Armytage (8), Sivik and Hard (23), Stenius (26) , and Tonnquist(28) compare the features of different colour-order systems.
Each of these papers gives more details of some of the aspects
discussed above.
6.5 Mathematical Models
Several papers discuss mathematical models that describe or
define colour-order systems, Hale (10), Hunt and pointer (13),
MacAdam (15), McLaren (17), and Saris (22). Colour-order systems
that exist only as a collection of samples with no mathematical
relationship to measurable quantities (CIE specifications) have
limi tea usefulness in some eppl.Icat ions ,
On the other hand, if
the mathematical model is to be kept reasonably simple, it cannot
(with present knowledge) describe uniform perceptual spacing as
accurately as a collection of samples.
6.6 Small Colour Differences
TwO papers, Hawkyard(12) and Hard and Sivik(14), discuss the
evaluation of small colour differences.
This is a topic closely
related to that of colour-order systems but so large that it is
worthy of a separate SllJl1posium!

7. Conclusion
Colour-order systems can be based on many principles, not
all of them compatible.
Thus, there will always be a need for
several systems, each one serving a different purpose.
Even
among systems based on colour appearance, where the scales are
chosen to give uniform spacing of visual attributes, there are
differences. Careful study is needed to determine to what extent
these differences are due to real differences in the attributes
being scaled and to what extent they are due to differences in
the conditions under which the observations are made (illumination level and spectral power distribution, type of surround,
size of samples, etc. etc.) ,
I hope that we will be able to
examine many of these issues in the discussion that follows this
paper.
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COLOUR SPACES AND IDDELS

************************
GLU·1PSES F'RCt-'J
DISCUSSION

Sivik (moderator):
According to many remarks earlier, relevant for the present
topic, I think that we have to make clear what is a calor space
and what is a calor model. The first requirement for both, in my
opinion, is that we define specific variables or parameters of
color, along which we order oolors.
Then we have the question of how to scale these
steps or distances.

parameters

in

Another question is the number of parameters or dimensions we
have to use.
It is claimed that three dimensions are sufficient to describe colors, and that may be true for many purposes
- but it is certainly not enough to describe all the aspects of
calor perception.
In order to get an illustration of this multidimenionality of
colors we let our French participant M. Albert-Vanel demonstrate
his calor thinking and color system.
(Here followed a colorful slide demonstration by Vanel
"planet color system" .. See paper N 1:1 in the preprint).

of

his

Sivik:
M. Vanel's demonstration of the rnultidimensionality of colors
illustrates indeed the fact how many of us who try to be "scientific" by force are restricting ourselves to very few attributes
of color - and compared with the complexity of calor appearance
in its full meaning we are dealing with extracted variables which
are often simplified almost into meaninglessness. This must be
kept in mind when \'Je now proceed \-li th the di.scussdon ,
Wyszecki:
I think this presentation was indeed very useful, to bring out
the point of basic concepts. When I came here I thought colour
appearance, in particular, eo.lour order systems would be the
subject matter, and we have had a great deal of this already. But
now we hear there is much more to it and I think that if we
should go into this we would have to call the conference "visual
appearance" or "appearance of objects", and not just colour
appearance • There are, and this is quite normal and it is not
presented here for the first time, when you speak of visual
appearance you have to deal with all kinds of modes of appearance: gloss, texture, temporal effects and so on. Colour is just
one of many mOOes. It is a separate one, but to mix them all , I
agree, would add to the complexity of the problem, perhaps to the
confusion and I would say we would be wise to separate them and
deal with them separately and possibly discuss how other modes
might affect our reaction to colour appearance but to incorporate
them all into a single system I think we would have to meet at
another conference many years hence.

1
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Kaiser (?) :
I think you asked a very good question about the definition of a
model and a space. But in a general context it seems that once
you have a colour space then, for example, models of what constitute a col our di fference or colour constancy may be brought to
bear on the single space.
You can use the space to a good many
colours in a colour harmony if you are an aesthetic interested
person or you can use it to figure out what colour constancy is or anyone of a number of problems that could be brought up.
vJi t t :
I want to make a corranent on the space of D]]'~ colour system.
Perhaps the first introduction of the DIN colour system has been
to find out the scaling into direction of the three dimensions
independent of each other. When you try to construct froITI these
three dimensions a space, you must find some relations between
the scaling of the three dinensions in between to put this in a
system of order. ~7e tried to find out whether the system could be
put into a model or space where some relations can be shown. What
we have f ound out was that the surround condition of the DIN
colour system was not so clearly found in the past. But it showed
that the situation of the surround should be nearly black.
Billmeyer:
I would like to reply to Alan Robertson's question bearing on
what we have done on the interrelations between the Munsell and
t he f'1CS system, and I think the answer is that we have not gone
far enough yet to decide whether there is going t o be a relationship of t he t}~ t hat J udd & Nickerson postulated on the basis of
earlier data.
If you look at our paper and leaf through the
large group of figures down at the bottom of the poster, which
t her e was not enough space to spread out, and look at the Muns el l
hue designations you will find that just as Dr Tonnquist's earlier data showed, there is a significant range of hues, Munsell
hues, co.r respondi ng to each NCS hue. This certainly is going to
complicate tile s i t uation and my present guess - and it's no more
than a guess - is that it will turn out that an early complicated, approximate relationship can be made but probably it will
be too difficult to get an exact conversion between the two
systems .
I fee l there is no doubt that they are both sampling
the same colour space but the complexities of the exact ways in
which the sar.~pling i s made are going to make it diff icul t to see
clearly the relationship between the two.
Sivik:
Thank you.
I fi nd t hi s comparison of Munsell and NCS a very
good example t o illus t r a t e what I said earlier about different
spaces.
Can these t wo be one and the same space, if their variables are differently defined? That's rn¥ question.
My opinion
is that it cannot be so.
Of course, if we were to relate them
there would probabl y come out smooth curves, provided the underlying exper i rr-entation is good enough - but if the defi nitions of
the parameters
are different the spaces must be different
according to such a definition of the concept of space.
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Tonnquist:
I think we will have to be careful before we rule out one or the
other type of spacing.
In both Munsell and NCS we have used the
concepts of constant hue and then one would believe that constant
hue would be quite an unambiguous concept. But evidently there is
something else in it. When Allan Robertson showed his diagrams
today I recognised the fact that we have had a different spread
for example in the red , and I remember from the experiments when
I was responsible for collecting the measurement for the colorimetry results, that I had from earlier literature expected that
the elementary red and the unique red would at least at the outer
part of the curve fall outside the spectrum locus but this
simply was not consistent with the experimental result we had. I
also found that compared to Hunsell, the degrees of curvature of
the loci for constant hue were different. To some extent, of
course, this can be explained by a couple of reasons that Alan
mentioned, but I would like to add one. When you are working
with real colour samples there are evidently the rays at the
outskirts of the colour solid which you can't reach with real
samples and where you have to make extrapolations, and of course
there is a possibility, perhaps more than a possibility - it is
almost certain that this extrapolations will be made differently
from one experiment to another.
But of course this is something
that will have to be looked into in more detail.
Billmeyer:
I would like to respond to Mr Tonnquist on three points. You
conmented on the fact that in both the NCS and the Munseell
system you would have expected the same hue scales to be obtained. I strongly disagree with that because the scaling methods
In the case of the Munsell system one
were entirely di.fferent.
is scaling small difference steps between adjacent hues and
making the scale points such that the perceptual difference
between two very similar. hues remains constant around the hue
circle.
This has been checked by Indow by means of multidimensional scaling in a paper which will appear, I believe, in
the next issue to come out of Colour Research and Application,
and his results confirm this and also show up a few minor discrepancies in that hue scale which have been well known to people
familiar with the Munsell system for a long time.
In contrast, in the NCS system, first the four unique hues were
located and then within each quadrant the scaling was such as to
divide this interval into uniformed contributions of two of the
unique hues.
I see no reason in the ~r Id to expect that these
should lead to the same hue scales and I am quite convinced that
they do not ..
My second point deals with the deviation of the unique hues and I
go back to a paper that Mr stenius submitted to our journal some
time ago on these locations and I sent that to a reviewer who was
very familiar with the concept of unique hue in the illuminant
mode, coloured lights, and he said that this can't be right
because it shows the NCS unique hue as lying on the spectrum
locus and everybody knows that unique red is around on the purple
- you recall that and I have come to the belief, without detailed
study, that there may be two unique hues depending upon the mode
of the colour that is being examined.
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My third point goes back even farther than that and it has to do
with the extrapolations outside the range of available surface
colours and here I have no evidence whatsoever on the NCS system
but I do have some evidence regarding the Moosell system because
over 20 years ago when I was with a company involved with making
transparent plastics we made some very high chroma plastics, in
the outer skin of our available gamut which was outside the
available gamut of surface colours in the paint system. And we
looked in particular at the shifts in the Munsell constant hue
lines as one went up and down in value and if you trace out at
this skin, this maximum gamut, you find that the constant Munsell
hue shifts very drastically from a straight line extrapolation
that would be within the spectrum locus to well around toward the
middle of the purpose(?). And then you make the colours, a fairly
light and a fairly dark fully transparent red and you look at
them and you find out that something must be wrong with this
extrapolation because the difficulty is to judge constant hue in
the presence of a rather large lightness difference, nevertheless
it is not difficult to convince yourself that the sample which
would plot on the eIE diagram on the same straight line underneath the SR hue line but at a much lower value level, is much
more nearly the same visually perceived hue as the one which
would plot on the Munsell 5R line at a low value level which is
shifted way round to the purple.
I had the privilege of showing
these samples to Dr Judd and discussing the matter with him and
he agreed with this.
Now that area was definitely an extrapolation inserted at the time of the Munsell renotation and I think
clearly this is something which needs some day to be reexamined.
Simon:
I am a little disturbed by the cross comparison which seems to be
interesting to same people.
Maybe I missed the point and to an
extent I agree with Mr McLaren. Didn't you express a transformation into some sort of cornnon language and you suggested CIELAB.
And once you have done that I think you have done all that you
need to do because several colour order systems have originated
from an entirely different concept.
Realizing that they are
coming from a different view so what, they do, and that's that
and to compare one to another may be interesting but not very
productive, at least not for me who looks at things perhaps from
a more industrial view than maybe same others.
Tonnquist:
I have came to the conclusion that there might be a difference
between the case when you look for unique hues in a spectrograph
where you see spectral lights against a dark background canpared to when you are looking for the unique hues in a ser ies
of colour samples.
I would add one thing and it is that if you
are going to compare systems from the eIE coordinates it is very
important that those coordinates are obtained fram the same
colourimeter or ~trophotameter measure, in the same way, with
the same illuminating and viewing geometry and all those sort of
things.
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Hard:
As regards the NCS we have tried to find a definition
what should be meant with constant hue. The last time
Judd I do remem~r that he had more or less adopted the
of definition, namely "a constant proportion of two
attributes"

of
I met Dr
same kind
chromatic

But as far as I know the constant hue concept of Moosell is very
ostentatious, actually there is no specific definitions of what
is constant hue in the Moosell system, it simply says "constant
hue in the Munsell system is what is called constant hue in the
Moosell system".
Unidentified American:
I think the poi.nt; I was trying to make was that the Billmeyer
data indicates that the Munsell idea of constant hue and the NCS
idea of constant hue are at odds to a rather large degree.
Another way of looking at either set of figures YK:>uld be to take a
single constant hue chart and compare them to each other to see
if defining constant hue could be different and I was wondering
if you had done that.
Hard:

Yes, of course. If you take the strongest red which in Munsell is
neither yellowish or blueish and look at the what I call the
whiteish reds they are in the Munsell atlas blueish definitely.
There
is no doubt about that and that is not what we call or
define as a constant hue. If a whiteish red also is blueish or a
blackish yellow is green would you call that constant hue.
Billmeyer:
I think here one must ask precisely what your conditions of
observation and lumination were because the perception of hue can
vary quite markedly, particularly at that rather low chromas and
at lightnesses far away from the background.
Hard:
May I add that according to colour spaces I would say that if its
true that Billmeyer says that the intention of the Munsell system
is to show equal differences and the intention of the NCS systeP1
is to show equal resemblances to certain elementary sensations
that we have defined, then these two are definitely two different
colour spaces.
Another thing is that one single colour space
could be illustrated, for instance, in a geometrical model in two
different ways.
Hesselgren:
I would ask Mr Billmeyer, am I wrong, do I make a mistake? You
know when Ostwald tried to arrange his colours in the system he
used a Maxwell disc in order to achieve constant hue. He mixed,
for instance, blue with white, and those colours, obtained in
such a way they are not perceptually constant in hue.
When this
was shown to Ostwald he said "Oh yes, then there must be something wrong with our eys. But Munsell arranged his constant hue
in this way. Am I right or wrong?
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Billmeyer:
I'm not personally familiar with any of the earlier work, but the
work that \Ye have stLrlied most recently is the work that led to
the 1929 nook of Colour which was after Mr Munsell's death some
11 years earlier and the spirming disc was used there but check
me it was not used for the final decisions but just as an aid in
formulati~J, is that correct - yes - and the final decisions were
based upon judged equality of distances from adjacent samples.
Now this is very much like the judgements that the OSA committee
on uniformed colour scales made except that in the case of the
Munsell judgements it's my understanding that they were made one
attribute at a time whereas McAdam - or perhaps it was Alan pointed out this morning that the judgements in the OSA system
were made in at least two attributes at a time.

McLaren:
Tonnquist made a very important comment a few minutes ago about
defining the viewing geometry and other factors. And I think one
very important decision could be taken by this particular group,
which is probably unique in the whole world. If \Ye could concentrate on the particular configurations to be used.
Now the
Moosell data is illuminant C two degree observer. For industr ial
purposes neither of these two are used to any extent at all,
industry has gone almost entirely to 10 degree observer which is
known to be more reliable. And also illtnninant C, because of its
deficiency in the ultra violet has been replaced by D65.
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Anders Hard
Principally I thi.nk that; the way Or. Robertson uses the tenn
" psychanetric scal.e" (which seems to be very much in line with
the CIE vocabulary) should be avoided. This term has been used
for a long time also in other sciences and means, according to
the Webster Dictionary "the measurement of ••• mental processes",
And this measurement is independent of how it is related to the
stimulus that causes the phencmenon, When a psychanetric scale is
co-related to a st.tmulus-sca.le I think it is relevant to call
this a psycho-physical relationship. In the same sense as for a
physical scale a psychanetric scale can be of naninal-, ordinal-,
interval-, or ratio-type.,
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G. Daring
Remark regarding the paper presented by Uchikawa,
Kaiser:

uchikawa,

and

The scaling experiments for the DIN calor system had been done
with dark surrolliid, that means with unrelated colors. Therefore
the scaling experiments for the DIN-saturation can be compared
with those from Uchikawa, Uchikawa and Kaiser.
Indeed, in wide
regions of the x, y chromaticity diagram, the results of Kaiser
et al., give a good confirmation of the constant saturation loci
of the DIN color syste~. Esr~ially in the regions yellow, red,
purple and blue, the agreement is rather high.

DIN

x

1
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MODERATOR'S REPORT

Lars Sivik

Yesterday I overheard a remark by Anders Hard concerning the
subtopics we had decided upon.
He said "During the sessions so
far, people have not said what I had expected - but that was what
I had expected . "
In the meeting of the Study Group on Colour Order Systems
discussion focused upon what kind of systems would be included in
the bibliography - it was clear that many exist.
Not only
systems with and without color sample charts, but also historical
ones.
I would add that there are also both hysterical and esoteric(al) color systems - some of the latter were mentioned
yesterday by Paul Green-Armytage.
Sometimes I get a desperate
feeling that everybody has his or her own private color system.
This apparent confusion is, of course, one of the reasons
why some people are bold and crazy enough to try to design color
order systems which they want others to believe in.
Quite a few
of those are here today.
During the actual afternoon session of the conference,
attention was given to what was meant by the concepts of color
space and color models. Not even this was agreed upon.
Is there one true space of perceived colors in which one can
orient axes or color parameters in various ways.
Or is it more
true to say that there are many spaces which are created in the
moment one defines their dimensions and other attributes?
Problems of this kind may, of course, be called semanticphilosophical and I know that many who are dealing with hard,
concrete color questions find these discussions unnecessary.
However, during the many years which I have spent in the
"world of calor", together with Anders Hard, I am more convinced
than ever that the theoretical-philosophical-semantic questions
are extremely ~rtant and relevant.
In order to think, one must have concepts to think with and
if these are one-eyed, too restricted or too loosely defined, the
thinking will be of the same quality •
In discussions between different groups of
there are barriers and misunderstandings due to
definitions of even common terms.
It is good then to argue and
things out - (I have learnt many
words during these days).
Very
notice that they do not understand
- maybe.

1

color people,
the different

hopefully to be able to sort
additional definitions of old
often I think people do not
each other; and that is worse
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Alan Robertson enlightened many dark corners of my mind by
his clear reviey7 and a~alysis of the constituent parameters of
the most comw.on color systernks. He also referred to those conference papers that were relevant to the topic.
This lecture was
also a good compl.errent; to the previous lecture by Dr. Wr ight on
basic concepts and attributes of calor systems which, of course,
was also relevant to the afternoon theme.
~1onsier Vanel's short presentation of his planet-systew was
intended to illustrate the multioimensionality of our color
vision - in addition to many aspects of feelings and meanings
that are associated with color sensa.tions.

The discussion then started with a nore earthbound comparison of different color systems - primarily Munsell and NCS.
Discussion was particularly directed to whether or not these
two are derived from the SaMe space.
This, again, must te a
question of definitions - and according to my o~~ opinion, it has
to be two spaces, as the basic underlying concepts are different.
Another point is that it would be i~ssible to make a synthesis of
the two.
Further consideration was given to technical details of
importance for the appearance of the psychophysical relationships
between stimuli and color, for example, methodological artifacts
due to background or lt~ina~ts, variability among subjects and so
forth.
A second round of debate - with a fully perceivable increase
of temperature - concerned the theJTle of li<]htness-brightnesswhiteness. r-~ore was to follow later about this.

Among relevant proble~s which ~~re not discussed during the
session which come to mind are, for example, actual shapes and
transformations of the graphical ~odels and charts which illustrate the color spaces.
I think of the question how well they
show the underlying concepts; how easily they are understoocl in
color education, etc.
In retrospect, concerning color spaces and models, it seems
as if most of the conference delegates agree that there is a need
for many kinds of color systems, from those systems which are
purely descriptions of color stimuli to systems which aim at
structuring and categorizing the feelings associated with colors.
Eowever, most of us seem to agree that - and here comes
another misquotation from the bible - we should try to keep the
sheep apart from the goats.
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INVITED LECrURE
R. tv. G. Hunt

PERCEPIUAL FACroRS

AFFECTING

COLCUR ORDER SYSTEMS

Abstract
The perceptual colour attributes relevant for
ordering unrelated, related, luminous, and nonlUMinous, colours are different in some respects.
Colour order systems for related non-luminous
colours have been the most fully developed, but
different systems depend on different types of
e~~rirnental data,
such as equalization of small
perceptual differences, colour scaling, and some
relationships to properties of the stimuli.
The
resulting systems have both similarities and
differences, which are worthy of careful study.
Chromatic adaptation is an important factor affecting the appearance of samples of colour order
systems viewed in illuminants of various colours,
and requires further study.
Introduction
The ordering of colours depends to some extent on the type
of colours being considered.
It is convenient to make two types
of
distinctions
amongst colours.
The first
distinction
comprises:
Unrelated colour.
Colour perceived to belong to an area seen
isolation from other colours.

in

Related colour. Colour seen to belong to an area seen in relation
to other colours.
The second distinction comprises:
Luminous colour. Colour perceived to belong to an area
appears to be emitting light as a primary light source, or
appears to be specularly reflecting such light.

that
that

Non-luminous colour. Colour percei ved to belong to an area that
appears to be transmitting or diffusely reflecting light as a
secondary light source.
Combinations of the two distinctions result in four different classes of perceived colour, but since non-luminous unrelated
colours do not normally exist, so that there are only three
classes of practical tmportance.
Luminous unrelated colours
include signal lights seen at night, and aperture colours such as
uniform fields seen with dark surrounds in optical instruments.
Luminous related colours include many light sources, specular
reflections of light sources, and" fluorescent" colours.
Nonluminous related colours inlude most surface colours and some
transmission colours: they are characterized by being able to
exhibit a grey content.
1
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Luminous unrelated colours
The dark surround in which unrelated colours are viewed
results, for a given stimulus, in much reduced colourfulness
(Hunt, 1950; 1952; 1953; Bartleson, 1977), as compared to its
appearance when seen as a related colour.
This effect persists,
although at reduced levels, for groups of related colours, seen
with dark surrounds, being still quite large, as shown in Fig. 1,
for a m)saic of six colours (pitt and Winter, 1974), and not
entirely absent for more complex arrays (Brenenan, 1977). These
effects are so large for unrelated colours, that colour order
systen~ developed
for related colours are not likely to be
directly alluicable to lmrelated colours, even for those attributes that are common to both.
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Fig. 1 Chromaticities of colours of a mosaic of six I~atches
(inner fX)ints), and (outer points) those of a second
mosaic that, when viewed in a dark surround, looked the
same
the first mosaic viewed in a light surround of 250
cd/ri 2as and colour temperature 5500K (pi tt and t'linter,
1974).
The attr ibutes that are relevant to unre Lated colours are
brightness,
hue, colourfulness, and saturation.
(The term
chrornaticness may be used as an alternative to colourfulness, but
must not be confused with its obsolete meaning as the perceptual
correlate of chromaticity, or its use with the meaning of chroma
in the SW~lish NCS colour order system.)
The earliest ordering of the brightness of unrelated colours
is the astronomerPs scale of stellar magnitude, derived originally by perceptual scaling but now defined as a power function of
luminous intensity. Similar rower functions have also been shown
to approximate the experimental results obtained when scaling the
brightness of colours of uniform areas seen in dark surrounds
(Padgham and Saunders, 1966; stevens, 1961; Bartleson and Breneman, 1967).
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The hues of unrelated colours have been determined for
spectral stimuli (Boynton and Gordon, 1965) and for stimuli of
all chromaticities (Kelly, 1943) by naming techniques, and for
stimuli of all chromaticities by scaling (Bartleson, 1979). The
results are broadly similar to those obtained for related colours
(to be considered later).
The colourfulness (attribute of a visual sensation according
to which the colour of an area appears to be more or less chromatic) of unrelated colours has been investigated by haploscopic
matching (IIunt, 1952; 1953), and by scaling (Bartleson, 1979).
In fig. 2 some results obtained by haploscopic matching (Hunt,
1977) for an unrelated red colour seen at various luminances are
given in terms of corresponding related colours seen in a
surround of 8.1 cd/m2 ; it is clear from these results that,
although colourfulness increases slowly as the luminance is increased, this red stimulus is always much less colourful than
when seen as a related colour, and this behaviour is typical of
unrelated colours in general.
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Fig. 2 'llie chrana.ticities that, when seen under reference adaptation oonditons of Standard Illuminant a at 8. 1 cd/m 2 ,
matched a red test oolour stimulus seen in a dark surround
at luminanoes 0.30 (point nearest Sa. 0.60'21.2, 2.3, 4.8,
90.6, and 19.2 (point furthest fran ?B) crl/m. 'llie circled
point is the chranaticity of the oolour, and also repre
2
sents the appearance of the colour when seen at 8.1 crl/m
in the reference ccnditon; the point in the square box
represents the appearance of the colour at nearly the same
luminance (9.6 cd/m2 ) .
The difference between the circled
and squared points represents the loss of oolourfulness
caused by the dark surround; the points connected by the
straight lines show the way in which this reduced colourfulness of the colour seen in the dark surround increases
with luminance. The field size used was 10. (Hunt, 1977).
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Saturation (colourfulness of an area judged in proportion to
its brightness) has been scaled for unrelated spectral stimuli
(Jacobs, 1967) and for stimuli of all chromaticities (Bartleson,
1979; Kaiser, lJchikawa, and Uchikawa, 1983).
In the work by
Kaiser et aI, the maximum saturation allowed for every hue was
the same (100), and contours of equal saturation, when plotted on
chromaticity diagrams, exhibited SOP1e interesting kinks (contours
with kinks were also obtained by Rowe for related colours when
maximum saturation was similarly restrained; see padgham and
Saunders, 1975). In the work by Bartleson no such constraint was
placed on the maximum value allowed for the saturation of different hues and smooth contours were obtained.
However, it is not
certain whether the kinks are to be associated with the scaling
method, or whether some other factors are causing them.
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Fig. 3 Chromaticity regions for maxiwum perceptual colour differences for seven colours (shaded areas) or eight or nine
colours (us irrj some of the unshaded areas as alternatives).
Eroken
lines show typical maximum
(outer
triangle) and minimrnn (inner trian91e) garouts for shad~
mark tube type of displays (after IJoycock, 1983) ..
Luminous related colours
Luminous related colours, in the form of light sources and
"fluorescent" colours, are commonly experienced, but have not
usually been much considered in relation to colour order systems.
flowever, the rapid increase in the use of luminous colours in
video display units (VDUs), typically in the form of colour
cathode-ray tubes and light-emitting diodes (LLDs), has generated
considerable interest in colour order systems relevant to them.
Of course, colour cathode-ray tubes are very widely used to display colour television pictures, but, in this case, although the
display does consist of self-luminolls colours, the final perception is usually of a picture composed mainly of areas depicting
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objects that appear to be non-luminous and possess a grey
content.
In typical vrns, however, all the colours can appear
luminous; this is particularly the case where the display consists entirely of alpha-numeric or other symbols on a dark background. In Fig. 3 areas of chromaticity are shown for sets of
colours chosen for this type of display to provide maximum colour
distinction (after Laycock, 1983). If no more than seven different colours are needed, the choice can be made froIn the shaded
areas; if eight or nine are needed, then orange and yellow can be
used instead of amber, and purple and mauve instead of magents.
Non luminous related colours
Nost of the colour order systems that are in corrrnon use are
for non-luminous related colours. The Lovibond Tintometer system
consists of transmitting coloured glasses carefully graded so
that superimposed groups of glasses in each of the three colours
provided are equivalent to single glasses of designations numerically equal to the sum of the designations of the individual
glasses used in a group. The system is widely used for measuring
both transmitting and reflecting samples. Most other colour
order systerrs using non-luminous related colours consist of reflecting samples and are used in connection with surface colours
almost exclusively.
For luminous colours, the four colour attributes brightness,
hue, colourfulness, and saturation, are applicable; but, for nonluminous colours, two additional attributes apply: lightness (the
brightness of an area judged relative to the brightness of a
similarly illuminated area that appears to be white or highly
transmi tting) and chroma (the colourfulness of an area judged as
a proportion of the brightness of a similarly illuminated area
that appears to be white or highly transroitting).
For transmitting and reflecting objects, where brightness and colourfulness generally increase as the illumination level increases,
lightness and chroma generally remain approximately constant, and
are therefore very important attributes in aiding in the important visual task of recognizing objects. Most commonly used
colour order systems are designed for a medium photopic level of
illumination, and are intended to represent only orderings in
lightness and chroma (or saturation) and not in brightness and
colourfulness.
The brightness and lightness of non-luminous related colours
have been the subject of studies b¥ several workers (for example,
stevens and stevens, 1961; Bartleson and Brenernan, 1967).
In
Fig. 4 is shown a st.mlIllary of results from the work of stevens and
stevens; scaled brightness is plotted against log luminance of
the sirnuli.
Each of the nearly vertical lines represents the
brightnesses of a scale of greys at a single level of illumination;the increasing slope of these lines with increasing illuminance represents a gradual increase in apparent contrast. Each of
the more nearly horizontal lines represents the brightnesses of a
single sample of the grey scale at different illuminances; the
line marked Y!yn = 0.16 represents a sample with a luminance
factor of 16 per cent and, as it is almost exactly horizontal, it
represents the fact that the brightness of a medium dark grey is
almost independent of the level of illumination; the slopes of
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Fig. 4 Scaled brightness plotted against log lurrinance. The top
sloping, line, marked "white surround", shows how the
brightness of a white surround varies with its Luminance
level. The nearly vertical lines show the brightnesses for
a grey scale seen at various levels of luminance against
the whi te surround,
The more nearly hor izontal lines show
the brightnesses of particular greys on the grey scale at
various levels of luminance.
~ grey scale seen against a
white surround thus loses contrast as the illunination
level falls, whites and light greys becoming of lower
brightness, dark greys and blacks becoming of slightly
hi~her brightness,
and medium dark greys maintaining approximately constant brightness. (stevens and stevens,
1961).

the other (more nearly horizontal) lines show that, as the illumination level increases, lighter greys and whites increase in
brightness, and darker greys and blacks decrease in brightness.
The method of judging the lightness of samples can affect
the results and this is illustrated in Fig. 3 where the eIE
correlate of lightness, L*, is canpa.red with the NCS (Natural
Colour System; Tonnquist, 1975) parameter, whiteness.
The L*
function was derived to approximate the Munsell correlate of
lightness, Munsell Value, the experimental basis of which was
judgements of equality of difference in lightness between neighbouring samples of grey scales.
The NCS whiteness parameter was
based, on the other hand, on subjective scaling of the amount of
whi te content (as distinct fzxm black content and colour content) •
It is clear that the two functions shown in Fig. 5 are
similar, but have appreciable differences for dark samples.
It
is also well known that the lightness of the background on which
samples are viewed has a marked effect on their lightnesses; the
resulting induction makes dark colours lighter when seen on dark
backgrounds, and light colours darker when seen on light backqrounds (Hunt, 1965).
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Fig. 5 The CIE L* function (closely representing the Munsell Value
scale), and the NCS whiteness function, plotted against
percentage luminance factor, lOOy/yn.
The unique hues (reds and greens that are neither bluish nor
yellowish, and blues and yellows that are neither reddish nor
greenish) have been carefully studied for surface colours in the
NCS, and their loci on a chromaticity diagram are shown in Fig.
6.
A very interesting fact is evident from Fig. 6: although
redness and greenness are mutually exclusive perceptions, the
loci of unique red and unique green do not form a smooth transition in chromaticity through the perceptually neutral point.
This means that, in terms of stimuli, the criteria for unique red
and for unique green must be different: the one is not simply a
The same is also true of
complement or inverse of the other.
unique blue and unique yellow. These facts have implications for
the relationships between stimuli and the physiological processes
on which the perceptions of the unique hues depend.
The loci of constant hue in chromaticity diagrams have been
obtained in several studies, including those in which sti~uli of
neighbouring purities have been compared (as in the Munsell system, and in studies by Wilson and Brocklebank, 1955, and by
MacAdam, 1958), and those in which colour scaling of some sort
has been used (as in the Ne:;). Most stuclies show broadly similar
results, and the loci shown in Fig. 7 are from the work of Wilson
and Brocklebank.
It is clear that these loci are, in general,
not straight, and the presence of curvature points to the presence of nonlinear physiological processes in the visual pathway.
In Fig. 8 are shown the constant hue loci of the Moosell
system in plots of u*, v* of the CIELUV system, and in a*, b* of
the CI~B system,
The CIEIXIV system is linear in its treatment
of chromaticities, and, as must be expected, does not represent
the r.lunsell Hue loci as straight lines, as would be desired. The
CIELAB system, however, does treat chromaticity non-linearly, but
unfortunately the Moosell Hue loci are no less curved; evidently
the CIELAB system does not, in this respect, introduce the desirable non-linearities.
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8 and 12), plotted in the CIELUV u*, v* diagram , and in
the CIELAB a*, b* diagram.
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'rurning now to colourfulness, in Fig. 9 the results of
haploscopic matches show, for a reference field of surround
llIDlinance 8.1 cd/m-l, corresponding colours for a series of bJth
greater and smaller surround luminances (Eunt,1953). It is clear
that colourfulness increases markedly as the level of surround
llIDlinance increases and it is, of course, cornn0n experience that
scenes become more colourful as illtm'lination levels increase.

550

,,'
0.3

Field si ze =1°
Observer: R G.H.
Luminance; of test
colours same as
adapting fields.

.w.

0.2

0.1

0.1
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0.4
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U

Fig. 9

,.

0.7

The chrorraticities of colours that, when seen under
adaptation conditions of standard Illuminant B at 8. 1
cd/rn2 , matched a set of eight test colours seen under
various levels of standard Illuminant B. The points A, B,
C, D, E, and F, show how the appearance of a red colour
stimulus becanes less colourful as its luminance and that
of the adapting field are reduced from 1080 (A), to 65
(B) ,
to 8. 1 (C) , to 2. 7 ( D) , to O. 32 (E), to 0.075 ( F)
cX1/m 2 ; the point Z refers to the F luminance for the
colour, but zero luminance for the adapting field.
The
points marked "oranqe" show similar results for an orange
colour stimulus; and the points marked with the other
colour names show similar results for the other six colour
stimuli. If the average reflectance of a typical scene is
taken as 20 fer cent, these luminance levels correspond to
the following levels of illumination in lux: A, 16900
(cloudy daylight); B, 1020 (dull daylight); C, 127 (twilight or living room); D, 42 (twilight or gocd street
lighting); E, 5.0 (poor street lighting); F, 1.2 (ten
times full rnoonl.Lqht.) Field size 1°. (Hunt, 1953)
<"
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Wi th regard to chroma in the Hunsell system, Munsell Chroma
was derived e~~rimentally by judging neighbouring samples (of
the same hue and lightness) for equality of difference in chroma.
In the NCS, however, colour-content was based on the subjective
scaling of the amount of colour present in samples (as distinct
from their white-content and black-content).
In Figs. lOa and
lOb a selection of results is shown for the Munsell system, and
in Figs. lla and llb, a similar selection for the NeS, in plot~
of eIE L* against CIE C*uv.
It is clear from these figures that
Munsell Chroma and NCS colour-content are both represented in
these plots by rather similar patterns of near vertical lines,
indicating that, in spite of the different experimental bases
used, the same perceived attr ibute, chrornas, must have been isolated in both cases.
If, however, contours of constant Munsell
Chroma and constant NCS colour-content are plotted on a chromaticity diagram, it is found that, as shown in Fig. 12, while the
contours are similar in the red-yellow, the yellow-green, and the
green-blue quadrants, they are appreciably different in the bluered quadrant; in this quadrant the Munsell samples require lower
purities to maintain the same level of chroma.
This may, perhaps, be caused by the use of the fifth, non-unique, hue, purple,
in the Mtmsell system; the combinations blue-purple and redpurple, can be regarded as blue-blue-reds and red-red-blues, and
this might cause over-estimation in the judgement of equal chroma
for different hues in this quadrant.
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Fig.ID Plot of L* against C*uv for (a) green and red colours, (b)
blue and yellow colours. The outer full line is the focus
of the optimum colour.
The points represent samples in
the Munsell Book of Colours (matte sample version) for
Moosell Hues 5 .OR, G, Y and B. Samples having the same
Moosell Value lie on horizontal lines; samples having the
same Munsell Chroma lie on the approximately vertical loci
defined by the columns of points shown.
The broken lines
are loci of colours having the same lightness as the
white ..
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In the DIN colour systern, series of colours are provided in
which the luminance factor is varied while the chromaticity is
kept constant.
These "shadow series" of colours, for which the
attribute saturation is usually constant, would be represented in
Figs. 10 and 11 by stra~ght lines raCliating from the "black"
point, for which L* and C*uv are both zero.
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Fig .11 Same as Fig. 10, but showinq the NCS loci of colours
having constant black-content (arcs approximately concentric with the zero point), and of constant colour
content (approximately vertical lines).
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o
Fig.lS The three triangular shaped contours represent the gamuts
of optimal related colours for a single hue at three
different illuminances. A correlate of hrightness, Q*, is
plotted against a correlate of colourfulness, ~I*. White is
indicated by W and black by B; the suffix 1 indicates the
highest illuwinonce, 2 the medium, and 3 the lowest.
In Fig. 15 an idealized colour order system for surface
colours is shown, in which brightness and colourfulness are
considered.
A correlate of brightness, Q*, is plotted against a
correlate of colourfulness, M*~
At a medium level of illl~ina
tion, whites woul.d plot near ~\l2' blacks near B2 , and colours of
high chromas (for the particular hue considered) near the extremity of the middle of the three curves.
At a higher level of
illumination the same colours would plot on the outer of the
curves, and at a Lower level on the inner curve.
A system of
this type might he useful for workers, such as architects and
interior designers, who have to consider the appearance of their
colours at various levels of illumination.
Chromatic adaptation
Designers can be confronted, not only with changes in the
levels of illumination, but also in the colour of the illumination.
The chromatic adaptation of observers compensates for the
effects of changes in the colour of the illumination to a large
extent, but not necessarily corrpletely. It would be useful to be
able to predict the changes in colour appearance that the sarrples
in any given colour order system would under qo for a specified
change in the illuminant. This requires, not only a knowledge of
the spectral ~~r distributions of the samples under the two
illuminants (fro~ which the usual colorimetric tristirnulus values
can be obtained), but also a knowledge of the correlations
between tristimulus values and colour appearance attributes in
both illuminants.
Experiments to provide data on which such
correlations can be based have been carried out in various ways.
Use has been made of both real surface colours, and also pseudosurface colours, in which self-luminous areas have been viewed
with surrounds designed to produce the illusion of surface-colour
appearance (Bartleson, 1977; pointer, 1982). There is growins
evidence to suggest that the data obtained in some of these types
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of experiment is not the same for real-surface and for pseudosurface colours (Hunt and pointer, 1983). It must, of course, be
true, if all the viewing conditions are identical, then it cannot
matter whether the stirouli are provided by real-surface or by
pseudo-surface colours.
But, in practice, real-surface viewing
fields, even in special viewing booths, are usually more complex
than the simpler fields commonly provided by pseudo-surface
colour displays.
An important factor may be what Judd referred
to as "discounting the colour of the Ll.Iumi nant;" (Judd, 1960).
By this is meant that, even if chromatic adaptation is physiologically incomplete, if the observer is able, by means of clues
in the visual field, to guess the colour of the illuminant, he
then makes subconscious allowance for its colour and his perceptions correspond to what would have occurred with much more
A striking example
complete physiological chromatic adaptation.
of this occurs in two-colour additive projection using red and
white light (Land, 1959a; Land, 1959b). If the two images are
badly out of registration, an observer sees only red and white,
and pink mixtures of them; but, as the registration is improved,
a point comes when suddenly a whole new gamut of blue-green
colours is added.
The observer has now abandoned his original
guess that the illuminant was a mixture of red and white, for a
new guess that the illuminant was pink; and the basis for this
new guess if the subconscious discovery that the scene slots into
a more meaningful set of perceptions when interpreted this way.
This process is not simply a question of recognizing well-known
objects, because the effect is scarcely impaired when random
arrays of geometrical shapes are used instead of pictures of
scenes of actual objects. The pseudo-surface type of display may
perhaps result in a less pronounced ability to discount the
colour of the illuminant because of its extreme simplicity, in
the same way that confidence in recognizing what is a white (as
distinct from a grey) in a scene is reduced if the scene has only
very few eleroents. with real surface colours, on the other hand,
even in a viewing booth, there will usually be surfaces at
different angles to the light, some shadows at edges of objects,
and other clues to the nature of the illuminant; and in real life
situations, of course, there are usually many other clues. The
result of these clues in practical situations may result in
rather effective discounting of the colour of the illuminant, and
thus aid the phenomenon of colour constancy with its important
consequences for recognizing objects. These phenomena deserve to
be further studied.
Conclusions
The effect of the dark surround on the appearance of unrelated colours is very large, and implies that they may require
colour order systems designed specifically for them.
Luminous
related colours are now an ~rtant class of colours, because of
their widespread use in video display units and colour order
systems applicable to them are required.
Non-luminous related
colours are the colours for which most colour order systems have,
so far, been designed.
The different systems in use have
similarities and differences, both in their experimental bases
and in their relationships to stimuli. Chromatic adaptation must
be allowed for in understanding the characteristics of colour
order
systems for surface colours seen in illuminants of
different colours, and the extent of adaptation and its dependence on the viewing conditions merits further study.
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EXPER]}1ENTAL EVIDffiCE

Session e

*********************
GLI~1PSES

FRa.1

DISrnSSION

On the demonstration by Fref. W. D. Wright

Unidentified speaker:
We use our awareness of the context: one surface is in sunlight,
another is in shadow,
We have that knowledge - we see they are
different, but judge them to be the same.
Billmeyer:
Look at the relationship between these two colours.
They bear
the same relationship to each other here and there, but they look
different in the two cases. What is changed is their brightness,
and what remains the same is their lightness.

Hard:
In a higher illumination mth are brighter
Wright:
I was surprised you accepted what Dr Billrneyer said.
the yellow looked more saturated in the sunlight.

I

thought

Billmeyer:
Oh! that too
Hunt:
It f S also more colourful.
The chranas is constant. The colourfulness is increased.
We need perceptual terms, which remain
more or less constant with change in level of illumination and
these are lightness and chranas.
Wright:
I don't go along with that.
McLaren:
Sane of these remarks are brighter than others 1
Passigli:
In Italy we have only one word for this, so I
understand what is meant by the tVK> English words

am trying

to

Wyszecki:
Al:arrlon lightness in favour of brightness compared relative to
white - and we wouldn 'L really need the word lightness.
Use
relative brightness for this kind of relationship.
Hunter:
Hard said brightness gets confused with chromatic changes.
Why
not use vividness for the chromatic change of brightness, and
just use brightness for the illuminant changes?
Does that make
sense?
Vividness was certainly the most reliable word that I
played with for equating with r4unsell chroma and NCS chrornaticness , It seems to be the least susceptible for misinterpreation.
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McLaren:
When I said that saturation was unimportant for surface colours,
I should have added - as far as industrial applications are
concerned.
~szeck.i:

I would like to issue on another tenn: colorfulness, I think that
should be abandoned as a not very useful tenn •••• As far as
attributes are concerned, we can continue to live quite happily
with the attributes of chroma and saturation.
Hunt:
The dense slides I showed seem to be misleading.
Bartlesen did
very extensive work at the City University.
'!he haploscopic
results have ShCMn that this is a real effect.
'!he same is true
for brightness.
Wyszecki:
We are talking about effects, and this is agreed.
is whether this is actually attributes

The argument

Hunt:
Well, it is an attribute, I believe, in the same sense as brightness.
Nayatani:
I and my colleagues made pseudo-object estimations of object
colors under daylight and incandescent lamps, at various adapting
levels.
I always found that the observers tended to assess
chrana and saturation rather than colourfulness, which is very
difficult to assess.
I always fourrl that colorfulness is quite
different under different adapting sources.
'!his may be one of
the reasons for colour constancy.
'!he difference between real
surface colours and pseudo-object colors may be ••• (A question
to Or Hunt:) How to assess the colorfulness by subjective estimation?
Hunt:
This is another factor.
Bartleson found that observers assessed
both saturation and chrana and colorfulness, all three.

CIEIAB and CIELW as colour order systems
Brill:
With respect to Prof , Hunt's presentation, I want to corrment on
the use of CIELAB or CIELUV as a color order system. It has been
said that a system is free, but an atlas is expensive. We do not
need an atlas in order to specify a system completely and a
catalogue of spectral reflectances, particularly if the illuminant change is an issue.
Hunt:
Yes, I agree with that ••• wants to draw attention to the fact
that in CIEI.AB and CIELW the hue lines are not straight •••
Brill:
Then there are two arguments for not taking the CIEIAB or
as a color order system.

2

CIELW
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Billrneyer:
I appreciate your point and that is one that I have also considered. When one plots results on any colour system or diagram,
such as a CIEIAB or CIELUV diagram, then there are two things
that are evident.
One is the defects in that diagram which can
be very important in tenus of perceptual quantities.
The other
is how the system you are examining behaves and it is difficult
to disentangle these two and separate them.
I don't know the
answer to this because we don It have any perfect diagrams. in
which we can display the results.
Many people take the Munsell
system as one having perfect spacing, and plot everything else
there.
Hunt:
I agree entirely with what you say ••• and I think CIEIllV
CIEIAB is the best we have at the manent.

and

Hamroc>nd:

In industry it is often recanrnended to use the CIELAB and CIELW
formulas as color order systems, but I understand that Dr Hunt is
against that. Why?
Hunt:
I was pointing out that the hue lines are not straight, so the hmeasures are not very g<XX1 approximations.
We need sanething
better.
Billrneyer:
We are still lacking other diagrams.
Hunt:
As a framework for plotting,

yes - but as a measure of constancy
of hue I would not use hab or huv.

Ha.rrn:rond :
I think that this reveals an important thing.
Sane of us think
of the ideal color order system.
others think of a practical
system.
As long as we recognize the limitations, there will be
no problem. "'. We will need probably at least two calor order
systems, one that we can use t.oday and one for tanorrow with the
psychological. aspects.

Pseudo-object colours
Vos:
I am shocked by the remark that pseudo-obj ect colours and obj ect
colors differ markedly.
I presume that there must be some clue,
whether there is an object color or a pseudo-object col.or ,
Hunt:
I think that i.n looking at real surface colors there are clues
which the observer unconsciously uses to recognize what is the
colour of the illuminant and having recognized that, there is a
discounting of the illuminant in the same sense that Land demonstrated in his two-colour projections. In the pseudo-object projection these clues are absent. Very small specular reflections,
even from supposedly matte samples may also be part of the
answer.
3
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Wyszecki:
We find that the calibration of the real surface and the pseudosurface which appears to a hole against a whitel::ackground is
absolutely crucial.
Very tiny differences (the colors may even
look reasonably the same) make all the difference when it canes
to comparing two sets of data.
I suspect there is no real difference.
If everything is done properly (no texture differences
and things like that) you indeed get no difference between pseudo
and real surfaces,
Robertson:
As well as you get clues (about the illumination) when you are
looking at real surface colors, it frequently happens when you
are looking at pseudo-surface colors that you can get clues, such
as f ingennarks on the optics and highlights where there ~uld be
none fran a surface color ..

NCS whiteness/Munsell value

Hclrd:
The CUI.Ves for NCS whiteness and Munsell value plotted against
the physical measurements of luminous reflectance factor are so
close that the difference could be the result of experimental
errors only - or of a different ooncept ,
I have never seen
standard deviations or correlation indices of the Munsell system.
Billmeyer:
Yes, but were not the experiments sanewhat different? I ~uld in
fact like to ask you about that.
The Swedish standard 019100
describes the conditions for visual assessment.
The calor samples about 40x50 Inn were seen against a white background in a
light grey surround.
But how big was the white background and
what really was the adjacent surround which governed the adaptation?
Was it the white background or was it the light grey
surround, and what was the luminous reflectance of the light
grey?
Hard:
We used a light booth which was painted grey with a luminous
ref lectance of about 55%, and the samples were placed on a white
cardboard about 10x50 ems with a luminous reflectance of about
85%.
The reason was that we wanted to develop the NCS for practical use in environmental design.
We first had in mind a grey
background, but we knew that, for example, an architect might run
into problans getting the right grey paper.
A white paper is
more unifonn.
Billmeyer:
Well, that is quite a difference against the oonditions that were
used in the Munsell judgements and I think that one would have to
look into that.
Berns:
During the Ivlunsell scaling they used three different backgrounds,
which had quite a large effect on the lightness scale; in the
order of magnitude of the differences between the Munsell and the
NCS system.. It was very critical, in particular for low chroma.
and neutral observations, and for that reason they chose a value
5/ (a}x)ut 20%) ..
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Hard:
vle made the same kind of experiments and found the same thing.

Billmeyer:
I don't think we have any evidence in any direction, but my
question is: Are there any figures published anywhere on the
confidence intervals of the judgements of the Munsell value
scale?
Simon:
I
think. that all the evidence is smeared in the fact that there
is an equation describing the Munsell value scale.
The experimental evidence is gone. Munsell value is described by a quintic
parabola, and there it is.
MacAd.am:
The Munsell value scale was determined long before the quintic
parabola, which Judd detennined from measured data on existing
Munsell samples, I believe that the r~sell samples have changed
appreciably since that day, and the fundamental of the ~1unsell
value scale is the set of cards that were distributed around
1939.
There is no evidence left - I believe - from which we
could determine standard deviations.

Simon:
There was a paper by Sloan & Godlove on the scale.
it there is no evidence as to the experiments.

Plaza:
It has been used by thousands of people for more
years, and all have found that it was quite well.
MacAdam
Most folks are polite.

As I

than

recall

fifty
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Michael H. Brill

Summary of Comments from the Forsius symposium
My remarks concerning the subject matter of this conference
pertain predominantly to Colour constancy.
First of all, colour
constancy is a powerful perceptual phenomenon and therefore ought
to be explained and not ignored in theories of color vision. The
power and immediacy of colour constancy has been repeatedly
demonstrated by Dr. R.~\].G.Hunt, for example at AlC Color 81 in
Berlin:
~fuen a colour slide of a room interior containing a
yellovl
cushion is covered completely by a blue filter, the cushion still
looks yellow; however, when instead a piece of the filter is cut
to the shape of the image of the cushion and pasted over it, the
cushion appears saturated green.
The yellowness of the cushion
in the first instance is seen immediately despite the bluish cast
of the whole slide.
The bluish cast diminishes after several
seconds of chromatic adaptation.
This difference in time course
is an important distinction between color constancy and chromatic
adaptation.

Another difference is that current models of chromatic adaptation exhibit calor constancy only for physically unrealistic
reflectances. This was shown for Von Kries adaptation by G. west
and nyself at AlC Color 81 Berlin (see also J. Math. BioI (1982
15, 249-259).
The paper by Berns and Billmeyer in the present
Symposium shows unrealistic reflectances for the model of Nayatani, et. al. It may be said parenthetically that, because the
Nayatani transformation does not completely normalize out the
illuninant intensity (i.e. is not scale-invariant), the approximately-color-constant reflectances of Berns and Billmeyer should
change when the assumed light intensities are changed by a constant factor.
I{ence the framework of Berns and Billmeyer, whose
like is required to test claims of color constancy for any chromatic adaptation model, will in general have to be exercised
extensively to cover the gamut of illuminant intensities under
which color constancy is cairned to hold for any non-scaleinvar iant adaptation model.
HCMever, since the reflectances of
Berns and Billmeyer constitute a negative result for a single
reasonable intensity of each light in their analysis, their
result must be deemed significant as it stands.
~fuat kinds of color constancy models are left if
chromatic
adaptation models (which nonetheless account for other data) fail
to produce such constancy? A few years ago I presented the
volumetic theory (J. Opt. Soc. Amer. 69 (1979), 1405a; J. Theor.
BioI. 71 919780, 473-4780), whereby the tristimulus values of
three reference reflectances (recognized ahead of time fro~ other
qualities such as shape, as in the tricolor American flag) are
co~~ined with
the tristimulus values of an u~known reflectance
(under an unknown illuminant) to infer the unknown reflectance
spectrum (assuming i.t to be approximately a linear combination of
the three reference reflectances).
This model had the disadvantage of requi r i nq three recognized references, perhaps UJ1-
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realistic

for a visual systen.
other published m~1els include
BuchsbaUlfl (I..J. Franklin Inst. 310 (1980). 1-26) and
J.N. Weinberg (Gen. ReI. -and Gravitation 7 (1976), 135-169). An
unpublished rr~el by M.!1. Brill (1974) is a volumetric model in
logarithmic coordinates, but displays only limited calor constancy.
those of G.

A looser moQel is presented in the paper by Brill and Hemin this Symposium. We model calor constancy as illuminant invariance of hue ordering in tristimulus space, not by the
invariance of a continuously variable parameter.
The use of
three reflectances in a calor-constant relationship was motivated
by work by Dr. J. Lettvin and L. Linden at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (see L. Linden, Master's Thesis, MIT,
1974), which showed that the prevalence of spatial tri ledral
vertices in the visual field constrains the dimensionality of
color space.
Our model can be used to rank-order the reflectances used to make a color atlas.
The figure of merit might be
the lowest-order principal component of reflectances that participates in a reversal via the criteria of our paper.
The higher
the number, the more color-constant the atlas.

~endinger

rinally, I would suggest as a test for the extent of human
color constancy an exper iment such as that of J. McCann et. al.
(Visual Research 16 (1976), 445-458) but in which the reflectance
context is held constant between two lighting environemtns
(the
background under the reference light should be a ~ondriaan with a
patch missing instead of a uniform reflectance).

EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

Session e

*********************
WRITrEN OJMMENT

Anders Hard
In his lecture Dr. Hunt presented a diagram (fig. 15, ed' s
remark) in which he exemplifies hCM "his" parameter colourfulness
and brightness will give different sizes to the contours depending on the level of illuminance. From a phenanenological
s'tandpoi.nt; this will mean that the phenanena behind the tenus of
colourfulness and brightness are functions of the illumination.
In the NCS, however, the the variables of whiteness/blackness and
chranaticness are illustrated. by by a triangle, valid for one and
the same but arbitrary situation of illumination. Dr. Hunt's
figure is interesting and very much in line with our own hypothesis that the "powerfulness" of object colours, both chranatic and
achromatic, increases with illumination - and that could be illustrated by di.ff'er'ent; sizes of the NCS colour triangle. A hypothetical question is if this is a function of the possible discriminab le steps that can be perceived between the endpoints of the
scale, or with other words, if the distinctness of the border
between two object colours increases with illumination. So f rrm
that po int; of view I fully agree with Dr. Hunt's ideas and both,
I believe, we consider this what I would call "powerfu.lness" an
essential attribute of colour perceptions.
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EXPERIMENTAL

EVID~lCR

Session e

*********************
MODERATOR'S REroRT
Fred W. Billmeyer, Jr

The session on Exper~ental Evidence was opened with Dr.
R.W.G. Hunt's invited paper. He quickly reviewed some 22 papers
in the s~posium that were relevant to his topic, in the categories of transparency, children's preferences, bases of assessment, attributes, comparison of systems, chromatic adaptation,
and saturation.
He next attempted to place these papers into
context by means of an ordered discussion of calor attributes and
their scaling.
His discussion was based on the topics of unrelated colours; luminous related colors (including fluorescent
colors and those seen on video display units); nonll~inous related colors (including transparent colors, surface colors, and
those seen on video display units); and chromatic adaptation in
relation to pseUdo-surface calors and real surface colors.

The discussi.on for this session could be cH vided into three
broad categories.
First, some concerns were expressed over the
attribute of colorfulness.
Dr. wyszecki questioned whether it
might not be an artifact seen only in cases of incomplete chromatic adaptation.
Others had concerns over whether and how it
could be scaled independent of saturation and chroma, and over
its importance relative to saturation and chromas.
Dr. Hunt
responded that, although the demonstrations accompanying his
lecture were necessarily crude, he remainen confident of the
validity of the concept of colorfulness, ann was sure that the
concerns that had been raised were groundless.
A second topic of discussion was differences between the use
of real-object colors and pseudo-object colors in scaling.
It
could be pointed out that there is a whole range of effects,
between surface-colored samples that can be picked up and moved
about by the observer, and col.or s seen in Maxwellian view, perhaps with the a id of a bite-bar.
Somewhere in the middle are
colors that could be either type, depending on clues that might
be deliberately or inadvertently introduced.
production of
pseudo-object colors has the advantage that any calor effect
within a wide range can easily be produced, but problems of
calibration al l owing one to know exactly what color he has are
severe.
On the other hand, although it is more difficult to
produce exactly the desired surface colors, once they are
achieved, their calibration by calor measurement is siwple.
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Finally, there was considerable discussion of the spacing of
the saniples in the Nunsell Value scale.
Supporters of other
scales argued that there was no current evi.dence for the equality
of its spacing, and no tolerance limits on its scaling. ~vhile it
was admitted that much of the experimental evidence is buried in
the past, nevertheless the scaling experiments are well documented in the literature, and there is no reason to doubt their
validity.
It was pointed out that physical scales were the
original evidence, with mathematical forrrulations applied only
for convenience and uniformity in calculation.
It was also
pointed out tbat unifornity of spacing depends strongly on experimental conditions, including (in the broader case) the spectral
character and Ll.Lurri nance of the illuminating source, the spectral character a,d ltuninous reflectance factor of the surround,
~ong many others.
If these are not precisely defined and adhered to in the scaling experirrents, then it cannot be said that
the scale is preciseli' defined, despite the application of statistics to the eXI~riments.
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HfYSICAL EXEMPLI PI CATION

************************
INVITED LECTURE

c.

S. McCaPlY

(read by F.

vi. Billmeyer ,

Jr.)

Abstr act
'I'he prod ucti on of calor st andards e xempl. i fy inq a
color-order sys tem requires a cowpl ete written
defi ni t i on of the system, including the specification of all pertinent vi sual conditions and
measur ement conditions.
The choice of materials
requi.res
consideration of the spectral
and
geometric aspects of t he optical nature, some
aspects of the mechanical nature, s t a bil i t y ,
durabi l ity, availability, acceptability to users,
and cost .
The value of the color standards
depends on the precision and accuracy with which
they a re proouced.
Eff ic i en t proouction and the
long-term reproducibil i ty of the system depend on
wel l defined methoos of calor meetsurement.

Definition
r·10st of t he problems tha t may !Y= i nvol ved i n producinq a
physical exemplificat i on of et co l or-order sy stem could be avo.ided
by clearly and compl.ete l.y def i ning the system at the outset.
Since the color of a~ object depends on viewing conditions, we
must speci f y t he spectral nature of the i l l umi nant , illumination
level, the nature of t he sur r oQ~d , geomet r y of illumination and
viewing, and any other conditions t hat could affect the appearance.
These cond itions s hould be specified with due consideration for f:~x i ;"t i ng or il!Tffiinent ni1d'Jnal and inter-na tional s t andards for s uch cond i t.Lon s and the prac tical needs of users .
The c r uc .ial, r ole of de fi niti on may be ill us t r a ted by the
r·1unsell Value scal e .
As Munsell defined i t , i t i s Cl scale of
lightness, r anging f r om t he bl ac kes t concei vable black to the
whitest conce ivable whi t e, t her e bei ng ten s t eps that are visually uniform. A neutral ser i es t ha t l ooks uniform at one illumination level may look qui t e nonun i f orrn at another level. Thus, the
physical exemplificat i on mus t re associated wi.th a level of
illumination.
If neces s ar y cond i ti ons are not specified as part
of the initial de f i nition of the abstract sys t em, they must be
specified i n oonnecti on with t he ey.empl if i cat i on .
The defi ni ti on sho nl.d be publi s hed , not onl y to make the
system generally known, but to provide a permanent basis for the
stability of t he sys t em as i t i s passed on from one generation to
the next .
In formulating t he definition, i t mi.ght be well to
bear in mind that condi t i.ons that mi.ght seem so obvious as to
require no rrention may not be so obvi.ous at another time or in
another place.

1.
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Choice of naterials
\ttThen choosing materials for producing a physical exemplification of a calor-order system, the first consideration is, of
course, the optical nature of the mater ials.
A fundamental
guiding principle is thet the comparison of the colors of objects
is made easier and more precise if all other aspects of appearance are identical.
It is for this reason that there is a general preference for coPlparing liquids to liquids, transparent
solids to transparent solids, and opaque surfaces to opaque
surfaces.
A cor~)rehensive color-order system shoulc accommodate all
colors, so the materials chosen to exemplify the system must be
capable of producing a large gamut of colors. Ideally, the large
gamut should be produced with a small nUMber of colorcnts.
This
simplifies formulation.
When it is feasible, it is desirable to
use the colorants commonly used in the field of application or
seek spectral similarity to common specimens. The application of
this principle tends to rr.inimize metarnerisrr. It may also be used
to limi t the gamut f rorn which designers may choose, so they don't
specify colors that can't be produced. It is desirable to choose
formulations that maintain constancy of colors and color relationships u~der oorrmon illuminants.

A general rule, fluorescent or phosphorescent materials are
avoided unless they are typical of specimens in the field of
application.
If the mat.erials are fluorescent, the spectral
power distribution of the illuminants under which they are used
is critical.
A number of important considerations related to geon~tric
aspects of appearance.
The most widely used mater Lal,s have
surfaces that are either smooth, matte, and non-directional, or
smooth aid glossy.
In the textile irrlustry, textile standards
are preferred because they provide better spectral similarity to
specimens. The texture may be more similar, and the drape of
cloth can improve the simulation of the general appearance of
specimens.
The Mu~sell system historically associated with an
exemplification in matte or glossy paint on paper, is now also
represent~] by textile swatches.
This collection is knOvffi as the
SCar-f-"Iunsell system, (SCar is an acronym for "standard Colors of
Textiles").
The switches are shiny on one side and dull on the
other, to simulate the two major classes of textile finishes.

For most applications it is desirable to have standards that
change little, if any, in appearance as the angle of illumination
or angle of view changes.
In particular, it is usually uidesirable to have directionality, which is a change in appearance as a
surface is rotated in its own plane, as characterized by brushed
al.umi.nurn,

Translucency can introduce two kinds of problems.
Such
materials spread light laterally within a sheet and the light may
merge from the surface some distance frorn the point of incidence.
The measured amount of light reflected may vary, depending on how
much of this laterally scattered light is collected.
The rreasured reflectance factor of a translucent sheet is also strongly
influenced by the reflectance of the material behind the sheet.
rrhe size

of a color chip is a geometric
2

property with
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spectral ef f ect.
It is i n t he nature of human color vision that
the angular subt ense of a ch ip can i nf l uence its color .
It is
for this reason that the erE has separ at e s tandard observers for
2° and 10° f iel ds . At t he normal reading distance of 250 mm, 2°
is subtended by a ci rcle about 9 mm i n diamet er and 10°, about 44
mm.
When colors are compared in a l ight booth, it is common
practice to vi ew spec i mens at about 600 J11ITI..
At that distance 2°
and 10° are sub t ended by 21 mm and 105 mm, respectively.
A
common s i ze f or chips is about 16 roJT1 on a si.de , wh ich subtends 2?
at 458 mm and 10° at 91 rrm ,
The variance of meas ured ca lor usually increases with the
rati o of sl~c imen area to n~asuring port area (the sampling
aperture) • The l arger t he relat ive area of the specimen, the
more di ff er ent places can be measured.
I rregular depa r ture froI'l flatness of t he s ur f ace of a gl ossy
can cont r i bute to var iat ions i n meas ured reflectance
factor, when ~€as urement s are made with a sphere and the specular
component is excluded.
The specular component can be excluded
for flat specimens but s ur.face irregularities re flec t more or
less light to the remai ning sphere wal l .
sta~dard

In choos ing materials f or color standards, stability is a
By "s tabil i t y" I mean constancy of calor
major consideration.
when the standard is su bjected t o no more t han the stresses of
ordinary atmospher ic conditions, as dist inguished from "durability" , t he ability to endure stresses such as impact or abrasion.
Some materials that are stahle and dur abl e in all other
regards may change col or revers ibly wi th variations in t c: :perature; t hey ar e said to be "thermocbromic".
Some change calor
with humi di ty, s ome hys teres i s be i ng i nvol ved; I call theI'l
"hygrochromic".
Some change calor rever s i hl y on exrasur e to
light; they are cal.Led "ph: -t oc hr orni c " . SOIre mater Lal s r eact wi th
oxygen, sulfur , or other qases in t he atmospher e , with a resulting color change , wh ich is often evi denced as yellowing of nearwhite colors or fadi ng of str ong colors . Thi s may take place even
Normal evaporation
though the s ur f ace is not exposed t o light .
of components initi ally present or gr adual l y evolved, or changes
in the state of polymer i zation can dist or t or crack s ur faces or
delaminate t hem from a sltt)s t rate . Some paints are s usceptibl e to
chalking , the devel opment of a powdery s urface due t o dis i nt egr ation of t he binder.
Some ~~ ints and cer amic enamels suffer
bronzing, the er ratic formation of an irridesce nt surface layer
that imparts a fa int metallic l us t er under some vi ewi ng conditions. When a mat er ial i s appl i e J t o a sub s t r at e , the stability
of the substrate must be cons i der ed .
Ther e are known i ns t ance s
of minute traces of products of sl ow degr adat i on of a substrate
having discolored a coating .
standards should have a reasonabl e degree of durability when
exposed t o the str es ses to be e~~ted in t heir use . They shoul d
not fade excessivel y on exposure to light .
They should not be
too eas ily scratched , abr aded , or damaged by impact or bending.
~a t or l ow-gl os s mate ri al s are particularly susceptible to
burnishing , the development of a shiny surface when impressed wi t h a
smooth har d surface , such as one s urely finds on measuring instnnnents. Some such mater: i al s may when mounted in a book inc rease in gloss mere l y by coni.nq in contact with the facing page.
3
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To avoid the necessity of changing the formulation of colors
for stannard, it is important to select materials that one can
reasonably expect to be contipuously available for the foreseeable future.
One should question the advisability of materials
available f'rorn a single source,
propr ietary mater ials, or
materials that may be subject to proprietary restrictions on
their use.
On the subject of availability, from the point of
view of the user, it is important that whole sets and replacement
parts of sets be readily available.

To be acceptable to users, colorants should not rub off on
hands or clothings, and the standards should have no objectionable odor, toxicity, allergenicity, or radioactivity.
All of these demands must be met at a reasonable cost.
However, the total cost includes so much cost of formulation and
correction, process control. quality assurance, assembly, distribution, etc., that the cost of materials is usually not an overriding consideration.
Happily, in most of science illld industry
we do not have, as many gem dealers do, a fortune invested in
calor standards.

Precision
~'ie must ask how repeatable the production process
is.
How
nearly alike are the standards that are nOJTIinally the same? This
is in part determined by the uniformity of the pr~Juction process
itself and in part by the repeatability of the measurement systen
used to control the production process.
The use of measurement
in process control is a well-known science that need not be
elaborated here.
However, the application of process control to
the measurement process itself is not as widely practiced as it
should be.
In the Munsell laborat.ory, colored ceramic standards
are frequently measured and the results are analyzed automatically by a computer and the statistical analysis with reference
to the whole history of such rneasurements is displayed in the
form of control charts on a CI~ screen. In this way, it is known
at all times whether the measuring process is in control and, by
trend analysis, corrective action can be t.aken before the process
goes out of control.

Again with respect to preCISIon, but in a little different
vein, we ask how well a given standard can be reproduced at some
later time, when new stocks of materials may be required, old
stocks may have changed, and there are new facilities and personnel.
As with short-term repeatability, reproducibility depends on the inherent reproducibility of the production process
and the measurement process.
The key to reproducability is
docurnent.ati.on,
Materials and methods change. People forget, or
leave, or die.
Keep records.
Thomas Jefferson gave us sage
advice when he recommended that copies of vital records be stored
in several places, to diminish the probability that all will be
lost.

4
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Accuracy
Being abl e to produce C.'O ]J J l st'::I;',di:ilC S ve r y ne a r l y alike does
not mean that t he aver age c 11 G' . ,,; ',,'n.::; 4:. it is supposed to be.
Accuracy is the deq r e e t o Y;i, i cl l U l cn l: ~r p r od uc ed matches the
true co.Ior ,
The t rue col or is UF , :" ~;~·'-.::c i f i c-:d by the fundamental
defini tion
of the co.lor -oroer s ys t C;'l .
I f the def ini tion
thoroughly specif i es all nece s cary J~t 2 s: 1£0 , the true calor can be
known exactly .
If the de f i n i t i on Ts ~ ag ue and the inderminate
the true color may not be ",, =11 \~~ l·)"' i : ! .
r ve n if the color is well
defined, i t may not be easv '.,:.) <"l':':'i1lp Li fy i t or t o prove its
validity by mea surement .
I t U . l;'; Lk; Col orime t r y Committee of
the Opti cal S oc i t~ t y of Arue r icZ\ y!:;.cu EO t u come t o final agreement
on the Munsel l renotations.
Th i s was because the system was
defined i n visual terms and i t :·,r:; l ~ · ne-ceas e r y to do the visual
scaling and t he n meas ur e the rE<:~u.l tiJ 'S <.':' :.c.: ::: 8 .
'}'be intention by
measurement; the rret.hod o[ de t (~ r lil i : n<, che rltuns e ll nota tion frOIll
crE x , y, and Y has been f; tel,! l .i ;.~r ~i j z ed .
The accuracy of that
method depends on the acc ur ac y c f ~~ hc co Ior mea s ur eme nt method.
Colorimetry
The accuracy of a coIor me as ur errerrt is a measure of how
close the meas ured color coor d i na t e s ",re to the true coordinates.
The true coordina t es are t hose tha t wo ul d be obtained using a
laboratory measureme nt. sys tt~P'1 ec: ·. · .·; i ~ : ; ] standa r d i zed qeomet.r Lc
and spectral cond it ions and per: [U.lo lii: :~ nec e s s a r y calculations in
accordance wit h e xi st.i ng standa rds .
There i s no unique s e t; o f s t <J ~ j ( '2- !: d meas ur i ng cond i t i ons .
There are many standar d il1l.n'l ' [ !<Jnt:-" i .It. <.) gene r a l geometric specif icati ons, t he poss ibil i ty of I, '-'(:,;- :": r. I:J wi t.h t he specular component included or e xc l uded , l e ,l!l( le/' obs e r ver s , and the possibili ty of spectopho t ome t r i c meas ur ement's ~i th va r i ous band widths
and wavelength inter va l,s ,
OC,<..' Lll T)(- 'n t a r y standa r ds
for spectrophotometry are like a Cbi nf','!:' n·. rj ::; , , ib ,,-'t'f> yo u ch oose one from
coltnnn A, one from co.l umn Br " r '.: , (:.;: I~L:n:he r of s tandard combinations is of the orde r of l O O <
·J b'·· r (' f or e ~
the par ame t e r s must
either be spec ifi ed i n the cJEfi.n l i'i zlj · :) ( t he cot.or -orde r system
or clearly identif i ed f or ~ j '. r': ~q: ·C , . ' f of cont.r o.l .L i nq the exemplification.
i :

In parti c ula r , t he Ll.I um i :!<' !, i on s hould be s pecified for
viewing the exemplificat i on se t:J ~~I: ,J.ppr opri a t e illumination can
be selected for t he measurerne nt ,
rj",~; ill umi nant
spectral-power
distributions are usually I nvo Lvexi ir ; t h" ca l o r me a s urement process: the spec t r a l power act " a.l
i Hc l <l en t on the specimen and
the standard i.llt..nninant , Cl t Ci !:)j ~ cl' n \.~,~ .ht'r s 3 us ed i n the color imetric computa tions .
'The sp~c: t ri:tl T i0 ~u r e of t he power actually
incident i s of par t i c ul.ar i :I1.t·.(i':: ,>;;(:<>:' if, the cof.or s t anda r ds are
fluorescen t .
v·Then color is measur ed ~p.:.>(.: ~ r ui:-botome t r ically, as it most
often is today, the bandwi d t h , \o.·c.'·>J "' J e n ~l th s ampl i ng interval, and
wavelength range can a ff' ect the !,(·S l..l t s and should be clearly
identified •
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The geometric conditions of measurement are major factors in
determining the values measured. I believe this is the principal
source of discrepancy arrong color measuring instruments at the
present time.
Al though the impact of geometry has been fully
appreciated and well standardized in densitometry, the special
field of color control employed in photography and color printing, it has never been taken very seriously nor standardized in
the general field of color imetry.
At a recent meeting of the
Council for Optical Radiation Measurements, I showed that the
existing erE specifications for geometry are too loose to serve
any useful purpose.
For exarrple, one may design two spectraphotometers or colorimeters meeting the specifications for 45%°
geometry that can differ by 1.4 to 3.45% when measuring the
reflectance factor of such highly diffuse materials as opal
glass, pressed bari~n sulfate, and smoke ma~nesium oxide. Imagine the differences with practical materials, such as textiles!
The eIE \voLud do well to follow the lead of the ISO committee on
photography in these matters.
The exact Meaning of "excluding the specular component" of
reflected light has not been standard i zed in geometric terms and
there is rather widespread Misunderstanding of the calorimetric
significance of this factor.
This misunderstanding results froM
confusion of the concepts "specular reflection" and "firstsurface reflection".
Light reflected by the first surface of a
nonconductor is not colored by the reflector but retains the
color of the incident light.
If the light reflected from the
first surface can be excluded from the measurement, the saturation will be higher than otherwise.
IIowever, that light is
concentrated in a beam that can be excluded only when the surface
is flat, smooth, and glossy. In that case the specular component
is most first-surface comoonent.
A matte surface diffuses that
light so it can't be sep~rated from light diffusely reflected
from colorants in the body of the material. Light reflected froM
the first surface of a conductor, such as copper, is colored by
that reflector.
This gives P1etals their characteristic colors.
In that case, excluding the specular cOPI~nent does not increase
saturation.
If the viewing conditions, specified for the color
standards are such as to avoid specular reflection to the eye, it
would be appropriate to exclude the specular component durin9
measurements. The chosen practice should be documented.
Colorimetric quantities are usually derived from spectral
measurements by computation.
Choices must be made between
various standard illuminants, 2° and 10° observer, and colorimetric quantities.
TJnfortunately, there is no general agreement
on the exact methods of computation when the spectral bandwidth,
spectral sampling interval, and wavelen9th range of the measurement do not agree exactly with those used in preparing the standard tables of weighting factors.
This matter is being studied
by a committe of the American Society for Testing and Materials.
Methods of computation should be documented.

Summary
Unfortunately, a recital of the do"'s and don'ts of physical
exemplification is a dreary litany of roostly don'ts, mostly
meaningful only to 'Weary supplicants of long-standing at the
6
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altar of exemplification.
Exemplifying a color-order system
reqJires a certain religious zeal.
I wonder what Moses woulo
have come back with, if he had gone to the mountain on the day
that a Great Lawgiver was concentrating on exemplifying colororder systems. I suppose it might have gone something like this:
I.

Thou shalt have no definition of a color-order systeM
but the true one; explicit, detailed, comprehensive,
and enscribed.

11.

Thou shalt not 'use materials that are optically unsuitable as to their gamut, spectral similarity to common
specimens,
fluorescence,
phosphorescence, texture,
transll~ency, directionality,
or size; for an unsuitable material is an abanination to the Lord,

Ill. Thou shalt not use ll'aterials that go with the weather,
transient, fleeting, fading, cracking, chalking, bronzing, and doing all manner of ungooly things.

TV. Thou shalt not tolerate materials that fail to endure
the ravages of abrasion,
scratching,
burnishing,
pressure, impact, bending, or exposure to light; for
soon they will bear false witness and thy flocks will
be leo astray.
\1.

Thou shalt not embrace materials that are here today
and gone tomorrow, nor place thy faith in one source
alone, nor covet the mines of a vicious king; for thou
are bound forever and I will visit the iniquity of the
fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth
generation.

VI.

Thou shalt not present as an offering any thin<] that
smudgeth my lily-white hands, poisoneth me, maketh me
to sneeze, wheeze, or inflame with hives, nor ~1elleth
to high heaven.

\~I.

Thou shalt not exact a ransom, nor make thy offering
too dear; for verily thou shalt be left holding the
bag.
shalt not offer two
seeth they differ; for
guiltless that oonfuseth
and thy mother:
that
theirs; and so be it fron

\~II.Thou

of the s~ne name if a chilo
the Lord will not hold him
a child.
Honour thy father
thy offerings be like Q~to
generation to generation.

IX.

Thou shalt not bring forth any thing that beareth not
the truth; for all of the same shall be the same and be
the same as it was in the beginning, is now, and ever
shal.I be, worLd without end.

x.

Thou shalt not use false measure, but holding all to
the true light, follow the rainbo~7, regarding its
width, length, aid interval; and the sacred directions
of the light that cometh and goeth; and the way that
thou shalt multiply and add, showing thy true colours;
for, as Lord Rayleigh shall attest, science ain't
science without measurement.
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PHYSICAL EXEMPLICATIONS

Session f

***********************
GLIMPSES FRa.1
DISaJSSION
Colour constancy
Billmeyer:
McCarny mentions that you should make the samples of a color order
system as nearly like the samples they will be used with.
McLaren:

Attempting to minimize metamerism is always a waste of time, as
you will never reach it.
A qood color constancy is more Important. (Example fran an olive green page in the t-1unsell color
atlas seen under a Philips T84 lamp. Entirely different pigments
were used, and they are brought out by the three-band lamp.)
Hunt:
When we go into tungsten light, we don't get colour constancy.
Colours do change in appearance.
I believe one of the reasons
why tungsten light is so p::>pular for domestic purposes is because
the colours have changed, and colours Look warmer and complexion
pleasant. Colour constancy is of scientific interest but perhaps
not of too much practical important.

Terstiege:
I>1ost calor collections have 600-1000 or more samples of small
size, but they also have bigger sizes for architects and others
to work with.. Shall we then have 2° or 10° observers?

Hclrd:
We must carefully describe how the measurements were made.
In a
page of constant hue, the notations - taken very critically - are
no longer true, because the samples are seen in another situation.
The variations of perceived colours with the size of the
sample can be studied with the NCS.
Stanziola:
I think the 10° observer would be better to use.
Terstiege:
Henry Herrunendinger has measured Munsell samples for the 2° observer.
Is there any attempt to convert them also for the 1 00
observer?
Brill:
I think the calculations could easily be done.
My

Nayatani:
colleagues have calculated Y for various Munsell samples
the D65 and 10° observer.

for

Witt:
We have decided to give an additional 10° def inition for the
system of the same calor samples.

DIN

L

!19

Imd:
We are wor king to cal cula te CIE va lues for the
usi ng D65 and '10 ° obse rv e r .

NCS notations

Brill :
I f you excl ude specular component; you may exc l ude 85% from one
sampl.e and 82% f ran a nother sampl.e;
You would be bet.t.er o ff i f
you i.nc lude ..

Witt:
I measured samples of dif ferent gloss wi th 0°/ 45" and with
sphere, gloss excluded .
'I'he changes are very serious i n high
saturated and dark colors e
I suggest 0° /45° , becaus e whe n you
look a t colour sampl e s i n a color matching booth the viewing
situa.ti on is ne arly 45° /0° •
McLaren:
I
would s upport that. ..

but the majority

of

spectropha net e r s

have spherical geometry.
Wi.tt :
What is r~e diffe renc e between (1 ) to exclude the gloss with
gloss t rap and (2 ) to include and subtract mathemati c a lly?

a

Sirnon: foily r ecanrnendat i.on is t o measure included and c al.c ul.a t;e the
excluded .
Unidentified speaker ;
It is t oo difficult. to f i nd t he r i ght correcti on fac t or f or sro l glossy samples.
Tersteige:
'I'hey ma y not occu r so of ten i n indus t ry ..
McLaren:
On t.he cont.rary ,

The "eggs hell " surface is ve r y ccmnon ..

.TolerancesTerstiege:
HCM precise shall t.he samples be to t h e original data?
vh tt:
With the,

DIN oolor syst em there is a tolerance given of a bout; 5
CIEIAB unit.s , which i s t oo l a r.ge ..
In the high glossy f inis h we
try to keep t he first sample of each color wi t hin 0 ~ 5 CIE.LAB
uni.t.s ; in th~ pJ.·:Jductj,on about '1. 0 CIELAB uni .cs ..

Bi.llmeyer :
'T'he orig i nal Munsell AAA-tol erances ( " tri ple A") were ~) . 5 va lue
s teps, 0.2 chrana steps and 2/C hue s t e ps . '!he pres ent thi nking
i s that this is non- uni. form and not satisfactory. (1 FMC2 a ppr ox .
= .5 CIEIAB unit)

2
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Terstiege:
NCS tolerances?

Hard:
It t s published.
\lve wanted to make a practical tool to a reasonable cost.
As the atlas exemplies the system in steps of 10
units, we set a tolerance of 2 NCS-units. 75% of the samples are
1NCS unit, approximately 1 CIELAB unit.
We have made sane cornpromises, especially in the outskirts of the color solid in order
to include clear and "sharp" (?) colors.
Macklam:
In OSA-UCS we have tried to keep tolerances within 0.1 of the
distance to the next calor (approx. 1 CIELAB units). Again, for
the most extreme colors we also relaxed the tolerances.
Billmeyer:
In Munsell, the tolerances are never relaxed.
Witt:
It's also so in the DIN system.
Hard:
It's a nuisance to decrease the tolerance so that it will cost
you 100% more to produce the samples. if most of the people using
them don't care about that kind of precision.

styne:
The very small selection of centroid colors that I handed around
the other day follows the same principles.
On that level of
fineness - as it's called in the Universal Color Language, we
have the color solid divided into 267 blocks and have 251
samples.
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PHYSICAL EXEMPLIFICATION

************************

r.~ODERATOR

' [; REPORT
Heinz Terstiege
(P.eported by Fred W. Billmeyer, Jr)
This

session was opened with the invited lecture by Calvin
In Mr , r-1CCarny' s absence, t he paper was read by Fred
Bill meye r , Jr . Mr MCCarny reviewed the need f or the complete
definition of the system, the requirements on the physical and
optical properties of the colorants and other materials used, and
t he requ ir ejJl~n ts for and methods of achieving precision and
ac c ur acy i n the physical exemplification - which he clearly dis-t i ngui s hed from the concept of the lU1derlying system.
He closed
wi th the present a t i on of "ten conmandrnents" for producing a
physic al exempli fi ca t i on of a calor order system.

S•
W.

r.l~arny.

Dr. Terstiege attempted to organize the discussion aroLIDd the
topics in Hr M<£amy's paper, but this was not entirely possible.
The firs t topic of the discussion was the selection, range, and
number of colorants needed in the physical exerspl.i f.icet i.on (hereafter, t he atlas). Mr stanziola re-emphasized the importance of
producing the atlas so as to have maximum similarity to the
s ampl e s with which it is inteded to be used.
Thus existing
atlases (Mt111Sell, NC'S, OSA, etc.) made in paint systems are best
used f or cOITIf¥3r i s on to pa int or plastic samples, the new srorMunsell system, made in textiles, s ho ul d be used for comparison
to text ile samples, etc.
The similarities should extend to
spectr al s imilar ity in order to reduce the chances of metiamer i.sm
between the samples of the atlas and those of the materials with
which it is to be used. To achieve this i t might be necessary to
break Mr . Mc:Carny ,-s corrmandrnent that the minimum number of color ants be used, by provid ing low-chroma colorants to produce the
low--chroma at.las colors as well as high-chroma colors for us in
p roducing the nYJre highly chromatic colors.
Most syst~ns are in
f ac t mad e this way ,
The problem is more difficult wi t h textile
s ~ples.

A related but s epara t e requirement is control of ca l or
constancy, and th i s int roduced the next topic of discussion.
I dea l l y , a calor atlas s hould exhibit a high degree of color.
c ons t an cy, and it is par t icularly important t ha t hue constancy,
or at least consistent hue shif t s, be mainta i ned among all samp-les on a gi ven page of the atlas .
Methods of ~:h i evi ng and assessing calor ~~nstancy were the
subject of several paper s in the symposium, and in one instance
(the work of Ber ns et al .) significantly new results had been
obtained since the preprints were submitted.
Mr Berns brie f l y
descr Ibed his new wor k , building on the us e of Dr. Nayatani ' s
chr omatic-adaptation transform to produce (presumably) col orc ons t ant CI E coord ina tes for selected samples f or m t he Munsell
atlas f or a range of Mac be t h daylight type illuminants (7500 K to
3200 K plus eIE A ) ~
A variety of linear-progranming techniques
Wu =;' used to produce " r e a l.Ls t Ic" spectral reflectance functions
j :.·: l.d i ng
as closely as poss i ble the above mentioned erE: eo':'l.:Jin<",t e s .
l\1a j or enphas is was placed on preserving hue con,:··;:'. jl lCY .
The reflectance func t .ions wer e invar iably multirnodal,
..i -::I1 maxima and minima occur r.i ng within wel l-defi ned r anges of
:;::\\"'~ h?ng t.h s which
coul d b-,~: elate<:1 t o req i ons in \'lhid.l one CI B
~- ~ .~. i" -1aI"d-. . obser ti(~ r f unct.Ion i s much greater than t he
c.t rle r·s ; f <)t:'
1.
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example.
It was recognized that more work is needed, to extend
the results to other i.llt1Pl.inants with discontinuous spectral
power distributions, to test the van Kries chromatic-adaptation
transform, to compare the extre~e regions of the reflectance
function to fundament.a'l cone primary curves, etc.
Dr. Hunt
believed that the von Kries transformation would lead to better
hue constancy, but Dr. Nayatani thought not:
He l~lieved that
experimental results obtained to date to test chromatic-adaptation transforms show too much variation among observers to be
reliable.
Mr Brill described other mathematical considerations
that led him to believe that unirnodal rather than mul t irrodal.
curves woul.d be required for color constancy; the di screpancy
between the two studies is yet to be resolved.

nr , Terstiege next asked for comments on the sizes of samples in physical exemplifications of calor order systems.
Some
comments were ma0€ that a size of roughly 5 en x 5 cm should be
adequate for scaling, though it could be pointed out that industrial experience suggests the need for much larger samples (e.g.
A4 size) for best results in scaling small color differences. It
was also felt desirable to develop methods to cowpare the appearances of ~all and very large samples of the same physical stimulus, or to predict the appearance of a very large sample fro~
that of a small one.
rluch interest was expressed in transforming the notations of
a color order system f rorr one coordinate syst.en to another, e.CJ.
from il1ur~irk:: C to Dr:r:: or from t.he 1931 to the 1964 standard
observer.
Sane progress on this roonumental task was described:
Independently Herrrnendinger in the USA and Takaharna and Sobagaki
in Japan had measured the samples of the Munsell atlas and adjusted the spectral reflectance functions to correspond to the
exact notations of the aim points (in this case the 1943 rllIDsell
renotations) •
Herrmendinger had done this by formulation shading
calculations based on the colorants user]; the Japanes workers by
pr incipal component analysis. Coorcti.nates could be obtained f'rom
these curves for &iY desired cornbinations of illuwinant and
observer (none have been published yet), but it shoulc1 be pointed
out that, inevitably, uniformity of scaling will not be maintained when changes in the conditions are made; even the sffial1
changes mentioned above could be important.
A final topic for discussion was the accuracy with which the
samples of the physical exemplification should correspond to the
aim r~ints of the ~,derlying system.
It appears that for the
major current systems (Munsell, NCS, OSA, DIN) except for the
most highly chromatic samples, the tolerance is of the order of
one CIELAB unit up to 10% of the difference between adjacent
samples.
For the most highly chromatic samples, thiE tolerance
is maintained in some atlases (f:111nsell~ DIN) but relaxed in
others (NeS, OSA).

2
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APPLICATICNS OF COLOUR ORDER SYSTEM.S

************************************

Session 9

INVITED LECIURE
Paul Gl:'een-·Armytage

!)\BSTRA.CT
A selection of colour order systems and their applications,
from simple to comprehensive, is described together w i t h
some of the associated problems and controversies.
The relative merits and uses of colour spaces with a
wh i t e n e s s "blackness struct.ure and those wi th a 1 ightness
darkness structure are described and discussed~ It is
suggested that, for applications in art and design, both
structures embody important information and that a colour
space for a r t i s t s and designers should be elastic .- able
change shape.
An elastic system could be distorted to
present each structure in turn.
In coric l u s i.on , it .i s suggested that t he present confusions
resulting from rival systems might be resolved by relat
them all within a modified version of the Universal Color
Language.
INTRODUCTORY NOTE ON LAYOUT
The .i l Lus t.ra ti.on s , wh i ch we r e an .i.mpo rt.ant. a spc ct.
presentation are briefl y described OIl the left. he-.;,

t:l'l-".:'
p."::tC

opposite the main text~ These descr
ions are
two
columns to correspond with the two screens used.
Reference to the illust.rations in the main 'text 3.s by n
bracketted letter/number code; Land R (for Left and
Screens) precede sequential numbers.
and r ef e r ence s £1..rE: comb i.nc.d .i r, a s i.nq I
list at the end.
This is arranged alphabetically but
the listings are also numbered.
Reference to this list:
in the illustration descriptions and main text is by th
corresponding nurebers in italics.

Acknow l edqeme rrt s
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L 1. The sky in western Australia
Photographed aOOve my house
at noon. A lmiform blue. 18

R 1 Buffet lunch prepared by design

students. Natural colours of food
altered by food colouring dyes. 18

L 2 Scale of colollrs produced
electrically on titanium.
Required Vol tages marked
r~side each colour. 72

R 2 Guide to titanium colouring. Table
lists colours (described by names)
and indicates thickness of oxide
films responsible for each colour
together with the temperatures and
voltages required. 70.

2.
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Ladies and Gentlemen:
First, I would like to thank the members of the organizing
committee for inviting me to present this lecture.
It is a
very great honour and a privilege for me to address such a
distinguished audience.
To introduce myself:
I am a designer and a teacher.
I hope to
direct your attention to some of the issues raised in the papers
and to offer some ideas of my own.
I am going to touch more or
less briefly on many subjects in which I am not a specialist.
These include jewellery, printing, fashion, manufacture and
marketing, art criticism, heraldry, philately and horticulture.
You may accuse me of a superficial approach but for me such a
breadth of interests itself constitutes a kind of specialisation.
I believe strongly that connections can be made between one field
and another which can lead to productive ideas and insights.
Two years ago I heard a lecturer pose the question: "What came
first, reading or writing?ll His answer was "reading.
The
messages read were animal tracks
I liked that answer but to
animal tracks I would add the messages of colour.
Colour is a
language through which we learn about our environment, which
we use in many ways for communication and which can have a
profound affect on our emotions.
ll

•

This is the sky in Western Australia (Ll) (since we are in the
Northern Hemisphere I have put the slide in upside down).
It
is restful but, in a way, also invigorating.
There is a message
in this colour, it affects our feelings.
Lars Sivik 61 has shown
how colour messages depend not just on hue but also on nuance.
Blue, yes, but what blue?
He makes good use of the NCS to record his findings, an application
of a colour order system as a tool for research.
This is a buffet lunch prepared by my students (RI).
Nobody ate
very much.
The food colouring has produced some contradictory
messages which are most disturbing.
Here the language of
colour is working at many different levels.
To make the best
use of this very rich language we need to be able to describe
colour, to measure it, to produce it and reproduce it~ All of
which implies a need for some kind of order.
Here are some examples:
An oxide film can be formed electrically on the surface of
titanium which produces colour by interference (L2,R2).
The
titanium is immersed in a bath and current is passed through
the electrolyte to the metal.
The resulting colour depends on
the thickness of the oxide film which is controlled by the
voltage.
This is a colour order system with a very specific
application which is being explored in jewellery.

3.
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L 3 Brooch. Titanium at.r i.ps stamped,
coloured and woven.lvbunted in
a silver frame. by David Walker.

R 3 Titanium strips, stamped, coloured
and woven.l\bunted in a silver frame.
by David Walker. 75

74

L 4 Experimental piece. Titanium coloured
by masking and tmmersion by
David Walker. 7 3

R 4 Brooch. Titanium with graded colourir
and I painted I pattern, behind a brass
grid. by Belinda Mele. 46

L 5 Rhanbohedron colour solid by
Harald Kuppers. 36

R 5 Cube Colour Solid by Harald Kuppers ..

R 6 "Shelf" fran Kiippers I cube. Each she]
is a chart which indicates the
percentage of ma.genta, cyan and ye l l.o,
inks required to mix each colour. 39
L 6 Hexagon colour diagram by
Harald Kuppers. 37

R 7 Numerical code indicates chronatic
and achrcmat.i.c content of colours in
Kiippers I hexagon diagram 37

L 7 Colour chart/mixing guide indicating
percentages of black, yellow and
magenta inks required to mix each
colour. 39

L 8 Louisiana Iris I1Clyde Redrrond l1
Grown and photographed by John
Betts. 5

R 8 Colour charts of the Royal Horticu11
ural Society (RHS). Fans 1,2,&3.59

L 9 Louisiana Iris seedling. Grown
and photographed by John Betts. 5

R 9 RHS Fan 2 opened to show violetblue group (Nos.88-99). 59

LID Louisian Iris seedling. Grown

RIO RHS Fan 2 opened to show "vi.o'Let;«
blue" colours 96A-96D. 59

and photographed by John Betts. 5

4

These are two brooches by my colleague, David Walker, our
Senior Lecturer in Craft Studies (L3,R3). The metal strips
were first stG...,1ped into sha.pe, then coloured and then woven
together.
It is also possible to "paint" the titanium by attaching one
of the leads to the ferrule of a brush. You can brush on the
electrolyte and change colour as you go simply by altering the
voltage. You can also mask off areas where you don't want
~olours to appear.
David Walker is exploring these
possibilities in this experimental piece (L4).
In this brooch
(R4) by Belinda Mele, one of David's students, the graded
background colour was achieved by withdrawing the plate slowly
from the bath while altering the voltage. The diagonal strokes
were achieved afterwards with the brush technique.
At a more sophisticated level, a comprehensive colour system
with particular application to colour printing is that devised
by Harald Klippers 36. His rhombohedrdn colour solid (L5)
can be transformed for convenience into a cube (R5) which can
serve not only to illustrate the world of colour; it also
the recipes for producing each colour. These are expressed in
terms of percentages for each primary ink, and can be read off
charts which are "shelves" within the cube (R6).
Here the
three colours used are the printers' mixing primaries, magenta,
cyan and yellow.

A further transformation gives us his colour hexagon (L6).
This
is associated with a numerical code (R?) which indicates the
relative chromatic and achromatic content of each colour.
From this he has developed a mixing principle to take advantage
of the fact that regular colour printing presses are also
equipped to print a fourth colour, which is usually black.
His mixing charts with different percentages of black CL7)
offer a very beautiful range of colours, where ITluch greater
control would be possible.
From producing colours to recording them:
Another of my colleagues, John Betts, Head of the Department
of Pharmacy, breeds Louisiana Iris (L8). He uses the Royal
Horticultural Society (RHS) Colour Charts to record their
colours (Ra). The charts use basic names like red, red-purple,
purple, etc., to identify groups of colours which are then
individually numbered and lettered.
Iris colours range mainly between "red-purple" and "violet-blue"
about 30 steps on the charts.
ohn's particular interest is in the violet-blue range (L9,R9).
His ambition is to get beyond the violet-blues and grow a true
blue iris. The first blue is number 99. His closest so far
is 96c (LIO,RIO) 4 .

I

J'----

..ncidentally, I asked him about the influence of lighting.
.o i s is evidently a problem but if there is a "Standard
....Lluminant" for horticulture, it must be the light which filters
through the white canvas of the tents at the Chelsea Flower
~hnw which is the ultimate arena for growers.

__
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L1l Australian four permy stamps
first World War period.
Colour, range fron "brown-

RII StanIey Gibbons Colour
guide for stamp collectors. 67

orange" to "lemon yellow" .18

L12 Colour circle and grey scale.
Collage with basic colour terms. 15

6.
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There are similar problems of colour identification in philately
but here there can be more at stake than glory. Western
Australia's loading stamp dealer, Robin Linke allowed me to
take some photographs in his shop (Lll,Rll).
During the first
world war shortages and inconsistencies in paper stock and inks
resulted in a large number of subtle colour variations.
Apparently the Stanley Gibbons colour guide 67 is not regarded as
particularly useful as an arbiter in Australia.
Identification
of a stamp's colour and, therefore, its value, is a matter to be
agreed between buyer and seller 41.
This can lead to very delicate negotiations. Tantalisingl~ Robin
did not have the crucial example in stock but even without it,
it is not difficult to appreciate that a "pale orange yellow"
could easily be bought as an "orange yellow" at $75.00 and
sold as a "yellow" at $400.00.
Some of the problems associated with the identification of
stamp colours can be appreciated from this advice in the
Australian Commonwealth Specialists' catalogue 45
a. Work only by daylight.
b. Rest eyes every few moments. Most important.
c. Admit only stamps with clean white margins.
Soiled stamps
mislead.
d. Beware of heavy postmark.
It makes shade appear darker.
Workers in colour will recognise:
a. the importance of an agreed standard illuminant,
b. the effect of prolonged stimulation on apparent saturation.
(After a while an "orange" could turn into a "brown"),
c. the value of a reference white, and
d. the influence of the spreading effect.
Stamp collecting is a particularly interesting field where
many of the current issues in colour science come into focus.
No doubt colorimetry could be employed to settle disputes but
there would be a strong need to maintain some link between
the numbers of a measurement and the words of a description
that people could understand. Many participants here have
expressed the need for such a link. Also, since philatelists
come from all walks of life, any colour system for their purposes
would have to be equally acceptable to physicists, physiologists,
psychologists and artists as well as ordinary men, women and
children.
In fact, one could reasonably judge any proposed "International
Standard System" by how well it meets the needs of stamp
collectors.
Here, then, is the world of colour (LI2) a great range of problems
and very few universally understood basic colour terms for
describing colour.
Alexander Styne 68
has provided an account of the Universal
Colour language (DCL) with its six levels for describing colours
with varying degrees of accuracy.
7•
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R12 Sample colours for interior
decoration, artists'paints, lipstick
and motor cars matched with Munsell
chips. Canparison between basic
colour te~s (level 1) Munsell
notation (level 4) the names used
by industry for marketing and their
conversion to the ISCC-NBS method
of narning (level 3).15

Ll3 Colour array sul:xJivided according
to the application of the basic
colour terms: red, yellow, green,
blue, brown, purple, orange,
pink. 14
Magenta

-~

PURPLE

t-----.==:;;;;;;;*==~~~'it----t----

Crimson ~
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ORANGE
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Lime!
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•
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t----tl-.--Turquoise
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Cobalt
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BLUE ._-
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Ultramarine H---

L

I

J

Ll4 Heraldry in action: Fourteenth
Century armoured Knights with
"Coats of Anus". 43

Rl3 The metals and colours of heraldry:
gold, silver, red, blue, green, black,
purple, (orange, magenta). 77
8.
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rrhis seems to be gaining acceptance as a useful concept.
Its application is illustrated in these colours (R12) which
people might encounter in various circumstances. At level one
they are all uimply "red".
Munsell notation is much more
precise at level 4.
Level three would relate the names used
for marketing to the ISCC-NBS method of using the basic names
with modifying adjectives.
Lars Sivik and Anders Hard 62 refer to the classic study of basic
colour terms by Berlin and Kay 3
and they describe their own
investigations of the range of colours which would be described
by basic terms as well as by some other common colour names.
My own serious investigations into colour began with the problem
of colour names in 1976. with limited resources and unorthodox
means, I mapped the application of the basic terms in 1978 like,
this (LI3) 14.
I used one subject, my 3 year old daughter Emily
whose vocabulary was limited to the basic terms and who did not
t.h i.nk of using such expressions as "greenish-blue".
This is how she named the colours and I doubt if a wider survey
would have produced significantly different results.
Clearly the terms are used with greatly different degrees of
precision.
For example, it is a more precise statement to say
'that something is yellow than to say that something is green.
This difference in the precision of basic colour terms leads,
of course, to many of our problems.
As a possible solution, I have considered an extended vocabulary.
I have tried to subdivide the colour solid into segments of
roughly equal size and to find an appropriate na~e for each
segment. Taking the "yellow" segment as the standard size,
the much larger "green" segment had to be subdivided into smaller
segments with names like "lime", "olive", "jade", and "emerald".
However, I have found this to be a dangerous approach. Apart
from the problems associated with any "equal" subdivision of
the colour space, the nature of colour names is such that they
will not fit neatly into any regular grid that we might impose.
Rather 'than impose an order of our own choosing on colour names
we should look to see if colour naming has any order of its own.
This seems to be a more promising line of investigation and is
the one being followed by Sivik and Hard, who are using the
NCS to map the ranges of colours described by the various names.
Whatever this leads to, I believe that the Universal Colour
Language should make room for names other than the basic terms.
These might be called "sub-basic" or "secondary colour terms"
and they include names like turquoise, l~me, magenta and beige.
Further insight into the meaning of colour is provided in
Giovanni Passigli's 55 study on children's colour preferences.
Children are clearly sensitive to the symbolic possibilities
in the language of colour and its ability to identify and
differentiate.
Colour is used for this purpose in the science of heraldry (L14)
and it is interesting that heraldry (in England, at least) admits
a very limited colour range (RI3)
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L15 The elE chranaticity diagram. 36

R14 The elE System represented in thre
dimensions. 36

R15 The MLmsell System.

I't.t.on S version of Runge' s
.:clIDur ~=;phC'Le.
29
I

1 () .
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It is further interesting that two of the colours have been used
so rarely that they are generally ignored.
These are "tenne"
(tawney or dull orange) and "sanguine" (a purplish red or
magenta) .
There could be no room on the battlefield for any uncertainty
when confronted with helmeted soldiers in muddy surcoats where
correct identification o£ red (friends) or orange (enemies)
could be a matter of life or death.
(A similar problem was presented during the Symposium excursion:
how to choose ten colours for the different routes of the
G6teborg transport system which can be distinguished and
described with no risk of confusion).
At level six of the Universal Color Language we meet the CIE
Standard Observer and the measurement of colours with
instruments (L15,R14).
Many participants speak of the usefulness of the CIELAB System
in Industry.
Among its applications I can see colour matching
and the setting of tolerance which could be written into a
contract between a supplier and a manufacturer.
Keith McLaren
suggests 44 a modification of the Universal Colour Language
to accommodate CIELAB and further suggests that present
techniques admit an even greater level of accuracy - a level 7.
There has been some debate about the desirability of a colour
system which relates directly to colour measurement while being
comprehensible in terms of colour vision.
If I understand correctly, the Eurocolor System 10 claims to be
just that.
Hendrick Saris 60 makes a similar claim for the
A.C.C. System 1 , and I believe the Coloroid 52 system also
falls into this category.
I am getting out of my depth here, but can appreciate that such
systems must be very valuable.

Gunnar Tonnquist 69 refers to a proposed 1.8.0. Colour notation
system which might finally put an end to the confusion between
rival terminologies.
Perhaps such a system should also have a
built-in link to the measurement-based systems and the whole
scheme be housed in a modified version of the Universal Colour
Language.
I want to focus now on an issue of particular concern to me
and one which has received some attention in the discussions.
Professor Wright 7 8 proposed two broad groupings of colour order
systems:
Group A - the lightness group (RIS) includes Munsell 49 , DIN 9
OSA-UeS 53 , ACe 1 , eoloroid 52 , and Eurocolour 10 .
The crE System and its offspring CIELAB and CIELUV also relate
to the lightness group.
Group B - the whiteness group - includes Forsius20 1 the Sphere
of Philip Otto Runge which was adopted by Johannes Itten 29 ,(L16)
o s t; wa 1 d 3 1 , Mu 11 er 4 8 r and N. C • S • 2 1 •
11 .
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Rl6 Cross section of the Munsell System
showing yellow hue 2.5Y. 49
Rl7 NCS and Munsell Structures Superimpos~
NCS chips of hue Y70R in positions
that would al so be occupied by similar
lCXJking Munsell chips of hue lORe 17

L17 Cross section of t~··r, Ostwald system
showing yellow hue 2. 31

1,18 NCS chips of nuance 3050 and hues:

Y, Y50R, R, R50B, B, B50G, G, G50y.18

Rl8 Munsell chips of value 5, chroma 8
and hues:
5Y, 5YR, SR, 7.5P, lOB, 5BG, 5G,
5GY. 18

L19 Mllilsell chips fran RIB laid on top
of ~~ chips from L18. 18

Rl9 Equal nuance NCS c~ips 3050Y and 3050
R50B juxtaposed and canpared with
juxtaposed equal value/chroma Munsell
chips 5Y 5/8 and 7.5P 5/8. 18

L20 Colour circle with concentric rings
full hue/tints, tones and shades. 51

R20 Cross section of colour solid with
white, grey, black, tint, tone, shade
full hue. Also shows Monochromatic,
ajacent, complementary and triadic
colour relationships on colour circles.

L21 Flowers which are examples of basic
eo lour sche.mes: rronochroma tic,
ad jacent., complement.ary and t.r i.adi,c,

5.1

R2l Irregular colour schemes. Adjacent
and triadic colours are not equally
spaced. 23
L22 Three--colour combinations (or"chords")
plotted at equal distances within
Ostwa1d cross section. 31
L23 Complete cross section of Ostwald
system showing hues 8 & 20 31
1.24 "La Chambre a ArIes" 1889, by Vincent
van Gogh. 71

1 es designed and woven by Herbert
/\stin. Colour combinations

~:\c..~~ .t i

rinq star principles.

R22 Outline cross section of Ostwald
system with lines which would connect
related colours. 31
R23 Outline cross sections of Ostwald
system illustrating "ring star"
relationships. 31
R24 Hues in painting"La Charnbre a ArIes"
plotted on Ostwald colour circle. 31
R25 Colours in painting "la Charnbre a
& ArIes" plotted on cross sections of
R26 Ostwald colour solid. Illustration
of ring star relationships. 31

31
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Group A Systems have a different basic structure from Group B
Systems.
This can be seen most clearly with yellow.
This is
a comparison between Ostwald and Munsell (L17,R16). For some
hues the structures can coincide.
Here the NCS and Munsell scales
are superimposed (R17) and NCS Y70R chips occupy essentially
the same positions that would be filled by very similar looking
chips of Munsell IOR.
Unfortunately, the difference between lightness structures and
whiteness structures is a subtle one and difficult for ordinary
people to grasp.
Until very recently, and to preserve the
sanity of my students, I had hoped to make a definite choice of
one basic structure.
I was favouring the lightness structure.
But I am now convinced that, for artists and designers, at
least, both structures illustrate important information.
I
was led to this conviction by Werner Spillman's paper 66
~e
points out that colours of the same NCS nuance (L18) have an
inner relationship which is lacking in colours of the same
Munsell value / chroma (R18).
But a painter friend of min~ Ben Joel 34 , while agreeing that
the NCS group is "calmer" preferred the Munsell set for its greater
visual drama.
He described what he was getting from the
juxtaposition of the equal value Munsell chips as "full juice".
There is more "electricity" across the border where the two
equal value colours meet.
here are the two sets together and the
extreme examples (L19,R19).
Inner relationships and calmness with
NCS, visual drama or full juice with Munsell.
The group B whiteness systems seem to be best suited if you wish
to apply the well established principles of colour harmony first
proposed by Chevreul 8
and developed by Itten 29
Here they
are illustrated in the Flower Arranger's Guide to Colour Harmony
(L20,R20) 51.
A colour scheme may be satisfying when the colours are seen to
have some attribute or attributes in common, e.g., the same or
similar hues (L2l). Or a scheme is satisfying if it is balanced,
the hues are opposite or located at equidistant points around the
circle.
Deryck Healey (R2l) gives similar advice for interior design but
suggests slight deviations to make a scheme more lively 23.
In his book on the Ostwald System, Egbert Jacobsen 31 , proposes
many ways of relating colours for harmonious effects (L22,R22).
Prof. Hesselgren 26 , referred to his bad experience with
Ostwald's methods (L23,R23) but Jacobsen offers a kind of "proof"
of their validity.
He takes famous paintings (L24), acknowledged
masterpieces of colour harmony, and locates each colour in the
Ostwald Solid (R24). Their relationships can then be
demonstrated (R25,R26).
From this it might be said to follow that what a painter like
Van Gogh can achieve intuitively a designer can also achieve
by following the rules.
These textiles were designed on such a principle (L25).
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L26 "Diagon 3l 2,Red/Green" alterable
object, 1956, Nitrocellulose on
aluminiilln sections by Karl
Gerstner. 13

R27 Diagram showing hue intervals of
"Diagon 31 2 Red/Green" plotted on a
hue circle. 13

L27 "Color Sound 40" 1973,
Nitrocellulose on phenolic resin
plates by Karl Gerstner. 13

R28 "Color Sound 2A" 1973, Nitrocellulose
on phenolic resin plates by Karl
Gerstner. 13

L28 Colour canposition by a student
at the Bergens Kunsthandverksskole.

65

R29 Variation on student's composition.65

L29 Colour ca.nr:osition by a student
at the Bergens Klillsth&ndverksskole.

65

14 .

R30 Variation on student's composition.

65
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To quote Jacobsen:
"We cannot. say that any modern painters knew or appl ied the
Ostwald principles, but we may say that the principles help us
to understand their colour choices and why these seem harmonious
to us.
Without artists, we might never have been aware of the
wonders of colour harmony; without scientists we should not be
able to explain them".
Colour order systems can be used, therefore, for analysing a
colour scheme and for planning one.
An artist who uses a colour order system in planning his work
and whose approach might be described as particularly "scientific"
is Karl Gerstner 13.
He acknowledges a debt to Philip Otto
Runge and has used Muller's colour atlas.
This painting (L26,R27) was planned for a kind of mathematical
precision and completeness. Successive colour bands double in
width while the hue intervals are halved. The hue intervals are
plotted on a 31 step hue circle.
In a later series of works which he calls "colour sounds"
(L27,R28) Gerstner is exploring the way in which a journey of
visually even steps through a colour solid is accompanied by very
uneven changes in colour meaning. There may be a clue here for
colour naming studies.
Does a large change in colour meaning occur
as a colour name boundary is crossed? It can be seen that the
colour changes in the paintings would follow quite complex curved
paths through a colour solid. These are two of a series of which
Max Lu s c he r 42 has wri tten:
"In its technical perfection the construction produces emotional
surprises.
The metric regularity of the changes of colour tone ...
is subject to abrupt mutational leaps in its psychical
expressiveness.
The finely graded optical order reveals itself to
be an apparent regularity.
Emotional reality, on the other hand
shows that certain colour tones have a highly individual
antiauthoritarian quality:!.
Grete Smedal 64 has described her approach to teaching colour
theory and has presented a magnificent exhibition of work done
by her students at the Bergens Kunsthandverksskole.
She has
provided a totally convincing argument for the value of a colour
order system such as the NCS in the training of designers in all
fields (interior and graphic design, textiles, ceramics, etc).
Here (L28,R29) a student has produced a colour composition and
has used the NCS, first to plot the relationships between the
colours and then to plan a series of possible variations.
In
these two examples, the arrangement of areas to be painted in
different colours, the network of boundaries, is the same, but
we read a different pattern in each case. The diagonal band
that dominates one composition is missing from the other.
Students can look at the colours and their NCS notations
and 1 e a r n. (L2 9 , R3 0 ) ..
Such variations can be tightly controlled or almost random.
\ICS can be used to take students into unfamiliar territory
where exciting discoveries can be made and recorded.
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L30 "Israel/Lebanon". 1981 Two sided
screen. Oil on marine ply by
Ben Joel (Inside view). 32

R31 "Israel/Lebanon" 1981. Two sided
screen. Oi1 on marine ply by Ben
Joel (Outside view). 32

L31 "See AOOve" 1983, Acrylic on
canvas by Ben .Joe l . 33

R32 Detail of "See Above".

L32 Colour composition by Adrian
Roderick, student of the
School of Art and Design,
Western Australian Institute
of Technology. 19

R33 Colours of Adrian Roderick's
composition plotted on diagrams. 19

L33 Colour composition by Greg Tothill,
student of the School of Art and
Design, Western Austra1ian
Institute of Technology. 19

R34 Colours of Greg Tothill' s
compositions plotted on diagrams. 19
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Group B (whiteness) Systems are also preferred by Werner
Spillman 66 for his work in environmental colour design.
His
paper reads ]~ke a consumer's guide to colour order systems.
I have already referred to his observations about the inner
relationship that exists between colours that are equally
whitish and blackish; for his work this relationship is of
prime importance.
Turning now to applications of Group A (lightness) Systems, I
have also referred already to Ben Joel's 34 interest in the
lightness or value dimension.
He painted this screen, with
its complex illusions in 1981 (L30,R31).
He speaks eloquently about the value of a colour order system
in his work.
He describes a colour solid as "a world you can
wander into".
It can widen your vocabulary of colour.
The
colours that you can squeeze out of tubes of paint can be
limiting and the range of colours available are not ordered
as was pointed out during one of the discussions by Keith
McLaren.
Ben Joel echoes many of the points made by Grete Smedal but the
colour world he wanders into is not the same shape.
His
mental model is a lightness one and he uses it to predict colour
mixtures and effects and for what he calls "trouble shooting".
It tells him how to change a colour area so that it appears
in front, behind or on the same plane as another colour area,
how to increase or suppress the legibility of forms.
For him
light-dark or "value" relationships are crucial.(L31,R32).
Here he wanted the whole painting to be "seething, crawling,
but still have forms that are legible". The illusion of three
dimensional form is very powerful and is achieved by control of
value contrast.
He achieves his restless effects by building
each value area with small strokes of equal value but strongly
contrasting hue.
I find the painting very disturbing.
This
was the effect Ben Joel wanted and he can achieve such effects
because he has a system in his head.
He knows what is possible
and he knows how to fix things when his painting is not coming
out according to his intention.
My students have been doing colour exercises of a similar kind
and for similar reasons as Grete Smedal's students, 63 but
we are working with a lightness structure (L32,R33).
This
is very recent work, only four weeks old, and I find the
results rather promising. The colours can be plotted on
diagrams where they appear in a distinctive pattern, like a
constellation, and their relationships can be readily
appreciated.
The constellations can then be systematically
rotated, expanded or contracted and a new combination can be
generated.
In this example, (L33,R34) the transformation
from top left to bottom right is very clearly expressed.
For variation B the constellation has contracted towards
the achromatic point, the colours are less saturated, but they
have moved far apart on the value line.
The light/dark
or value contrast has greatly increased.
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L34 Tichener's colour solid, 1887. 12

R35 Arthur Pope's colour solid, 1929.

7

L35 Constant hue triangular slices
through Pope's colour solid. 7

L36 Diagrams illustrating the colour
space used by Jacques Fillacier &
Mich.el Albert-Vanel. Scales of
equal value and equal saturation
are shown. The hue circle at full
saturation is at an angle-not
horizontal in relation to the
vertical achromatic scale. 11
L37 Routes of Colour scales plotted in
the Fillacier/Albert Vanel solid. 11
L38 Model of Esso-Standard Oil
Refinery at Port-Jerane. 11
L39 Part of the completed Oil
&L40 Refinery at Port-Jerome. 2

R36 Diagrams showing the many possible
ways in which colours can be
related in the Fillacier/AlbertVanel Colour solid. 11
R37 Examples of colour scales from the
Fillacier/Albert-Vanel solid. 11
R38 Model of Port-Jerorne Oil Refinery.11
R39 Part of Port-Jerorne Oil Refinery. 2
&

R40

R41 Analysis of local colour, Vernacular
architecture with traditional colour
treatment. 40
R42 Colour palette adopted for Le
Vaudreuil with examples of possible
application. 40

L41 Analysis of local colour:
Naturally occurring materials
from district around Le
Vaudreuil - earths, rock, etc. 40

R43 Traditional colour treatment on
&R44 Colonial Buildings in Parati, Brazil.

L42 Traditional Colour treatment on
& Colonial Buildings in Parati,
L43 Brazil. 58

R45 New Colour treatment on Buildings in
&R46 Sao Paolo, Brazil. 58

L44 New Colour treatment on Buildings
&L45 in Sao Paolo, Brazil. 58
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If artists and designers need to be conscious of whiteness/
blackness relationships, I believe they also need to be
conscious of lightness/darkness relationships.
We need both structures.
But is it possible to present both
kinds of information in one system?
Tichener's Solid (L34) can be interpreted as an attempt to do
this, so can Arthur Pope's (R35).
Whiteness and blackness
can be read from the triangles for each hue
(L35).
The
different shapes of the triangles puts colours into their
proper positions for reading light dark relationships.
A
similar structure is used by Jacques Fillacier and Michel AlbertVanel 21 in their analysis of possible colour combinations for
an oil refinery (L36,R36).
This enables them to explore a
very wide range of colour combinations which are related in
d i.f f e r e n t; ways.
Many colour scales can be extracted from such a colour solid
(L37,R37).
Here are photographs of a model of the refinery showing the
colour scheme (L38,R38).
And here are photographs of the
finished project (L39,R39. L40,R40).
As part of their study, they used their colour system to
record local colours so that the refinery, by echoing these
colours, could be made to harmonise with its surroundings.
A
similar procedure was used by Jean-Philippe Lenclos 40 in
planning colour treatment for the proposed new town at Le
Vaudreuil (L41,R41), his object being a degree of integration
between new and existing buildings (R42).
Sonia Prieto 57 has described two contrasting examples of colour
in architecture, one in harmony with the environment, the other
creating a new environment of its own.
Both are in Brazil.
The town of Parati (L42,R43) is a protected historical site
where the traditional colour treatment can be seen on the 17th
and 18th century colonial buildings.
The walls are whitewashed
and the woodwork painted in a limited range of vivid colours,
the paints being prepared from locally available substances
(L43,R44) .
The success of this treatment, as Sonia Prieto suggests, may
not be so much in spite of as because of the limited range
of colours and because this range is limited by the
environment itself.
By contrast Sao PaoIo had become the proverbial "concrete jungle"
(L44,R45).
In such an artificial environment many pressures
contributed to the colour revolution that began in the 1970's
(L45,R46) .
Most notable was the desire to recapture the colours of
emembered landscapes and the need to establish the purpose of
uildings converted from domestic to commercial use.
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L46 Colour range of the Jotun Multicolor Syst.em. 35
R47 Range of 39 colours for carpets.
Selected by Anders Hard. 56

L47 Cover of book "Color Me
Beautiful" by Carole Jackson.30

L48 Spring palette fran "Calor
Beautiful". 30
L49 Autumn palette from "Color
Beautiful" 30

R48 Illustration of colours that do
and do not suit an individual. 30

Me

R49 simner palette fran "Calor Me
Beautiful". 30
RSO Winter palette fran "Color Me
Beautiful". 30

Me

LSO Representative colours from
each "Calor Me Beautiful" palette
for comparison: reds/pinks , greens,
blues. 30
LSl Introductory Colour System
colours arranged in zones of
similar value~ 16

RSl ICI fibres predicted colour range
for Spring and Summer, 1983. 28
RS2 Introductory Colour System Colours
arranged in Zones of similar
Chromatic amount. 16
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Before summing up, there are two more papers to be considered.
Urban Willums~~ 76 has presented a very sound approach to the
problem of selecting a colour range for such products as paint,
carpets and furnishing fabrics.
He is associated with Jotun and
here (L46) is that company's range of paint colours - systematic,
comprehensive and described with NCS Symbols.
Here (R47) is a much smaller range of colours for carpets.
Use
of the NCS for planning the range has ensured that no major
colour area has been left out and that the colours are related.
O'Connor Whitfield and Wiltshire 54 put the case for a basic set
of International Standard Colours to be specified by some
internationally agreed method which would overcome present
difficulties in manufacture for export.
The methods outlined
by Urban Willumsen could be used to plan an appropriate range
of colours.
A similar approach might be adopted by the textiles industry.
In her book "Colour me Beautiful" (L47,R48) Carole Jackson
presents a surprisingly convincing case for four basic types
and four corresponding palettes - ranges of related colours which
particularly suit each type of person:
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter

-

predominantly
predominantly
Predominantly
predominantly

warm
cool
warm
cool

and
and
and
and

delicate colours (L48)
delicate colours (R49)
strong colours (L49)
strong colours (RSO)

One of her aims is to liberate people from the tyranny of
colour trends, but fashion dictates that this can't always work
(LSO,RSl).
In a particular season there may be a critical
shortage of your particular colours.
This is my own version of a basic set of colours from my
Introductory Colour System (LSl,RS2).
To conclude, a possibility seems to be emerging:
Terminology and a notation system blessed by the International
Standards Organisation.
A set of colour chips which are related to colour measurement,
are accepted visually and which can be arranged to show equal
lightness or equal whiteness.
All this to be accommodated in a revised version of the Universal
Colour Language which will have more levels, (a possibility
already suggested by Alexander Styne 68).
I see a big hole between levels 2 and 3 of the Universal Colour
Language which could be plugged with a level for the sub-basic
or secondary colour terms, and a level for a basic colour
range such as I have just described.. And Rei th McLaren 44 has
proposed a new level at the top.
For this possibility to become a reality, I think it will be
necessary for the whole structure to be made of elastic.
21.
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Bas le Clr-de
L52 Canparative Colour Circles.
Relative positions of unique hues
vary according to different
definitions of complementary
colours. 17

B

After Lmage partners
y
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B

D(sc mixture partners

L53 Painting by Sydney Harry, 1972. 2 2

Palette mixture partners

R53 January, 1973: 14 Screenprint by
Patrick Heron. 24
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I am considering such a structure quite seriously and it would
not be the first.
Harald Kuppers 38 rhombohedron -cum-cube-cumhexagon is an elastic system which changes shape most usefully to
illustrate d~fferent principles.
In an elastic structure a vivid
yellow can move up to show its lightness or value in relation to
the grey scale and back down again to show its relative whiteness
and blackness.
Also each chromatic type or hue must be free to move a few steps
back and forth around the circle to show the different so-called
"complementary" relationships (L52).
Here a basic circle of NCS type is compared with three other
circles in which opposite hues are complementary according to
different definitions.
In this situation, the unique hues are
essential reference points.
This morning, Professor Hunt 27 showed us that lines connecting
opponent pairs of unique hues change direction when they pass
through the achromatic point. The pattern they presented on
the chromaticity diagram seemed to me to be like the second
pattern here where I have moved unique blue and unique green
from 6.00 to 7.00 o'clock and from 9.00 to 10.00 o'clock
respectively to bring them opposite their after-image partners.
This mayor may not be significant.
I would like to leave you with two paintings (L53,R53) and three
quotations.
The paintings are by artists whose work I greatly admire.
Sydney
Harry, on the left, is fascinated by the way in which colours
may be physically the same but look different with a change in
the neighbouring colours.
Patrick Heron is exploring the relationship between what is read
as figure and what as field, and how these can reverse. He is
also exploring the way colours can appear to change as the eye
travels along a border dividing two colour areas and the paradox
that different colour areas appear to lie on different planes
although we can see that they are physically on the same plane.
The quotations, I feel, are particularly relevant to this Symposium:
"The artist must have his measuring tools in his eye not in his
hand as it is the eye that judges"
Michelangelo 47 •
"We must be content with discovery and be on guard against
explaining".
Georges Braque 6
"Painting's role in civilization is that of man's laboratory for
the disinterested exploration of visual appearances as such,
an exploration carried out uninhibited by any practical demands
whatsoever".
Patrick Heron 25 •
And the findings of such exploration can be recorded in a colour
order system.
Thank you very much.
23.
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THE DISCl.JSSION

**************
following this lecture was very lively and stimulating and we
regret indeed that the tape on which it was recorded has been
destroyEd.
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APPLICATIONS

Session 9

************
WRITrEN CDrJt.1ENI'

G. noring
Remark regarding the lecture given by paul Green-Armytage:
Mr Green-Armytage has demonstrated with some slides that the NCS
color samples show something what he called It inner harmony", and
the Hunsell color samples do not.
It is also one of the aims of
the DIN color sytem to show harmonic colors and color combinations. For this reason the lightness scaling of the DIN color
system, the Dunkelstufe, is related not to the luminance factor
of the ideal white (Y=lOO), but to the luminance factor of the
corresponding optimal color.
For instance, a blue and a yellow
color of the same DIN saturation look harmonic if they have the
same Dunkelstufe, they look inharrnonic if they have the same
luminance factor (this has been demonstrated by a color-slide).

APPLlCATIGlS

Session g

************

WRITrEN CXMMENT

Arrlers Hard
In his lecture Paul Green-Annitage often refers to the difference
between a lightness-space (like Munsell's) and a whiteness/
blackness-space like the NCS and he indicates that e.g. Pope has
made a synthesis of these two in his model (which, in fact, was
also done by Tryggve Johansson in his interpretation of Hering's
natural colour systan). However, I cannot see any disadvantage in
the way "constant lightness" is shown in the NCS triangles.
Instead of distorting the "quality triangles" we have drawn lines
of constant lightness as shown below.

From this example we see that a maximally chranatic yellow has a
lightness equal to the gray with s=10 (Y=77) while a maximally
chranatic blue in lightness is equal to a gray with s=65 (Y=16).
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************
MODEH1\TOR ' ~ PEPORT

Cunnar Tonnquist

After an intense discussion how to produce and check
coloured materials to be put on the market by dyers, printers,
etc. , a110 colour samples illustrating colour order systens, we
now turned to the use of colour order systems by designers,
artists, teachers and "ordinary" people.
A variety of papers were assigned to this session:

v.

J. Georgijevic Calibration of colorants for conruter
(not present)
colour matching.

Anders
Lars

Hilrd
Sivik

Tomas

1'··1

C

&

H~rd

R

Basic concepts of the NCS and its
for studies of colour rendering

use

~~s
colour sanples and collections
working tools for environmental colour
design.

n Ingalls SJl1Rll colour c1ifferences

and

colour

order systems
I<:e i th
G.

ro1cLaren

Passigli

colour oroer systerr for
colour control

A

industrial

Psychological differential color order
systems according to children's preferences

Sonia Prieto

Colours in the Brazilian architecture

Lars Sivik
Anders Hard

Is color naming the
system?

Grete SIredal

NeS as a basis for colour education •••

t'·7erner

A colour order systen for environmentaJ
design

Spillman

Ake Svedmyr

Absolute
method

~st

natural colour

colour estimations by the 1\JCS

systematic colour

assort~ents

'The discussion was introduced by Mr Paul Green-Armytage, who
made an elegant presentation of all possible and even impossible
colour systems, and how they are used and misused in everyday
life. His paper wi l I appear in the proceedings; therefore I will
only mention one or DvO of his points.

Paul Green-Ar~ytage referred to the gro~Jing of systeMs made
prof. ~right (in session be), whether they use lightness or
whiteness (blackness) as a fundamental variable.
TIe stated that
artists and designers need both kinds of variables, as they ooth
give important but different characters to a colour combinction.
by

1
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Equality in blackness - as in NCS - give calm, harmonious
patterns.
Equality in lightness doesn't necessarily mean disharmony, but the colour patterns become more vivid.
The artist
and practitioner wants a colour model that gives hi~ what he
wants.

nr Green-Armytage concluded by making a few citations,
of which gave echo in the following discussion:

one

"We must be content with discovery and be on guard
against explaining".
In the discussion there was an unanimous conderrnation of
various odd systems such as that of Knppers, pseudo-psychological
colour tests as that of Lnscher, and unscientific rules for
personal colour schemes like the book "Colour me beautiful" now
very popular in the USA.
Dr Green-Arrnytage, who had mentioned
these in his introduction, stated that he had done so only to
give examples of various kinds of applications, even bad ones.
In an additional statement to his previous paper, Prof. Sven
Hesselgren explained, why he regarded the NCS as the only system
applicable to design problems.
The character of a pair of
colours remains essentially the same as long as each colour is
varied wi.thin the same quadrant of the colour circle, i.e. between its adjacent unique hues.
However, the character changes
very dramatically, as soon as one of the colours is moved across
one of the unique hues, which act as "shifting points" ..
Dr Green-Armytage had shown a picture of a painting by van
Gogh and said that an analysis of its colours in terms of a
colour order system would help other artists.
This was criticized by Dr. hryszecki, who didn't believe in such short-cuts.
The chances that the same colours used in another pattern would
give anything like a good piece of art are very small.
After a while, artists and designers, who had been rather
quiet during the symposium, gradually took greater part in the
discussion.
It was emphasized that artists do not want to be
hampered by rules. They may use them, but they must feel free to
leave them whenever they want.
What they and many others want
from a colour system is a possibility to describe each colour in
words.
Prof. Billmeyer pointed out that philatelists for that
reason still prefer the old Ridgway atlas from 1912.
TO conclude the report from session g, one might hopefully
describe it as a beginning dialogue between colortffietrists and
artists as to the possibilities and requirements for colour order
systems, not only to produce coloured mater ials but also for the
use of them to create certain colour sensations.
Foll~ling

this report, Dr Green-Armytage stated that

"If a colour order system liberates your thinking, it is a
system, if it restrains your thinking, it is a bad
system ..

good

You cannot categor ize all systems as ei ther 'all good'
, all bad' .. n

2
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ffiLOUR ORDER SYSTFMS AND ENVIHONTv1ENTAL OJLOUR DESIGN

Session h

****************************************************
INVITED LECruRE
y,;erner spi Llrran
(Illustr
no. in
margin)
What can an environmental colour designer contribute to an
international symposium of such distinguished experts in colour
science?
Clearly, you will not be expecting a scientific lecture. I shall try, rather in a sort of essay, to elucidate a few
as~ ~s
of the relationship between colour order systems and
environmental colour design which might interest you.
I
shall
also offer some insights into proble~s which an environmental
colour designer has to face in his work, whose main task is to
combine various colours in a suitable way.
In the first part of this essay I shall trace some outlines
of the history of colour order systews which bear upon the question of aesthetic colour combining (syntactic aspect).
The second pert will try to define the position of colour in the field
of environmental design (psychological, contextual and structural
aspect) ..
'rhe function and usefulness of colour order systems in
the process of environmental colour planning and realisation
(pra~TIatic aspect) will be discussed in the third and last part.

Colour combination theories in the history of
colour order systems
If we look briefly at the history of colour order systems, it is
quite clear that traditional colour order systems for the most
part were not primarily developed for their usefulness in the
process of environmental colour design, though this does not
prevent some of them from being helpful for this discipline.
I
refer to my paper for the Forsius symposium, repor t inq from a
personal viewpoint the search of an environmental colour designer
for a suitable colour order system.
While ancient Greek philosophers were occupied with the
question of colour perception /1/, since the times of Forsius,
who gave his name to our symposium, scientists, painters and
philosophers have started to develop models for bringing order
into the variety of colours, a theme well-known to you.
As far as environmental colour design is now concerned, it
is really fascinating to see how often these ordering efforts
have been accompanied by thoughts or theories describing what
colour combinati.ons are better or look nicer than others /2,3/, a
question really essesntial for environmental colour design. So I
shall try to give a survey of some different concepts:

1:1

1:2

I: 3

1:4

The concept of analogy to music
y,le

hues he
scale ..

know that Isaac Newton (1643-1727) compared
saw in the spectrum with the seven tones of

1

the seven
the music

I:5
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Louis Bertrand Castel1 (1688-1757) took over from Newton the
analogy of hues and musical tones.
He distinguished twelve hues
(according to the half-tones in music) and he even proposed the
construction of a colour piano.
Wilhelm Ostwald (1853-1932) who called Newton the creator of
scientific colour theory was very sceptical on this single point.
He even criticized this concept by calling the way Newton explained this analogy between hues and tones "arbitrary and
tricky".
The concept of "complementary" hues and symmetrical hue chords
Johann Wo1fgang Goethe (1744-1832) derived his fundamental 1:6
law of colour harmony from the experience of the physiological
phenomenon of the negative after-image.
According to his hue
circle containing six colours he mentioned three fundamental
harmonious hue-pairs:
yellow - redblue
blue - redye110w
red
- green
Rudolf Adams (born 1820) published
consisting of 24 hues.
He calls it
"apparatus for finding harmonious colour
help of a set of master plates, one can
colour chords of 2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 hues.

in 1865 a colour circle
"chromatoaccordeon", an
combinations". with the
demonstrate symmetrical

The concept of "complementary" hues and symmetrical
chords can be found later with modifications in Ostwald
others .

hue
and

The concept of colour contrast
Rudolf Adams dealt at l engt h with the question of colour
harmony: "The most perfect harmony is found where the greatest
variety of parts belonging together are bound to highest unity".
In addition to hue-contrasts he sees the necessity of valuecontrasts and proper area relations concerning the chromaticness
of colours.
Albert Henry Munsell (1859-1918) also laid particular stress 1:7
on the use of value and chroma-contrasts in painting and he
declared that even unsymmetrica1 hues (which do not compensate
each other to neutral grey in colour mixture) can be used so long
as the l aws of value and chrorna-contrast and area balances are
observed .
The well-known concept of the seven colour contrasts developed by t he painter Adolf Holzel (1853-1934) played an i.mportant
role i n art school s for: qui t e a long time.
The concept of attribute equality
For ordering surface colours Wilhelm Ostwald (1853-1932) 1:8
proposed a regular double cone . While the painter Munse11 stressed t he necess i t y of val ue and chroma-contrast, the scientist
wH helm Ost wald (1853--1932) tr i ed to define precisely the way in
2
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which contrasting colours can be bound (fitted together). /4/ As 1:9
the first principle of colour harmony he formulated: "Only such
colours can appear harmonious, the attributes of which stand in
certain simple relations".
His so-called ring-star demonstrates 1:10
the fundamental harmonious relations to a specific colour:
- wertgleicher Kreis
(circle of colours of different hues but
equal in whiteness and blackness)
- weissgleiche Reihe
(scale of colours equal in whiteness)
- schwarzgleiche Reihe
(scale of colours equal in blackness)
- reingleiche Reihe
(scale of colours equal in chromaticness)
1:11
Ostwald mentioned other fX)ssibilities of scales of
colours:

related
1:12

- Binnenreihen
(inner scales, colours with the same proportion of
blackness and chromaticness)
- Schattenreihen
(shadow scales, colours with the same proportion of
whiteness and chromaticness)
- Nebelreihen
(mist scales, colours with the same proportion of
whiteness and blackness)
It is quite interesting to see how much time it took before
the attention in the theory of colour coMbining was concentrated
on the nuance (Farbwert) of colours.
On the other hand, this
fact is not very astonishing if one considers that the develolr
rnent of colour order systems also started with the ordereing of
the different hues long before one began to structure the whole
three--dimensional space of surface colours.
Dut Ostwald's discovery of the importance of the amount of
whitness and blackness did not please the artists for whose work
he thought his theory would be essential. They certainly did not
see in his theory an aid to their artistic activity.
On the
contrary, they must have become afraid of imposed restrictions.
Aemilius M~ller (born 1901), a Swisss admirer and successor 1:13
of Wilhelm Ostwald, editor of marvellous colour atlases, published a "Modern 'rheory of Colour Harmony" in 1948 /5/.
He tr ied to
find a solution for the conflicting situation already mentioned
by stating that his own theory was not at all obligatory in free
arts but rather a help for all those disciplines having as their
aim t.he production of aesthetic objects as, e.g. applied arts,
fashion, envirOlnnental design.
So, Aemilius MUller is one of
those theorists on colour order systems who aim to contribute to
the development of colour culture not any longer in the art of
painting but especially in the field of environmental colour design.
Having in mind Ostwald's colour scales being of the same 1:14
hue, MUller showed that scales of the same hue generally have a 1:15
certain tendency to look slightly monotonous and that they can be
made more attractive by using systematic deviations in hue,
3
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provided that so-called ..inversions" are ani tted.
colour inversion according to MrHler?

What is such a

The concept of natural lightness ratio of hues
In the spectrum as well as in the circle of full colours 1: 16
(Vollfarben) the different hues have their specific relative
lightness, yellow being the lightest, blueish violet being the
darkest.
According to M~ller, colour combinations of different 1:17
hues can only be harmonious if they correspond to the natural
lightness ratios of hues.
The inversion of natural lightness
ratios of different hues is for Meller even a definition of
colour disharmony.
A similar idea was also brought forward by Arthur G. -Abbott
in 1947:

I: 18

"A very important element of harmony is that of comparative
brilliance.
The relative brilliance of the colours in a harmonious composi tion must gene rally agree with that found in the
spectrl.tnI l / 6 / •
Attempts at a synthesis
It cannot be denied that in the history of traditional
theories of colour harmony conflicts sometimes arise between
artists and scientists: For many artists the theory of Ostwald
For
seems to be too narrowly limited an therefore dangerous.
scientists MelIer firrls the concept of the seven colour contrasts
of Halze.1 t oo vague and therefore of little use. /5/.
one should not dramatize this conflict but rather try to
combine ~~e positive aspects of both approaches.
When I started
to go into the matter of colour combining, I soon felt (as certainly other colour designers must have too)/2/ that colour
contrasts (Halzel) and colour liaison (Ostwald, M~ller) are two
complementary aspects of the problem of colour chord, two faces
of the same medallion.
A colour chord needs contrasts which produce tension and
change as well as colour liaisons which produce ~uncord among
contrasting colours so that the primary aim can be realized:
variety in uni t y or conti.nuity in complexity.
I am therefor.e especially satisfied about the fact that from
the scientific side has been proposed a conceptual framework for
studying the problem of colour combination (Anders Hard, Lars
Sivik: Outlines of a theory of colours in combination, 1979)/7/.
This theory is clearly descriptive and per se non-evaluative. It
contains the same three main aspects I have mentioned above:
Colour chor d , colour contrast and colour harmony (what I have
called colour liaison in order to sound less evaluative).
I

am sure that a fruitful collaboration between scientists

and designers will be possible in the forthcoming .ZUC study Group

on Environmental Colour Design.
In this first part we have dealt exclusively with interrelations of col our elements p t he synt ac t i c aspect of colour combinations and different. kim s of hypotheses concerning their aesthe4

1:19
1:20
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tic evaluation.
It would be a real asset for the theory of
environmental colour design if these concepts could be experimentally tested, scientifically criticized, refined and further
developed.
But we must also not forget that colours in the
enviroment are parts of a much wider complex.
Colour in environmental design
Man is exposed to space and the forces of nature.
He protects his body by means of some sort of clothes.
lIe builds his
home and t r i es to create a suitable framework for his social
activities.
Any manipulation of the existing environment might
be called "environmental design" .
However, I shall restrict my
consider ation t o the field of archi.tecture.

IT: 1

11:2

The architect defines architectural space by forwing physical limitations made of specific materials which present Sl~ific
colours and textures exposed to specific illumination conditions.
So, colour is only one single design Means among a series of
others, but nevertheless it influences the appearance of building
structures and of indoor or outdoor rooms in a crucial way.
In environmental colour design, not only the interrelations
among colour elements (shown in the first part) are of importance, but also, and even more fundamentally, some exterior
relations:
- colour to human be ings
- colour to building surroundings
- colour t o build ing s tructure
Relation of colour to human beings
(Psychological aspect)
In everyday life \v'e experience how much colour can affect
man in different ways: unconscious effects, spontaneous associations, gener al symbolic or specific convent i onal meanings.
~ve
know that (',oethe started by being interested in the psychological
aspect of colour.
He had a series of successors among painters
such as Wassily Kandinsky/9/, and psychologists as, for instance,
Henrich Fr i el ing /10/.

How can colour order systems help in this respect?
Quite a
lot of former attempts in describing psychological effects of
colours were lacking a clear colour denotation. Does an American
who writes about t he effects and meaninl)s of the colour "purple"
describe the same colour sensation as Goethe writ.ing about "Purpur"? I am afraid they do not.
Any colour order system providing a collection of real
colour s amples might be useful. And the NCS colour denotation is
clear even without the NCS colour atlas. The method of isosemantic maps used by Lars Sivik in his "Studies of Colour l-1eaning"
published in 1975 shows how useful colour order systems, especially if based on human colour perception, can be for such purposes. /11/

5
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Furthermore, this investigation made clear what important
roles are played by chromaticness , blackness and whiteness in
colour meaning.
While studies on the psychological aSPeCt of
colour concentrated for a very long time on the difference of
hues, only later did one start to look exactly on the nuances of
colours, a feature we have already seen in the developnent of
colour combining t heor i es.
Another point concerning the relation between colour and
human beings is the problem of proper chromaticness-dosing.
Man
has spent more than 99% of the time of his evolution as a plantcollector or/and as a hunter in a given environment with vegetation.
So one could suppose t hat this de termining condition of
his existence might be of significance for his compatibility with
chromaticness.
An anlysis of t he chromaticness-degree of greens
in vegetation shows that they lie in a middle area between the
most chromatic green and black. More chromatic colours appear in
nature only for a short time (red sky at sunset) or on small dots
(flowers and fruits). So, colours with moderate chromaticness in
environments for long stay seem to be more appropriate for human
organism than dominating strong, vivid and brilliant colours. On
the basis of moderate chromaticness, vivid colours can fulfil
their function of accentuation of single Parts and neutral colours can offer welcome interval and rest.

II:5

11:6
II: 7
11:8
11:9

Looking at some superchromat i c excesses during the seventies 11:10
of our century /12/, we can appreciate that ser ious research on
this biological aspec t would be real l y valuable for environmental
colour design.
It is also clear that for this purpose a percepti ve colour order. system will be very helpful.

Relation of colour to building surroundings
(Contextual aspect)
Every building is part of given natural or/and artificial 11:11
surroundings.
It is an element of a superior system. Any given II:l2
surroundings have a specific colour-character which can only be
fully compr ised in the course of the year's seasons.
Such a
context of Im~scape or townscape is a complex lnatter.
Attempts
to describe or define cornplex colour combinations have been made
by Anders Hard and by Michael ldber t,-v anel /13/.
Buildings can
surroundings:

have diff erent ki.nds of rel at i ons

to

their
II:l3

-

camouflage
subordination
equal ordination
superord ina ti~1

(unterordnung)
(Gle i chordnung )
(Ueberordnung)

II:l4
II:l5
II:16
II:17

II:18

isolation

I presume that Hard's concept of "dist.Inctnees of borderli ne" plays a primordial role in the determination of the visual
r el at i on of a building to its surroundings.

6
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Relation of colour to building structure
(structural aspect)
Meaningful articulation and ordering of multi-membered buil- II:l9
ding strl~tures and complex room-systems is very important for IT: 20
human perception of the environment, and colour plays an essential role i n this process.
I would rnen t.i.on some elementary
operations of organis i ng visual l y an architectur al Gest al t :
- synopsis of parts
by using t he same colour
- differentiation of parts
by using di fferent colours
- grol~ing together differentiated parts
by usi ng r elatively smal l contrasts
- separation of different groups
by using relatively big contrasts
- binding (fitting together) contrasting parts
by usi r~ attribu te equali ty or other means of
colour lia i son
Again
volved.

colour

contrast as well as co.Iour

liaison

We have seen in this second part that the colour
has to make a series of fundamental design decisions:

are

in-

designer

1.

He has to find colours and colour combinations according to
human needs, consonant with desired human behaviour or
compensating for inconvenient factors i n t he environment.
(psychol ogical aspect. ) •

2.

He has t o fi nd colour combinations for buildings which
create a sensible visual relation to the colour complex of
the s urround i ngs . (Contextual aspect).

3.

He has to fi nd meaningful colours f or the various parts of
the building structure and to choose proper kinds and sizes
of contrasts f or a sensible i.nterpretation of the Duildi ng
s t r uctur e in or de r t o creat e a convinc i ng architectural
Ges tal t. (str uctlJr al aspec t ) .

All these difficult ques tions are not answered for him by
A colour onle r systerr can only fulfil.
any col our order syst em .
an instr umen t al funct ion. But towards the end of the design
process, when al l t hese decisions are made ill1d when the contrasting colours ha ve t o be bound and fitted to a well-assorted colour
chord, a colour order sytem offering a suitable number of colour
sampl es i s of great hel p t o t he designer .
~··!e
have also seen that the problem of interrelations of
colours (synt ac t i c aspect) does not stand at the beginning of the
design process, because the exterior relations of colour in
environmental design must be clarified before the interrelations
of the used colours can be precisely deterrrined.
The most harmonious col our combination will lose its harmony, if it does not
correspond with the speci fi c human needs and activities, if it
does not fit with the giVE 1 surroundi.ngs or if it does not sensi.bly interpret the building structure.

7
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Therefore, in the discipline of envirorunental design, the
problem of colour harmony cannot exclus ively be solved on the
level of isolat ed colour combinations, but must be considered
from a hi gher viewpoint t o s urvey t he wide field of problems
occur ring in environmental colour des ign.

Colour order
planni ng

systems

in the process

of

envirorunental colour

If one exami nes how colour planning is usually practised in
environmental des ign, one det ects tllat colour is often treated as
a supplement which can be added at the very end of the process.
It i s obvi ous that , used i n this way, colour can hardly become a
well- integra t ed el ement of the architec t ur al structure and that
t hi s procedur e handicaps a well-coordinated opt imal design solution .
It is f or this reason that the lecturer proposes to his
student s as wel l as t o pos t-gr aduate architects attending his
colour cour ses , a method of conceptual colour planni ng which he
practises himself i n hi s function as a colour consultant for
architects.
The essential point of this method lies in the
elaborati on of an overal l concept of the use of colour and material in a properI y ear:l y staqe of pl ann i ng ./14/
I n the th i rd par t , I shall briefly characterize the various
planning stages and show how colour order systems con L"'€ useful
instrument s in this process (pragmatic aspect) .
'r he discus sed
stages ar e the f ollowing:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Problem analysi.s
General cons equences
Colour and mate r i al conce ption
Real mat e r ial and col our choice
Supervision of buildi ng work s
Sui t abU.i t y cont.rol

Problem anal ys i s
(at the fundame ntal s tage)
This is a s t udy of t he acti vities which will take place in
the planned environment of the human needs , including emotional
ones, and of al l S01': t s of c droums t.ances and gi ven conditions.
AS far as colour order systems are concerned , I shall choose
a single probl em: HCM does the des i gn become awar e of the surrounding colour complex at this early planning s t age?
I have
already mentioned two attenpt s at descr ibing complex colour c0mbinations .
Unt i l now, t he designer has been doing it by a sort
of i ntui tive and more or. l es s cons c i ous input of t he gi ven colour
cond i ti ons •

8
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General consequences
(at the preliminary project s tage)
The designer asks himself what general design measures can
answer to hlD'Tlan needs, can f avour desirable behaviour or compensate fo r inconvenient f ac t ors i n the given conditions.
The
consequences which he draws f rom the problem analysis concern the
whole spectrum of design means, one of which is colour.
These
results axe in tegrated i n the prel i mi nar y proj ec t .
Col ours are not yet speci fied as points in a colour order
space but rather as bubbles.
So , colour specification on this
planning stage is only on level 2 or 3 of the scr-called Universal
Color Lanquaqe by Kell. and ,Judd, reported in t he paper of Alexander styne ./13,15/.

IH:I
III:2

Colour and material conception
(at the build i ng proj ect stage)
The designer visualizes his fundamental conception for
use of c~lour and material for his client and argues for
design decis i ons based on his problem analysis:
- A deduction of t he main colours
from the human needs and t he given circumstances
how t he used col ours are related to the t ask.
0-

the
his
111:3

demonstr ates

IIl:5
More or less schematic repr.es entations
give a s urvey of the use of colour and material in the main III:6
areas with d i ff erent flITlctions and make clear colour differen- Ill:7
t iation and continui t y thr oughout the environment.
III:8

- A juxtapctsition of the main colour s
demonstrat es t.he colour chord and ena bl es the client
ceive t he interrela t i ons of t he colours be i ng used .

III:4

to

pe r -·

Colour deno tations on this pl anni ng stage is on level 4, Ill: 13
which means colour standards of any suitable colour order system lIT: 14
can be used . 'rhe avail abi li t y of star~ardi zed 0Ol our papers is a
great help fo r the des igner as spec ial col our mixing for the
demonstrati on plates can be avoi ded .

Real material and colour choice
(at t he detail planni ng stage)
The real material and colour choice including floor coverings, wall tiles , upholstering materials, curtains etc., takes
place while the architectural and technical detail planning is
still going on.
MmlY of the significant colour impressions
emerge from the collection of various building materials.
This
shows that proper environmental colour design is not usually
achieved by coMbining a few paint colours after the building
structure has been realised.
Colour choice starts earlier with
those elements deve loping from res t r i ct ed building material col9

III:9
lII: 10
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lections, and paint colours are precisely coordinated with those 111:11
elements later, so that a well-assorted colour chord can be 111:12
realised.
At this planning stage, essential colour elements of the
surroundings as well as of the used
building materials are
analysed on level 5 (visual interpolation).
As far as single
colours must be determined, visual interpolation can be easily
done with the help of the Munsell Book of Color which has the
parameters, value and chroma,
As S<.-"On as aesthetic interrelations in a colour chord are involved, the parameters blackness
and whiteness with chromaticness , as found in the NCS, seem to me
more appropriate.
For refined colour chords, it is inevitable that interpolated colour samples are used.
Fortunately, a proper colour
order system permits the designation of such interpolated c0lours. But in the practice of environmental colour design, it is
not enough to designate a precise colour.
The designer must
deliver real colour samples of a suitable size, sanetimes determining even a specific illumination under which sample and reproduction must look the same.
Therefore, at this planning stage,
there is an urgent need for colour paperes representing interpolated colours, available at special order.

111:15

The result of this planning stage is a collection of mater ial and colour samples, a list gi vi ng a survey of their application and architectural plffi1s compl et ed by corresponding colour
and material indications.

111:16

SUPervision of building IfK>rks
(at the real i zat i on stage)
Materials and colour sample collection, application list and
colour plans are s uitable t ool s f or the supervi s or of building
works.
At this stage of the process, conmunfcat ion with executive
members is usually done on the basis of real colour samples.
In
case of deviation from the sr.llnPle, the acceptabili ty normally
depends on the question of wbethe r the whole c0 10 ur chord is
still intact or impai red .
Methods and colour order sys t ems used by the executive
industry for colour reproductions , for determination of tolerance
and for quality cont r ol , are wel l known to you.
suitability control
(dur ing the

lJsag~?

phase)

Further developnent of proper scientific metbods for
bility control of environmentaJ. de sign solutions would
great value for this disc ipline .

10
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Science and environmental colour design
Let me finish my essay by adding a few remarks on the
tion between science and environmental colour design:

rela-

Although a lot of work has been done /16/, especially in the III:l9
field of colour order systems, the vast and complex problem III:20
concerning the effects of colour in the environment on human
organism, feelings, mind and behaviour still awaits more scientific investigation.
The environmental designer welcomes every scientific study
in this realm offering real help to his work. On the other hand,
he needs to keep his eyes open for visual and behavioural phenomena occurring in everyday life as well as in specific environment, because be is still left with many problems, the answers to
which depend upon his own resources: upon his sensibility and
common sense. And last but not least, he requires a considerable
degree of courage in decision-making in a problematic world, for
he cannot wait until science in a distant future might have
removed every uncertainty in the colour-man-environment relationship.
He is forced to propose a design solution for impending
tasks tooay.

11
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CDLOUR ORDER SYSTE1-1S AND

ENVIROOMENI'AL COLOOR DESIGN

Session h

***************************
GLIMPSES FRQvl
DISQJSSION

Following Professor Spillrran's lecture, a very interesting
discussion took place about the need for colour order systems in
environmental design.. in colour canmunication and in studies on
colour oJmbinations.
Demands from architects and designers on a
useful colour order system was discussed, and finally it was
claimed that a colour order system oould re a very useful tool to
bridge the gap between artists and designers on the one hand and
scientists and technologists on tne other.
Unfortunately, the tape recorder did not work properly
during the main pa.rt of this discussion, so we can only report;
here on the last contributions of the session.
Fred Billrneyer:
Many studies, including my own, have shown that within the range
described as normaI colour vision, there are as big differences
as corresponding to the difference between daylight and incandescent light.
So the designer who creates a pleasing arrangement of colours may find that these are not pleasing to someone
who is at the opposite end of the spectrum of normal, colour
vision. Is any thought ever given to this aspect of the problem?
Alexander Styne:
In my long practice I have a few cases of colour vision deficient
clients and with some luck one becomes aware of this very early
in the proceedings by hesitancy in expressing anything about
colour or in same cases if you are really lucky they come
straight out and say: I am colour blind!
In normal colour vision I have never found the differences so
great that I had any problems with them, but as soon as you work
with a group of people, an executive for a building corrrnittee
it happens very frequently in church work, from which I have
learned to stay away whenever I can - they can have differences
of opinion that may result into vi.olent arguments and the
designer is made a scapegoat.
Paul Green Armytage:
I would like to try a little idea here if I may, it is just sort
of fonning up, and the psychologists here too may have sanething
to say.
It seems to me from my amateur studies that there are
two apparently contradictory things going on so that when you
look a t our surroundings and try to make sense of them, there

seem to be two things:
First of all I think we have a need for stimulation, for variety.
But at the same time I think we are looking for order trying to
make sense of things.
And if we are confronted with something
for which there are two or more alternative interpretations we
will generally chose the simplest interpretation.

So I think what that can imply is that we have a desire for order
and a need for stimulation.
You could say it is a kind of a
I theme
and variations I that the thane provides unity and the
variations provide contrast.
Jack Evrin:
Is it not so that a strict order also can be stimulating.
A
repetition, for instance, does not necessarily need to be boring.
A rhythmic repetition can, on the contrary, be quite stimulating.
Paul Green Arrnytage:
If there is order without variety then it can be boring.
If
there is too much variety without order then it can be chaotic
and disturbing, so you have got to steer a path between monotony
on the one hand and. chaos on the other.
Ralph Stanziola:
I
sometimes get the impression that meetings like this gather
people with very different experiences of colour - f rcm technical
scientists to designers and artists.
I think that colour order
systems might be in fact a bridge between them.
Grete Srnedal
just mentioned the problans in trying to describe colours in
works and therefore colour order systans obviously provide a very
important tool for colour canmunication.
Osvaldo da Pos said earlier in the week that in the Italian
language, lightness and brightness are expressed by one and the
same word.
Therefore a colour order system can provide him with
the need of canmunicating with someone in another language.
the other hand if an artist spent six months of his life
painting a beautiful picture and then ran out of pa int; and wanted
to buy sane new tubes of paint to cont inue his work, and if the
colour of those new tubes were not controlled too well, he would
be very upset, and it will be handed on to the t.echnol.oqi.st.s to
take care of those problems.

On

The same thing with an architect. who creates an effect which will
be very pleasing..
If the paint canpany cannot deliver the right
colour for this effect, the architect would be quite upset.
So
perhaps a colour order system will provide a bridge here that
would be very useful.
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COLOUR ORDER. SYSTFMS
AND mNIROt~1ENTAI.J cor.am DSSIGN

Session h

*******************************
fl.10DERAWR ..S REffiR'!'

Alan

~'.7hi tfield

The session commenced with an extremely lucid coverage by
Professor Werner Spillman of the history of colour order systems
and their potential role in envirol~ntal design.
Following this introductory lecture the session focused upon
questions pertaining to the utility of colour order systems.
It
may be claimed that a consensus of opinion was expressed on two
points:
1.

A need exists for colour order systems as an aid to environmental design.

2.

Colour order systems should be 'useful'. It may be noted
that concern was not so much with the use of systeMS to
specify or identify colours, but rather with their use in
det.ermirunq "structural" (~vhitfield & \viltshire 1980) and
aesthetic relations amongst colours.
It was not clear,
however, from either the discussion or conference papers
exactly which "structural" aspects were of interest. It may
be suggested that clarification of the functions to be
pefor~ed by such instruments would be extremely useful,
and
greatly facilitate selections amongst competing syste~.

As an overview it may be claimed that the design applications field is characterized by a wealth of opinions but a dearth
of evidence.
Effectively, there is little evidence available to
indicate actual consumer requirements of colour order systems.
It is suggested that questions regarding the utility of a particular system to designers can best be answered by investigating
designers' requirements.
This criticism is not only applicable to the design applications field.
Earlier sessions were bedevilled by questions concerning the meaningfullness of dimensions of colour appearance;
for ex~ple, should systems employ blackness, lightness, greyness, colourfullness, etc. It is suggested that there are questions which are ammenable to empirical investigation by reference
to people's natural classifications of colour.
It is further
suggested that both sets of questions fall naturally within the
sphere of experimental psychology; a discipline somewhat neglected at the conference.
Given that those present at the conference were not necessarily representative of the population of potential colour order
systems, answers are required to a number of questions.
1.

Do architects and designers need colour order systems?
After all, it can be argued that they have managed very well
for centuries without them.
perhaps they used their own
natural colour systems.
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2.

What do they need colo\rr order systems for (or what could
they use them for)? Information here would be invaluable in
its contribution to questions regarding the structure and
dimensionality of systerr~.

3.

Will the use of colour order systems lead to better design?
Unfortunatley this raises the further question of what is
'better" design and to whom.
It may be noted that the
domain of aesthetics is even more intractable than colour
order systems, and contains diverse theoretic orientations.
From the standpoint of aesthetics, the preoccupation with
colour order systems and their applications in achieving
. order,
balance
and harmony,
can be interpreted
as
representative
of a
'classical'
orientation.
Other
orientations, however, do exist (see Whitfield & Slatter,
1978) ..

4.

How do we get answers to the above questions?

REFERENCES
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f--.ES'TIIETIC ATrITtIDF,S rIa'IARDS SCIENCE

***********************************
SPECIAL LECTURE

Lennart Holm
Director General
swedish National Board of physical
Planning aid Building (statens planverk)

flJr Chairman, Lad ies and CentIerren

The results of the research that you are \t-70rking with will,
to a high degree, be used in building and environ~ent planning.
The pur.pose then is to reach aesthetic effects, to raise the
comfort for i~~abitants and users.
That is why a large part of
Swedish colour research is financed by the counci I for building
research.
From the viewpoint of this Council, in which I have
been in charge for more than 25 years, I will give you some
reflections on hry~ scientific results are wet and treated in the
design process - it may then be results of social, psychological,
physiological, economic, natural or technical science.
You are, of course, aware of the fact that many people make
a distinction between the "two cUltures" - the fX)larisation of
the scientific and hUP1anistic world views, referred to by C.P.Snow.
And we cannot help but notice Society"s great respect for
r'lonsier Courbet who naturally lets us, the bourqo i s , raise our
hats and fx». to the creative 'Jenius, to the aesthetic approach to
life"
-.-----.
.

This gap has not always been apparent.
particularly in the
scientific tradition of the Western worlo there has been - ~ld
probably still is - .~ bas i c conception that the beauty of the
divine is always the beauty of siwplicity.
This divine si~
plicity is disturbed by the inquisit.ive search for knowledge:
Adam and Eve had to leave Paradise. nut when the search for
knowledge finally achieves it.s goal - when, for example, Newton
understands why the apple falls - then one finds that truth has
divine beauty- This is what is meant when it is stated that the
laws of nature can always finally be formulated in simple and
beautiful formulae like, for eXa.JTIJ.;,le, the La~l of Gravity.
If
accurate empirical observations cannot be systematized into a
simple mathematical function, then you can bet your life that you
are not on the trail of a natural law.
This divine discipline
has overshadowed many empi r ical data so that it agreed with the
divine simplicity, syrrlP1etry and eeauty they wished to behold. In
this way, thousands of years of astronomical observations couln
be distored - or censored - by the Christian scientific tradition, in order to fit into the ever-changing, false but always
di vinely beaut i ful and simplistic models of the'-----ur1i verse.
If
Kepler .. s Lav~' had not been imbued with even greater s impl ic i ty
(and thereby beauty), he would surely have had to wait even
longer in his grave before he was believed.
It may be worth noting that several of our new "natural
laws" could be formulated just because their empirical measurements did not fit the beautiful, classical Laws of nature. When
they could no longer he disregarded as measurement errors, we
1
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were forced t o look deeper into the workings of materia.
The
concepts of quantum and relati vi ty were introduced, as well as
the stochastic approach which has enabled ~s to interpret the
empirical stud ies of t he boLmdary state of materia.
However, I do not want to deal with the aesthetics of
science because I know too little about it - although I do have
my suspicions about the pressure i t exerts on the objectivity of
the researcher.
Nor will I go deeper into aesthetics as a
science, but just touch upon it.
Many building research bodies
the study of Man's perception of
physiological and ergonomic terms as
senses, as ~rception, interspersed
as hedonistic or aesthetic.

include in their programmes
the built environment, in
well as in terms of the five
with values that we refer to

The example from our world of colour can serve as an illustration.
The classical theory of colour, founded on a physical
basis, pr esupposed three primary colours - red, yellow and blue which through varying admixture could produce all colours - as in
a colour photograph.
The world of colour was often described as
a triangle.
By applying the rule of the "simplicity and beauty of truth"
it was also taken for granted that a carplementary colour would
be found directly opposite i n t he triangle - opposite red would
be green, hal f way between yellow and blue.
This classical con-

ception of the str ucture of colours has fOlmd many different
expressions - a mani f es t example of this is the puristic streak
in art that never accepted green as a a pure colour; which is why
Piet Mondrian's paintings. depicting cross-sections of the universe, never contain t he colour .9!een.
But f or t hose of us who are a bit more down to earth, green
does exist and it can, in both practical and experimental terms
be differentiated as a "distinct" colour, that is lacking any
tinge of blue or yellow .
And it has a complementary colour (its
retention) that is by no means a cl ear red .
Thus the laws of
physics and ~rceEtion are incongruent. TO the-senses, the world
of colour is a circular continuum with four distinct poles.
The
stages between what appear vi s uall y to be "equally large" var iations on colour, are of var ying dimensions when measured in the
physical term of wavelength. The eye and the sens e of sight thus
operate as erratically as the ear and the sense of hear ing, for
which Eitch and volume co-vary i n a way that from physical
viewpoint is disconcer ti ngly irregular and lmgainly (- you surely
know the shapes of t he phon-cur ves ).
Research into the aes t hetics of the environment can, in its
applied form, provi de answer s about people's reactions on a
semantic scale of
"beauti.ful and ugly"
"safe and frightening"
"harmoni ous and chaotic"
&ld t her eby substantiate simple interview and questionnaire findings and well-correlated phys iolo<]ical observations of eye movement, perspiration, muscul ar t ens i on and palpitations. Nevertheless, the uncerta inty we still experience when faced with the
2
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findings of such research, has to do with its prognostic value.
If the design of a building is based on positive reactions to
something existing (or experimentally arranged), can we still be
sure that the result will create the same positive reactions?
How long do these continue to remain PJsitive?
How quickly do
they wear off?
How much more positively would something else,
either new or different be assessed?
Would motives and images,
that are far removed from what are functionally and technically
deterrnine<j
a building, contribute positive values to the
environment?
We are at a stage in the history of architectual
design where attempts are being made to make LlS believe this
although the aesthetic and scientific fOlmdation for such argument is fragile.
However, my task here is not to nag at either those concerned with the E1ys~icisrn of number or the postrrodernists.
Instead, what I would like to discuss is how the serious design of
buildings and developnent can make use of the findings of enviromental research, and what impr::lcts these have on design.
rrhe first requirement is a plausible theory about the design
process, regarded oore in terms of the "spiritual" process within
the architect and engineer than in terms of negotiation and
decision making between client and designer, Nobel pr i zewi.nner
Herbert Sirnon, in his l:x:>ok entitled "The Sciences of the Artificial", . speculated on the creative process and defined the
designer's
problem
as looking for,
and
discovering,
a
satisfying combination of a multitude of given elements:
11 • • ,. he solves his probl.erns by moving
through a large combinatorial space in which he adds one eleMent after another to his
design _. of course, sornet imes revising or even de leti nq those
that are already in it ....

• ... Notice that the problem space through which the designer
searches is not a space of designs, but a space of design components and partially compl.et.ed designs".
In contradition to Simon, Susanne Langer states that the
creative process is not additive-:-- "That which is created is
something new" she states and "its elements, its whole and its
internal relationships are something that did not exist previously".
Then in that case it is not so completely new, replies
Arthur Koestler, instead it is the result of a new selection of
elements from various "matrices", that consist of rules, standards and models as well as new experiences and research findings.
Creativity presupposes that the individual has an overview of t.he total of all possible selections.
It seems reasonable to describe normal design work as just
such a process involving selection from different ITk1trices.
On
the one hand, these obvi.ously include explicit knowledge of the
laws of nature, of legislation and regUlations, of economic
optimisation, etc., and, on the other hand of the "silent knowledge" that Wittgenstein calls the "professionalism" that we have
internalized through 'learning and training, but about which we
are largely inarticulate (rather like our knowledge about how to
swim or ride a bicycle).
Seen in this light, the design process
is not a simple game of combinations, an unequivocal solution of
prablems t.hat starts afresh for each new task.
Instead it C()JTt3
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prises a multitude of "concealed" preconditions in the designer's
mind - his private conceptions, his sense of form, his adherence
to formal stylistic ideals and aesthetic doctrines.
Sometimes I
think one could go as far as to state that it is not the architect who has solved a design problem but rather that the problem
has found the right architect, one who has the "spiritual preparedness", the self-evident design solution for that very
problem.
This internalized knowledge ("silent knowledge"), the hidden
preconditions within an individual, are not always positive, they
also act as a filter for new knowledge and perceptions of reality. Here is an example.
At the California Institute of Technology, experiments were
made on people's ability to see and draw (in order to study,
among other things, how the two halves of the brain react and can
be trained).
In the experiments, quite ordinary people, men and
women, were put into two groups and asked to demonstrate how they
would draw a person.
This is how one member of the group drew a
human being.
Then he was asked to copy Picasso's well-known
portrait of stravinsky.
This was the result, a stereotyped
image, symbolizing a human being and characterised by the same
structure as the first one.
In the other group, people drew human beings in the same
way, for example like this.
But for this group. picasso's portrait was turned upside down. What people then copied was a
pattern of lines, not a form that released individual preconceptions.
What was demanded now was observation, to be able to see
without having any previous knowledge.
This was the result. If
we then turn the copy the right way up, we see that we have an
interesting, richly detailed and faithful copy, not a symbol.
One should be careful of drawing analogies, but I think that
the observations at CIT say something about how difficult it is
to penetrate, influence and resolve established conceptions and
designs. In fact there are some, for example, Jung and Spengler,
who would go as far as to state that design consists of constitutional, archetypal hereditary factors. And reputable exper iments
today would seem to support this argument.
In his book "The
Child in the City", Colin Ward describes a psychoanalytical study
of 450 models of towns made by 150 prepubescent children. It was
found that boys concentrated on streets, towers and frontages
where girls started off with interiors and people.
Again, in a
Swedish study of architectural preferences, Ann Westerman demonstrated that there might be distinct differences in the values of
men and women.
course, these design constraints or internalized knowI" silent knowledge") should not solely be diagnosed as
creative inhibitions.
On the contrary, it is these or related
phenomena that are regarded as the real essence of creativity.
Of

ledge

In the cultlrral debate, design is often referred to as the
"artistic whole" and thereby inviolate, as the artist's spiritual
gift to r.1an.
The aesthetic and technical demands for uncompromising consistency between "the whole" and its "parts" then
leads to the primary artistic conception determining the rules
that form and construction are to follow - and where the archit.ect becomes, at least partially, a medium for a higher logic.
4
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In a rigid model of this type, space for a new knowledge is
limited - and if there is room for it, it Is because it just
happened to fit in and not because of its inherent authority.
It is indeed remarkable that this subjective and authoritarian method of ~rking, for which the creative inC1ividual has
determined how much space should be devoted to the influence of
opinion aI1C1 knowledge,
is referred to as humanistic.
As
counter forces to this humanism, one finds not only demands for
participation but also, and more importantly, attenlpts to systematize people's habits, values and requirements as design standards.
"Kitchen Taylorism" is the somewhat contemptuous name
given to the enormous efforts to re-introduce everyday experience
into design work as a result of housing research in many
countries.
I must admit that this extremely artistic attitude to knowledge and to the world around us has been pushed into the background during the post-war democratisation of planning and building.
But the threat is always there.
Postmodernism readily
appears u~der the banners of humanism - and its penchant for
Palladian Classic is a consistent signal of its authoritarian
ambitions.
Of course, not everyone is a post-modernist genius. In most
design offices people are keenly attentive to public opinion and
to the findings of social and technical research.
Nevertheless,
one still meets, even f ron the most an..lJitiotls, a conditional
aesthetic atti t udo, Peopl.e Flake statements such as
"I get inspiration from some research re[X)rts - part.icularly
those that contain theoretical arguments".
I have always thooqht that that was the case - which is why
I think the report was good and why I shall make use of it" and

"The report has provided me wi.th arguments for a non-conven-tional design"
From the research side ~~ should, of course, express our
gratitude for such positive attitudes.
Yes we would appreciate
even more unconditional {X>ints of view.
If we accept Koestler's
concept of" "matr ices Of rules, models, exper ience and research
findings which make up the designer's "box of bricks", our
efforts should involve trying to fill that box with clear and
reliable information as well as ridding it of delusions and
formalistic con: :raints.
And we should warn the designer f rom
turning up with ready-made concepts which act as a filter for
what he wishes to accept.
Perhaps comEuter aided design will provide us with greater
freedom to use research findings?
Will the logical construction
of such design systems involve the rejection of design solutions
that are in conf.Lict with programmed demands and routines?
vIilI
improvements in the formulation of research findings in programming terms mean that we cm1 place greater reliance on their
unco~?risi~J use?
~·.Jell
yes, if knowledge is of such an absolute and uncomprising nature. Rut it se.ldom is!
And our intention is not to
make knowledge a fi . t.er for creati vi ty any more than we would

5
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accept creativity asa f i l t er for knowledge. On the contrary, we
would l ike knowl edge - and new information - to release creativity , t o open up new oppor tuni t Ies for art i s tic- expression and
f orms that are pregnant with meaning .
But r esearch find i ngs do not always involve new opportunit i es .
Instead they often r equire reflection, consideration and
r est rai nt .
The energy cris is of the 1970s - t he suspicion that
within the near. f uture we will have depleted the world's energy
resources - gave us a useful push in t he r ight direction- Research i ns t i t ut es around the world have taught us to resPect the
laws for the h~31 ing of energy in a building, and this knowledge
has stressed many aesthe tic forces .
r-1any have used this new
knowledge as a pr et ext f or t he violent overdramatization of
ext er i or f orm , others have more qui etly r evised their aesthetic
ideals and probably created buildings with consider abl y better
climat i c proper t i es t han bef or e .
Contacts between reseachers
around the wor ld have, perhaps most importantly, dr awn attention
to the var i at i on of external parameters .
Here i n Sweden, for
exaInple ,- -we-'-' are close nei ghbours with the North Pole - a fact
which onl y rhe artist believes he can change .
Techni ca l research find ings wh ich pose new problems or provide new opportunities ar e naturally welcome. Although often
misint.erpr e t ed, they sornetiPles release creative forces and provide us with new per ceptual values of greater authenticity than
the pasted-on variety.
However, the findi ngs of the social
sc ient i s t s pose greater di f f i cul t ies.
Studies of ordinary
people' s r eactions f habi ts and val ues seldom result in any revolutionar y upheavals . On t he contrary, t hey often take the form of
the 5E.!Etessence of good technical solut i ons , good or ganisation,
etc . And they often po int out def.ects and pr ac t i cal diff i cul t i es
It
which have perhaps occu r red as a result of dramatic design.
takes a lot of wil l - power on the par. t of the architect to act on
the basis of suc h experience, whi ch nearly always demonstrates
that psycho.lcql.cal.Iy social pr oblems cannot be solved by investment s , by phys ical design.
They demand an interaction between
PeOple and equipl1ent. t her eby reducing t he signif i cance of ar t icats. And that. Ls a t ough blow to aes t hetic humanism!
For those of us working i n environment al resear ch , i t can be
dishear teni ng t o see t he arbitrary way i n which our colleagues,
among architects and design engineers, util i ze t he informat i on we
provi de .
We would willingly work together with them if better
rules wer e availabl e f or the quer y of aes t hetic attitudes (in the
wides t sense) and were included in the exchange of old and new.
But we would like to do this with the i nherent aut hority of
objecti ve argument -. not with t.he a id of regulations and the
pr ess ure of exter.nal. forces.
One way of appr oaching these rules would be to carry out
research on the transmi ss ion of knowl edge .
How can we describe
the creat ive proces s from the fi rst sketches of the architect to
t he corrp l p. t eG ....V) l~ k i n everyday use? How can we best describe the
"matr.i ce" from whi ch t he des i gner selects his means, t hat peculiar collection of cultural archtetypes, personal design ambitions
and r espec t for empir ical data which can become, in the best
cases, a complete orchestra, and at worst a scrap-heap.
I believe that we c~uld l ea r n a great deal about how we define probLems and how we present t he:'i.r solutions, by carefully following
the work pr oces s of th4~ huildi ng designer .
We could study how
6
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the creative idea is confronted with practical demands and
technical and economic oppor tunl es , how the give and take between
idea and reality occurs, how ideals fall and are replaced by new
ones, and also how robust ideas can create new solutions - or
require new research efforts.
Those of us who have believed in the rationality and objectivity as architectural ideas, and have attempted to contribute to the fund of knowledge on the art of building, have
generally been atue to see the practical resluts of our efforts.
At the same time we cannot avoid noticing the changes in attitude
that are now taking pl.ace ,
The 11 image" of a building has once
again become ~the main feature, and its functional and technical
aspects have to comply with the building's function as a setpiece in the streetscape.. The amount of space for the testing of
knowledge will thereby be reduced - and it will not be those
designers who are thirsting for knowledC]e who will receive this
type of scenographic brief!
v:Te should therefore be needful of aesthetic atti tu<ies to
research - they change like fashions in clothes..
But while such
changes have generally involved a trend towards greater freedom from Victorian severity to Swinging London - they are unreliable.
Over and again they involve nostalgic digressions into the past
instead of the discarding of the last vestigates of constraint.
Constraint is the sign of the apprehension which always confronts
the ignorant. I<nowled3e gives space and freedom for imagination
and creative power.
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Ake S:son Stenius

Mesdames et Messieurs
Meine sehr geeh rte Damen unCI Herren
Ladies and Gentlemen
As an outsider in the field of colour order systems, I have
not been able to prevent my thoughts from strolling along unorthodox paths during the last few days.
Bridges rather than
colours have been their theme; bridges in time and bridges in
thought.
There has been a Scandinavian bridge in time with one pier
established more than three centuries ago by the Helsinforsian,
Sigfrid Forsius, who stated already at that ea rly stage that
three dimensions were needed for the proper order i ng of colours
in a meaningful system •• Another pier was established barely
three decades ago by another Helsingforsian, Gunnar Svaetichin,
who, by his discovery of the S-potentials, provided physiological
confirmation that the figure four of the opponent colour theory
was a reality and thus superior for the ordering of perceptive
colours.
However, for colour ordering, coarse structures based on
figures like 3 or 4 are not SUfficient.
For the fine structure
we need concepts, notations and terms, each characterized by
unequivocal definitions. I have noticed that colorimetrists have
their physical terminology based on ambiguous concepts, just the
science that gives us t.he final answer to the question of what a
colour really looks like, governed by laws of per cept i on , still
wrestles wi t.h difficulties partly due to ambiguous terminology.
I have therefor e welcomed a meeting like t his which we have
enjoyed here during the last days, where both ~~ychologi sts and
physicists have met around their common interest.: colour. Difficulties in mutual understanding have forced us to construct
bridges that I should li ke to cha r ac t er i ze as non-mat hemat i cal
psychcrphysical relations for unify i nq our <U vN s i fied concepts.
However, we have not only dealt with differ ences i n concepts.
The semantic questions that have been considered during
the last days have also made it clear that we are in need of
linguistic bridges for an improved inter national under standing of
colour .
I consider all these bridges as rays from a convex lens that
converge towards a COImlon goal: colour order sys t ems that due to
their common use, are considered suitable for inclusion in a
synthesis by I nt ernati onal Standardization.
Thi s would be a
great step f orwar d towards a universal colour l anguage .
In my
opinion, our conference has been a great move in that direction.
Simultaneously, I know that the lens has hardly any curvature.
The focal point of the converging rays l ies far away in the
future; on the other hand our conference has been a first step to
increase the curvature of t hi s lens.
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Today the symposium ended with a discussion on Color Order
Systems and Environment Design.
And now I am really skating on
thin ice.
I am not only an outsider, I an a layman and an
amateur as wel.L,
In the first days we discussed how colours should be ordered
in the colour space so that neighbouring colours would be at such
distances from one another that they suited the plan of some
network.
The opinions of how these networks should be constructed were varying, everyone had her or his opinion on that.
Today, all these concepts were turned upside down.
It was
not the question of relations between neighbouring colours; on
the contrary, the main role today was played by colours very far
away from one another in the present colour order systems.
What
were their interrelations? ~7hat were their interactions? Can we
create colour spaces that can be turned over into colour order
systeITks for designers, i.e., systems that have aesthetic relations between highly differing colours built into their network?
This is certainly a challenge to the new AlC study Group.

Ladies and Gentlemen
On behalf of all the organizations and institutions that
have organized this meeting, I wish to extend my sincere thanks
to all participants who, by their ideas and their contributions
to the discussions, so clearly have shown their capacity in one
branch of civil engineering: the construction of bridges, the
bridges that we all are in sl~h need of.
with these wor.ds of sincere thanks to you, all included
though not named, I hereby declare the Forsius Symposium on
Colour Order Systems and Environmental Design closed.

***********************
*******************
***************
**********
*****
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Figure captions for colour picture prints representing the colour
slides shown in Prof. Spillman I S lecture

*****************************************************************
Colour
print
Picture Text to illustration
------ ======= ====================
-----PAGE 1 No 1:1
Colour order scheme by Aron Forsius (1610).
1: 2

Doubl,e cone of NCS,
Anders Hard.

Natural Colour System by

1: 3

The Natural System of Colours and their
nious connections, by fuses Harris.

1:4

Colour Circle by Moses Harris.

1:5

Colour Circle by 1saac Newton.

1:6

Colour Circle by JOhann Wolfgang Goethe.

1:7

Munsell Colour Tree.

1: 8

OstwaId ,s
Kuppers.

1: 9

Colour
Harmony Manual according
Ostwald' s Color Order System.

double cone,

illustrated

harmo-

by Harald
to Wilhelrn

1:10

Ring-star by Ostwald.

1:11

Schemes of whiteness/blackness-equalities according to Ostwald.

1:12

Whiteness/blackness-equalities, Ostwald.

1:13

Colour triangle,
Muller.

1:14

Colour combination
Muller.

1:15

Colour combination (hue deviation) by Aemilius
Muller.

1:16

COlour Circle,
Muller.

1: 17

Colour combinations:
constant hue (middle) ,
syrrmetric hue deviation (left and right).

1: 18

Colour combinations:
constant hue (middle) ,
syrrmetric hue deviation (left and right).

1:19

Colour sequence by Werner Spillrnan.

1:20

Colour sequence by Werner Spillrnan.

Swiss Colour atlas by Aemilius
(constant hue) by Aemilius

Swiss Colour Atlas by Aemilius
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PAGE 11 No 11:1

Text to illustration
====================

Red house with white frames in Sweden.

11:2

sainte Chapelle in Paris.

11:3

Red-orange stairs.

11:4

Blue cupola.

11: 5 Hunter in vegetation-green landscape.
11:6

Analysis of
green leaf.

the degree of chramaticness

11:7

Reddish shine of the setting sun.

11:8

FlONers in a garden.

11:9

Wangen Castle (Switzerland).

11:10

School building (France).

11:11

Muralla Roja (Spain).

11:12

Aerial view of Florence (Italy).

11:13

Blue building (England).

11: 14 Town (Marocco).
11:15

Farmer's village (Switzerland).

11:16 Villa Carlotta (Italy).
11:17

santorini (Greece).

11:18

Supermarket (Switzerland).

11: 19

Home for aged people (Switzerland).

11:20

School building (Swit.zerland).

of

a
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PAGE III

Ill: 1

111:2

Text to illustration

---------------------------------------

Six levels of the universal colour language
Kelly.

by

ISCC-NBS color-name block structure by Kelly and

Judd.
Ill: 3-12

Colour conception and some real material and
oolour canbinations for a home of aged people in
senzach/Winterthur (rn) by W. Spillman,
Arch:V.lsler ..

111:13

NCS colour papers.

111:14

Colour juxtaposition realized with
papers.

Ill: 15

Colour correction for a floor covering material
wi th a difference less than 10 NCS units.

111:16

Part of a material and colour sample
for a school building.

111:17

Railway
~ngolli

station

near

Zurich

NCS' oolour

oollection

Airport

by

s.

and W. Spillman.

111:18

Investment
Graves.

Ill: 19

Home for aged people in Frauenfeld by P.
and W. Spillman.

Ill: 20

Home for aged people in senzach/Winterthur by V.
Isler and W. Spillman.

office

3

in

Princetan

by

Michael
Widmer

